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Abstract

This thesis discusses the history of population movements and migrations on the middle 

and upper Innoko River in west-central Alaska. The history of research and exploration 

into the region is synthesized. The bodies o f work known as “place attachment studies” 

and “place studies” are presented as a framework with which to understand current 

perceptions of the movements and migrations. The move from Holikachuk village on the 

Innoko River to Grayling on the Yukon River in 1963 is examined in detail. The long

term consequences of these movements for the Holikachuk Athasbascan people are 

analyzed.
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“  They left their teacups fu ll and their Zeniths in the house Innoko River population
movements and migrations

Chapter 1: Introduction

This thesis is an analysis of the long-term processes and consequences of the 

population movements of the Holikachuk people1. The Holikachuk people are an interior 

Alaskan Athabascan group whose ‘traditional’ lands encompassed the middle and upper 

Innoko River valley, as well as a portion of the lower Yukon River that was utilized 

primarily for fish camps.2 The majority o f the remaining Holikachuk people now reside 

in the village of Grayling3 on the Yukon River. This thesis will focus mainly on the 

history of movement and population coalescence at Holikachuk village on the Innoko 

River, and then, in the early 1960s, the movement of Holikachuk people to the Yukon 

River village of Grayling.

The processes of movement, culture contact, and sociocultural change will also 

be examined. This historical analysis of movement and consequent culture change will be 

approached through a discussion of emic and etic discourses, and an evaluation of 

internal and external forces. The relationships between the emic and etic interpretations 

o f Holikachuk history, and of the internal and external dynamics which shaped that 

history, are extremely important to consider. The Holikachuk people have had almost no 

voice in the creation (what little there has been) of their recognized histories. Through the 

analysis of the above dichotomies I hope to present some of their views, as well as an 

outside, academic view, of their past and present. I will also offer suggestions as to the



future direction of research needed in the area, archaeological and sociocultural, 

especially pertaining to the field of migration, movement, and relocation studies.

Method

The research that this thesis is based on was completed in the village of Grayling 

during the summer of 1999, and in the spring and summer of 2000. The main methods 

used to obtain information were participant observation and interviews. Interviews with 

Grayling residents were both formal and informal. Many people were uncomfortable 

with the presence of tape recorders which, as a result, were not used for the majority of 

the interviews. When a tape recorder was not used, notes were taken either during or after 

conversations. Local events such as potlucks, bingo, boat trips and other such activities 

were participated in as well. During my first two trips to Grayling, residents were not 

paid for their participation in the research due to a lack of funds. During the summer 

2000 however, I was able to pay residents for their participation.

Purpose

The purpose of this research is to consolidate all available information about the 

Holikachuk people and their history from documentary sources, and to work with the 

people themselves to learn more about their past. In particular, settlement patterns and 

population movements of people on the upper and middle Innoko River and the mass 

migration from Holikachuk village to Grayling in 1963 were focused on. The topic of
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migrations in general, and how the case of the Holikachuk to Grayling move fits into 

migration theory, is also discussed.

1 The issue o f ethnonymy and ethnic groupings for the people of this region of Alaska is very complex. 
Some of these problems have been discussed in greater detail by B. Raymond-Yakoubian (2000), including 
the concern over whether “Holikachuk” is a proper designation for these people. For the sake of clarity 
and continuity with the existing body of academic work concerning this region (and for other reasons as 
well), the term “Holikachuk” will be used throughout this paper to refer to the people formerly of the 
middle and upper Innoko, and those who trace their ancestry to these regions and people amongst current 
residents of Grayling.

2 I will consider the Holikachuk people to be the people o f the middle and upper Innoko River regions, 
referring to them either as being from the “middle and upper Innoko” or simply “upper Innoko.” By 
“upper Innoko” I do not generally consider this to include the entire Tlegon River branch of the Innoko 
River, and in most cases I do not include the “North Fork” of the Innoko. Linguistic research done by 
James Kari indicates, through linguistic inference from neighboring languages, that a separate language 
group, the Tlegon-khotana, may have occupied the Tlegon River region (Kari 2000). This group is no 
longer in existence (its members either died or moved to other village settlements downriver and out of the 
region). Holikachuk-language research also indicates that the place names and story loci in this language 
are largely limited to the Innoko River below these two branches. However, current and former 
Holikachuk-speakers and their relatives did hunt, trap, and know of these regions, at least tangentially, and 
it is likely that the people o f these regions were closely culturally related (Kari 2000; B. Raymond- 
Yakoubian 2000). Miranda Wright (1995: 24-31) discusses this issue o f “tribal divisions” for this area, as 
have VanStone and Goddard (1981: 556-561), VanStone (1979a: 13-17), De Laguna (1947: 27-31), 
Osgood (1940: 31, 478-481), and Zagoskin (Michael 1967: 190-193,243).

3 The village o f Grayling and the surrounding area are located on the extreme western edge of what was 
traditional Holikachuk subsistence territory.
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Chapter 2: Middle and Upper Innoko Contact History'

Physical Setting o f  the Holikachuk Region

The Innoko River is located in western Alaska and is the fourth longest tributary 

of the Yukon River. Today, almost the entire Innoko River valley is located within the 

Innoko National Wildlife Refuge (INWR). The Innoko River is approximately five 

hundred miles long and lies between the Kaiyuh and Kuskokwim mountains, draining an 

area of more than 10,000 square miles. Small lakes and ponds and generally swampy 

terrain dominate the Innoko Lowlands. There are no high mountains in the region. The 

wildlife of the Innoko valley is typical of interior Alaska. The climate of the Innoko 

region is similar to that of the rest of the lower Yukon valley and has a continental 

subarctic climate. The winters are cold, but are not as severe as along the upper Yukon. 

Summers are warm during July and August (with temperatures in the 80s being 

common), and rainfall varies from year to year (Holy Cross has a mean annual rainfall of 

19.5 in.). Waterways usually freeze over in October, and break-up occurs in May 

(Maddren 1910; Eakin 1914; VanStone 1979a; INWR 1987).

History o f  Anthropological Research and other early visitors to the Innoko Region

The majority of the substantial ethnographic and ethnohistoric research in the 

Innoko Region has been conducted by two anthropologists. Cornelius Osgood spent the 

summers of 1934 and 1937 in the Deg Hit’an village of Anvik on the lower Yukon River. 

His research there resulted in a three-volume work describing the material, mental, and
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0 50  miles

Map of the lower-middle Yukon and Innoko Rivers, showing locations associated with 
the Innoko gold rush. FromVanStone 1979a: 172.
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Location of the Innoko National Wildlife Refuge in Western Alaska. From INWR 1987:
3.



Map of Holikachuk Territory. From Goddard 1981: 615.



social culture of the Deg Hit’an people (Osgood 1940, 1958, 1959). The work of James 

VanStone also focused on the Deg Hit’an people. His “Ingalik Contact Ecology” (1979a) 

is a comprehensive history of culture contact on the lower Innoko and Yukon Rivers. 

VanStone’s work will be discussed at length in later sections of this paper. The works of 

other researchers who have dealt with the Holikachuk, directly or indirectly, are 

described below.

Between 1926 and 1938 Ales Hrdlicka of the Smithsonian Institution conducted a 

series of expeditions to Alaska in order to “ascertain as much as possible about the 

surviving Indians and Eskimos; to trace all indications of old settlements and migrations; 

and to collect such skeletal and archeological material as might be of importance” 

(Hrdlicka 1930: 30). Hrdlicka collected massive quantities of skeletal material during his 

travels, including those undertaken along the Innoko and Yukon Rivers. In 1926 he 

stopped at the “Greyling River [sic]” and excavated a grave on the outcrop of land above 

the river, declaring that the site “seems to just call for a new settler” (Hrdlicka 1944: 48).

In 1929, while visiting a fishcamp eight miles above Kaltag, Hrdlicka 

encountered a native of the “Shageluk Slough,” Phillip King (Hrdlicka 1944: 197). 

Phillip King, who lived at Holikachuk before the move to the Yukon River in the 1960s, 

is a relative of some of Grayling’s contemporary elder residents. King told Hrdlicka of a 

“nice stone axe” at Kaltag, and the two left together to buy it from a man living there 

{ibid.). Hrdlicka also reports that King took him to the graveyard above Kaltag, where he 

found two old burials but had to leave them because their clothing still remained {ibid.: 

198). A few days later, Hrdlicka traveled down the Yukon River {ibid.: 203-205). It is not
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South side of entrance to Grayling Creek. Burial hill (the partially denuded portion) site
to left of hill. From Hrdlicka 1944: 49.



clear exactly where Hrdlicka traveled on this trip or which sites he visited, but twice he 

encountered camps of people from “Holikachakat” (Holikachuk), whom he photographed 

( ibid.: 205).

Hrdlicka visited the “Greyling River” again in 1929 and excavated two more 

burials, commenting that it was, “Dirty work with the unclean bones, but necessary” 

(Hrdlicka 1944: 207). He also traveled to the Innoko in 1929, entering the river from its 

mouth on the Yukon River. He visited the site of “Holokochakat” (Holikachuk), and it is 

worth quoting the entire passage from his diary of that visit (Hrdlicka 1944: 215):

July 16... 1 p.m. reach Holokochakat. A larger village than Shageluk, on the right 

bank of the river, but same people. Hardly anyone here now—all on the Yukon, 

fishing. No school. Only white man present a trader, married a “breed” wife. 

Have three children—show but little Indian. Get a stone knife from him and buy 

two baskets. Nothing more to be had, but learn of several burying places.

Visit main graveyard, less than a mile away, behind a point on left bank of the 

river. Place being cut away, many graves with their contents have already been 

washed off. Find several old burials in native fashion— get a fine male, a female, 

a young female with a child in one box, and a child. A larger number of burials 

from Russian times—box deep in ground and a roof (not “house”) over all—these 

not disturbed. Beads or Russian crockery with all my subjects, but some graves 

older, Indian-fashion, above ground. Raises the point of whether the little burial

21



Family from Holikachuk. From Hrdlicka 1944: 207.

Painted coffin of a caribou hunter -  from the Innoko River. From Hrdlicka 1944: 213.



houses, or roofs, above burials, which have become so generalized among the

Yukon Indians, were not a Russian introduction.

In his 1930 report Hrdlicka mentions meeting Max Simel of Ophir and Paul 

Keating of “Holikachakat” (Holikachuk) near Paimute (Hrdlicka 1930: 65). Simel had a 

trading outfit on the upper Innoko River during the gold rush period, now an abandoned 

site called “Simels.” Simels freighted on the Innoko and would occasionally hire one or 

two people from Holikachuk to work for him. Keating was a long-time trader with a store 

at Holikachuk village. According to VanStone, at the suggestion of Hrdlicka, Herbert 

Krieger of the Smithsonian Institution conducted some archaeological excavations at 

Holikachuk and other villages in the summer of 1927; however, the Holikachuk 

excavations are not described in the publication on that work (VanStone 1979a: 17).

In 1935, Frederica de Laguna undertook some limited archaeological survey, 

mapping and excavation in the Holikachuk region (de Laguna 1947). While on the 

Yukon River she stopped at Simon Creek, about twelve miles above the entrance to 

Shageluk Slough, where some residents of Holikachuk had set up their summer fish camp 

(ibid.: 64). On the Innoko River de Laguna visited the village of “Hologochaket” 

(Holikachuk), which was still occupied at the time. While there, she met the trader Paul 

Keating (mentioned above). The two of them “suspected” that the modem village might 

have been located on a prehistoric site because of a planing adze blade found there by 

Keating. Keating also told her of a site where he found other artifacts, which she did not 

explore, located on the west bank of the river between Holikachuk and the mouth of 

Holikachuk Slough. De Laguna also reported an old village site on the far side of the big
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lake located behind Holikachuk {ibid.:74). De Laguna mapped and excavated features at 

a site opposite and slightly above Holikachuk. Here she found eight house ruins and a 

large kashim. She did not believe that the site was very old, but excavated “House 7” 

nonetheless {ibid.: 75). The excavation of House 7 revealed a floor level 4 Vi feet below 

the ground surface, with possibly a second floor level slightly above the first. The roof 

timbers had been cut with a steel axe and a layer of grass covered the lowest floor level. 

Artifacts found within the structure included a bone ulu handle, a wooden scraper, an 

antler wedge, two pottery lamps, a scrap of iron and a blue glass bead {ibid.: 75-76).

One of the goals of de Laguna’s trip in the Yukon-Innoko region was to locate 

and identify the villages visited by the early Russian and American explorers. She was 

never able to identify all o f the reported settlements, either because of inaccurate 

descriptions by explorers, or due to possible changes in river configuration.

De Laguna also removed some masks from Holikachuk village that were 

supposedly found in a rubbish pit with the help, she reports, of “Simon Holikachuk.” She 

also photographed, with the permission of Simon, the newer masks of the village (de 

Laguna 1936: 569). Simon, and the white trader (Paul Keating) mentioned in her 1947 

work, were apparently the only people in the village when de Laguna arrived, the rest of 

the residents being out on the Yukon at summer fish camps. Many residents of Grayling 

have claimed in the past (and still today) that the masks were in fact stolen from the 

village, that there was no Simon Holikachuk, and that masks no longer in use would 

never be placed in a trash pit. Masks that were no longer in use, either due to 

deterioration or for storage purposes in between ceremonial uses, were usually placed out
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Site opposite Holikachuk, Innoko River. From de Laguna 1947: 75.

House 7, site opposite Holikachuk. From de Laguna 1947: 75.



in the forest in a tree, the location being known to very few people. Some current village 

leaders have been discussing the possibility of repatriating the masks back to Grayling. 

These discussions are ongoing and no final decision has been made about the details of 

such repatriation. De Laguna described and provided photographs of these same masks 

in a 1936 article in American Anthropologist (ibid.: plates 17,18, 19, 20).

In 1972 James VanStone conducted an archaeological survey of historic Deg 

Hit’an (and some Holikachuk) sites on the lower Innoko and Yukon Rivers. His 

published work, entitled “Historic Ingalik Settlements Along the Yukon, Innoko and 

Anvik Rivers, Alaska”, provides physical descriptions of sites and historical information 

garnered from informants from various villages, including Grayling (VanStone 1979b). 

His survey did not include any sites on the middle or upper Innoko River. VanStone also 

published, as mentioned above, an extensive ethnohistory of the Deg Hit’an of the lower 

Innoko and Yukon regions (1979a).

James Kari and Michael Krauss of the Alaska Native Language Center, Wendy 

Arundale, Karen McPherson and a few others have conducted limited linguistic and oral 

historical research in the village of Grayling. Krauss’ identification of Holikachuk as a 

distinct language, Kari’s 1978 Holikachuk Noun Dictionary, and the publication of 

stories told by elder Belle Deacon (Deacon 1987) are the most significant published 

works to come out of that research. Wendy Arundale completed a report for Doyon 

Limited concerning the “cultural resources” of the Deg Hit’an and Holikachuk region, 

but this report is proprietary and not available to the public (Arundale 1993).
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N ew  masks at H ologochaket. A (Upper left): 1, Feather circlet; 2. Lush; 3, Up-R iver M an; 4, U p-R iver W oman; 5, 
Bird preceding Salmon W oman; 6. U p-R iver W oman; 7. Arctic ( )wl; 8. Feather wand. B (U pper right): 1, U p-R iver \  oung 
M an; 2, Indian; 3, “ O utside S w a sh ;” 4, Caribou figure; 5, Old M an; 0, Crane; 7, Up-R iver W om an. C (Lower left): 1. 
U p-R iver (?) M an; 2. Up-R iver M an; 8. Raven; 4. Dog Salmon W oman; 5, Berry W om an; 6. 7, Bird preceding Salmon 
W om an. I) (Lower right): 1, “ Kish cap” with stuffed loon; 2, Stuffed loon; 3, Stuffed rabbit "in a snare;” 4. Bear (or Moose 
M an). (Tn each photograph read from left to right and from above dow n.)

New Masks at Holikachuk. From de Laguna 1936: Plate 17.
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Old masks from Kologochaket. Upper row (from left to right): 1, “ Boss” of Up-River Indians; 2, 3, Up-River Man; 
4, Man; 5, Russian Captain. Lower row: 6. Buffoon’s mask— Beluga or Russian M an; 7, Buffoon’s mask Man; 8, Berry 
Woman; 9. Dog Salmon Woman (willow and feather borders of Xus. 8 and 9 are missing). (Centimeter scale.)

Old Masks from Holikachuk. From de Laguna 1936: Plate 18.
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Old masks from Hologochaket. Upper row (from left to right): 1. Seagull in Salmon Dance; 2. Woodpecker 
3, Crane (the end of the bill is missing). Lower row: 4, Raven (bill missing): 5. 6, Caribou (side and interior 
views).

Old Masks from Holikachuk. From de Laguna 1936: Plate 19.
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Old masks from Hologochaket and Shageluk. Upper row (from left to right): 1, 2 , l;ox 
(legs missing from both masks); 3, Half-Man (Half-Woman?); 4. Half-Man. Lower row: 5, 
Old Woman (from Shageluk); 6, Finger mask (from Shageluk); 7, Bear (or .Moose Man).

Old Masks from Holikachuk and Shageluk. From de Laguna 1936: Plate 20.



Elizabeth Andrews inventoried sixteen sites in the Holikachuk region in the late 

1970s but conducted no excavation (Andrews 1977: 28). In 1994 Debra Corbett, an 

archaeologist with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, surveyed five abandoned sites on 

the upper Innoko River. Two of the sites were gold rush related and the others were 

native settlements. The survey report includes physical descriptions of the sites and 

recommendations for future work in the region (Corbett 1994).

The most recent archaeological work (in reality, the only work if you exclude 

Hrdlicka and de Laguna’s unorganized and minimal activities) on the upper Innoko was a 

1996 archaeological field school at the abandoned Holikachuk village of Dishkakat. The 

field school was conducted through the University o f Alaska-Fairbanks (UAF) and 

supervised by Mary Ann Sweeney, a current Ph.D. candidate at UAF. I was a member of 

the field crew for the six-week field school. The excavations at Dishkakat were all of 

gold rush era features, although during that era there was still a native occupation of the 

village. Survey in the general area of the site was also conducted. No further work has 

been undertaken at Dishkakat since 1996, and no results of the limited excavations have 

been published.

The most recent ethnographic and ethnohistoric work conducted in the 

Holikachuk region is that done by the author in the village of Grayling during 1999 and 

2000. Information was gathered concerning the history of the Holikachuk people and 

their movements in the Innoko and Yukon regions. Data were also gathered specifically 

about the migration from the Innoko River over to the site of Grayling on the Yukon
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Excavations at Dishkakat, Alaska. 1996.



River. Several visits were made to the abandoned village of Holikachuk as well as other 

sites along the Innoko and Yukon Rivers to collect information for this thesis.

Contact History

Two different culture groups inhabited the Innoko River valley at Russian contact 

in the early 1800s: the Deg Hit’an (Ingalik) on the lower Innoko below Shageluk Slough, 

and the Holikachuk on the middle and upper Innoko above, and along, Shageluk Slough 

(and possibly a third group, the Tlegon-Khotana. See endnote ii. and B. Raymond- 

Yakoubian 2000). All of the ethnographic work in this region to date (excluding some 

sporadic oral history recordings, the author’s work, and B. Raymond-Yakoubian 2000) 

has focused on the Deg Hit’an of the lower Innoko and Yukon Rivers. Some 

archaeological reconnaissance and small-scale excavation was conducted in the 

Holikachuk region early in the last century and in the 1990s (see above). One possible 

reason for the seeming lack of interest in the Holikachuk may be the remoteness of the 

Innoko region and the early and long-standing confusion regarding the cultural affiliation 

of the middle-upper Innoko people, who have variously been considered Deg Hit’an, 

Kolchan, and Koyukon (Osgood 1936, 1940; Illarion in Oswalt 1959; Zagoskin in 

Michael 1967; Netsvetov in Black 1984, and others). In addition, many local residents 

have had a general opposition to research in the region for personal reasons, and based on 

the actions of those who have worked there in the past.

Not until the 1960s did the academic community officially recognize that the 

people of Holikachuk village had a distinct language and were possibly a separate group
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from their neighbors. This recognition came with the work of linguist Michael Krauss 

who, in 1962, classified the language spoken at Holikachuk village as a separate and 

distinct Athabascan language (Krauss 1962, 1975: map). The language differences on the 

Innoko River had been hinted at much earlier, however, by explorers and visitors to the 

region such as Zagoskin. The Holikachuk language is described as intermediate between 

Koyukon and Deg Hit’an (Krauss and McGary 1980: 293; Krauss and Golla 1981: 74). 

Krauss named the language “Holikachuk,” as can be seen on the map Native Peoples and 

Languages o f  Alaska, the name which has been most commonly applied to these people

ever since (Krauss 1974). In another publication, Krauss stated that the language “would 

perhaps better be called Innoko” (Krauss and McGary 1980: 293). And in a more recent 

(1995) language map prepared by Krauss and Igor Krupnik, the name “Innoko” is used in 

place of “Holikachuk” (Chaussonnet 1995).

Very little is known about the pre-contact Holikachuk beyond the location of 

some abandoned villages and fish camps, some of which cannot be definitively dated to 

that period. This paucity of information is based partially on the lack of extensive 

archaeological fieldwork in the region, our knowledge of the pre-contact Holikachuk 

material culture being limited to that collected by Hrdlicka and de Laguna and 

information from recent oral history. Because of their relations with other groups that had 

regular and sustained contact with both Europeans and the Holikachuk, the first non

native observers of the Holikachuk undoubtedly saw a culture that had already undergone 

numerous changes. Below is a summary of what is known about the Holikachuk in the 

early contact period.
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The Holikachuk have frequently been grouped with the Deg Hit’an (or “Ingalik”), 

notably in the works of Osgood (1936, 1940, 1958), and described as ‘culturally most 

similar’ to them. This grouping with the Deg Hit’an has caused some dissatisfaction 

among Holikachuk people, sometimes perceived as a denial of their distinctness. There 

are, to be sure, many similarities between the Deg Hit’an and Holikachuk as a result of 

their close interactions; many of their villages were feasting partners, they had trade 

partners among each other, they married each other, etc. It is also clear, however, that 

there were differences and these were long recognized between villages of the two 

groups. One difference that current Grayling residents frequently cite is that their 

Stickdance was done for the regeneration of game, while surrounding groups, such as the 

Koyukon, performed it for the dead (see B. Raymond-Yakoubian 2000). These 

differences and similarities are borne out through preliminary comparison of recent 

ethnographic data from work in Grayling with the ethnographic descriptions of Deg 

Hit’an pre-contact culture (Osgood 1940, 1958, 1959; B. Raymond-Yakoubian n.d.; J. 

Raymond-Yakoubian n.d.).

The first recorded penetration into Holikachuk territory occurred in 1839 when 

Petr Kolmakov, a Russian trader and the manager of Aleksandrovskiy Redoubt, 

descended the Innoko River after crossing over to its headwaters from the Kuskokwim 

River (VanStone 1979a: 58). Kolmakov’s journal has never been published, and current 

knowledge of his travels comes only through the journals of Lieutenant Zagoskin of the 

Russian-American Company who was familiar with them (ibid.) Michael 1967: 80-81). 

Kolmakov apparently collected beaver pelts from the people of the upper Innoko, but it is
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unclear which villages he traded with (Michael 1967: 81, 238). Kolmakov traveled down 

the Innoko River at least as far as the mouth of the Iditarod River. At some point he was 

informed by natives that the Russian post of Ikogmyut (Russian Mission), on the lower 

Yukon, had been attacked and destroyed and the Russians posted there massacred by 

natives in the spring of 1839. Kolmakov turned back and went no further. He was shown 

a route over to the Kuskokwim River by local natives (probably at the village of 

Dementi) {ibid.:81; VanStone 1978: 4). It is believed that Ikogmyut was attacked in 

retribution for the 1838-1839 smallpox epidemic, which ravaged the region, and for 

which the natives of Western Alaska believed the Russians were responsible (VanStone 

1979a: 58). Kolmakov’s journals undoubtedly contain informative observations about the 

people of the middle and upper Innoko at that time and would be a valuable research tool 

for this region if located.

The next recorded observations of the Innoko region were those of Lt. Zagoskin 

of the Russian-America Company. He was sent to explore the Yukon, Kuskokwim, and 

Innoko River valleys from 1842-1844. Zagoskin traveled up the Innoko River (between 

February 10 and March 10, 1844) only as far as “Ttality” (later known as Dementi), a 

village at the confluence of the Innoko and the Iditarod Rivers. He believed that he had 

traveled up the Innoko to at least the point at which Kolmakov had turned back, thereby 

reasoning that a route existed between the upper Kuskokwim and the lower Yukon 

(Michael 1967: 237-238; VanStone 1979a: 76).

Zagoskin also had contact with some Holikachuk people in 1843 while exploring 

the Yukon River above the mouth of the Koyukuk River. Zagoskin and his party had a
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short encounter with 44 people (including 33 men) who had crossed the Kaiyuh 

Mountains from the upper Innoko. They had traveled to the upper Yukon to trade at the 

Russian-American Company’s post at Nulato (Michael 1976: 167-168; VanStone 1979a: 

27). This encounter took place somewhere around the vicinity of Kokrines ( .: 75).

They described their lands and people to Zagoskin as follows (Michael 1967: 168):

Beyond these mountains there is the river Tlegon, or Innoko, where our tribe 

lives, or our relatives, which means the same thing; we do not know the source of 

the river because we do not go to that country. Our river is smaller than this one, 

but we take a lot of beaver and otter along its tributaries; we catch many sable in 

the woods; our country is famous for its foxes. We bring our furs this way to trade 

them, or we take them down our own river and trade them with the people down 

there for white and black beads, shells, iron, and tobacco. We know that another 

large river flows to the south of us, and some of our people get from there, along 

with other articles, just such clothes as you are wearing. We come to the Yuna 

[upper Yukon] river in several places, after hunting deer on the hard snow crust; 

there we build our canoes, take beaver in the side streams, and prepare yukola2', at 

the first snowfall we go back home. We have no large houses, but each one lives 

where he likes.

While “in the waters occupied by the Tlegon-khotana” Zagoskin records meeting 

40 men and women (Michael 1967: 175). It is not clear if he is referring to parts of the
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upper Yukon where Innoko people went to trade, or if he is referring to the Innoko River 

itself. The encounter quoted above was with 44 Innoko people on the upper Yukon River. 

In addition, Zagoskin met 45 Innoko people at the village of Dementi on the Innoko 

River. It is likely that the statement o f “40 men and women” was made in error and 

referred to the 44 men and women met on the upper Yukon River, as he never traveled up 

the Innoko past Dementi (which was clearly not territory of the Tlegon-khotana).

Zagoskin also related the story of an 1843 attack (“massacre”) on the people 

living “near the point where a slough of the Yukon connects with the Innoko” by the 

“Takayaksa” people (most likely the lower Koyukon) (ibid.: 178, 190; see also Jette and 

Jones 2000: 629). The village attacked was Vazhichagat, where Thompson (Shageluk) 

Slough meets the Yukon. In an 1884 visit to Vazhichagat, Zagoskin estimated that nearly 

100 people lived there, but that there were only 18 men, 32 having been killed in the 

attack the previous year (ibid.: 191). His final estimate of the village population is eighty 

persons (ibid.:307). Whymper also noted the existence of a village approximately at this 

location in 1869 but calls it “Shagelook” and describes it as being opposite the mouth of 

the slough (Whymper 1869: 264). Holmberg, as de Laguna discussed, places his 

“Washitschagath” at the same location as Zagoskin’s Vazhichagat (Holmberg 1855 in de 

Laguna 1947: 65). Jette also noted a village in the same approximate location (Jette 

1910).

Zagoskin also discussed trade relations among the different groups inhabiting 

Western Alaska, information that was important in setting up new trading posts for the 

Russian-American Company. According to Zagoskin, the people of Vazhichagat traded
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directly with the coastal Eskimo peoples around St. Michael with the furs bought from 

people living far up on the Innoko River (Michael 1967: 197). Clay obtained from near 

Rapids on the Yukon would be traded, according to Zagoskin, to the upper Innoko people 

for beaver pelts (Michael 1967: 222). It would seem that the people of the upper Innoko 

had a variety of outlets for trading what they produced to other groups -  across the 

Kaiyuh Mountains to the upper Yukon, down the Innoko for coastal goods, as well as 

over into the Kuskokwim River region.

Zagoskin visited the village of Ttality (Dementi) at the mouth of the Iditarod 

River by dogsled. He described the “Tlegon-khotana” people of the upper Innoko to be 

“nomadic” and not having the custom of steaming themselves in the kashim (Michael 

1967: 236). Though the men were out on hunting trips for most of his visit, Zagoskin 

spent time with the older women at Dementi and noted that these people had been of 

great service to Kolmakov in 1839 {ibid.: 236-237). Zagoskin estimated the number of 

“Tlegon-khotana” people (upper Innoko) at this time to be 99; this number comes from 

the people he met while on the upper Yukon as well as those at the site of Dementi at the 

mouth of the Iditarod River {ibid.: 307). This does not include Khuligichagat 

(Holikachuk) or Vazhichagat, which he believed to be Ingalik villages at the time. While 

Zagoskin originally delineates between the “Innoko-khotana” (middle-upper Innoko) 

people and the “Tlegon-khotana” (upper-most reaches of the Innoko and its tributaries 

extending into the Kuskokwim region) people, this is one instance of many where he 

confuses or overlaps the terms. The people at Dementi were “Innoko-khotana,” and not 

“Tlegon-khotana,” being too far downriver to be the latter.
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Father Netsvetov, a Russian Orthodox priest, spent the years 1845-1863 in the 

Yukon region and had some limited contact with the upper Innoko peoples. In 1849 

Netsvetov writes of how his assistant, Semen Lukin, who traveled in the “KoF chane’ 

region to trade for furs, was warned in 1848 of a possible attack on the Yukon River 

(Black 1984: 151). Netsvetov uses “KoF chane” (Kolchan -  ‘distant Athabascans’) to 

refer to the people in the entirety of the upper Innoko and upper Kuskokwim regions. It is 

only through the context of particular statements that we can delineate between the two 

rivers. In May of 1851 Netsvetov set off for a trip up the Innoko River, knowing that 

during the spring many people could be found along its banks (ibid.: 248). On this trip he 

baptized 44 people from Shageluk and the lower Innoko at the village of Shageluk 

250).

In May of 1853 the Shageluk “toion” (“rich man” or tribal leader, usually an 

older male, appointed by the Russian-American Company; Michael 1967: 332), 

Aleksandr Kantil’nuk, arrived at Ikogmyut (Russian Mission) to inquire as to when 

Netsvetov intended to travel to the upper reaches of the “Chag’liuk” (Innoko) River to 

reach the “Kol’chane” (Black 1984: 347). The upper Innoko people, he informed 

Netsvetov, had traveled to a downriver village to wait for him. In May of the previous 

year, Netsvetov says, some of them had traveled to Ikogmyut to receive baptism (ibid.). 

The journal entry that refers to this 1852 baptism 303), however, calls the people

who visited Ikogmyut “Inkalit,” which would seem to refer to people of the lower, not 

upper, Innoko River. Netsvetov assured Kantil’nuk that he would depart for the
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settlements of these people in just two days, and Kantil’nuk believed that they would all 

congregate in one village to await his arrival (ibid.: 347).

On this trip (1853) to the Innoko, Netsvetov took the son of the Chag’liuk toion, 

Nikolai Knikhtaiuli, with him as an interpreter for the “Ingalit” and “Kol’chane” 

languages (Black 1984: 348). While traveling upriver Netsvetov and his party 

encountered three upper Innoko men at Shageluk who were waiting for his arrival so that 

they could travel ahead and inform the others, which two of them did. The next day 

Netsvetov learned that all of the interested KoTchane had gathered at their lowest village, 

Kholiachagmiut (Holikachuk), to wait for him. Netsvetov, however, did not travel all the 

way to Holikachuk, waiting instead at Shageluk for the KoTchane to travel down to him 

(ibid.). Netsvetov records the arrival of approximately one hundred canoes and wooden 

boats from upriver, “ ...as they came all together, at once, so that the river Chag’liuk was 

covered in its entire width with the canoes and boats” (ibid.: 349). It was declared, after 

the KoTchane had arrived, that all of the KoTchane from their lowest villages as well as 

some of those living along the Tlachina, along with some Ingalik from the vicinity of 

Nulato, were gathered there. Over three hundred people in total had gathered to see 

Netsvetov (ibid.: 348-350).

While addressing this gathering of Ingalik and middle-upper Innoko people, 

Netsvetov “preached the Word of God” without hearing “the least statement to the 

contrary or argument and in the end they all expressed faith without doubt and their wish 

to accept the Holy Baptism, both the KoTchane and the Ingalit” (Black 1984: 349).
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Netsvetov baptized a total of 213 people during his six-day stay at Shageluk village 

(ibid.: 348-350), thus initiating many of the Innoko River people into Christianity.

Five years later, in 1858, Netsvetov reported that Vasilii Kalmakov baptized 

seventeen more Kol’chane, at their own request, during a trip to Kolmakovski Redoubt 

on the Kuskokwim River, and that the Kol’chane had suffered “mass mortality” the 

previous winter from cold and starvation (Black 1984: 376). It is not clear if this refers to 

upper Innoko peoples or upper Kuskokwim peoples, but the cold and lack of food 

probably affected the entire region, leading to population loss on both rivers. Four years 

after this, in 1862, a cleric of Netsvetov’s reported he heard that during that spring many 

people died of starvation and an epidemic on the upper Chag’liuk River (above where 

Shageluk Slough enters the Innoko; that is, within middle-upper Innoko territory) 

440-441). Lydia Black, the translator o f Netsvetov’s journals and author of the 

supplementary information within them, suggests that the Kol’chane most likely suffered 

such severe food shortages because of shifts in caribou distribution 500).

Father Illarion was also a Russian Orthodox Greek Catholic priest who spent time 

in the Yukon and Kuskokwim River regions and was assigned to Kolmakovsky Redoubt 

(on the Kuskokwim). In 1959, Wendell Oswalt published sections of Illarion’s diary, 

kept between 1861 and 1868 (Oswalt 1959). In the diary, Illarion discussed the 

“Kolchanes”. Illarion used “Kolchane” to refer to all interior Athabascan peoples, but 

some clearly came from the upper Innoko region.
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On a trip to the Holitna River (a middle Kuskokwim River tributary), Illarion held 

religious services for some “Kolchanes and Inkalits,” some of which were from the upper 

Innoko. He noted (Oswalt 1959: 109):

I must in all justice give credit to the Kolchanes who are much more devout and 

zealous Christians than our Kuskokwim people. They even came from their 

settlements on the Tlegon and Tokichitna [upper Kuskokwim tributary] rivers, so 

far away from Chulitna, and they brought their families, though at that time all of 

the natives are usually fishing. They forsook their important occupation for the 

sake of completing their Christian duties.

“Tlegon” is the name used by many early visitors to the region (Kolmakov, 

Zagoskin, Jette, etc.) for the upper Innoko River.3 From the upper Innoko region it would 

be a fairly short distance to travel through the Kuskokwim Mountains to the Kuskokwim 

River itself, and was likely a familiar route used for trade with the Kuskokwim people. 

On his return trip, Illarion met up with his “Kolchane and Inkalit” interpreter, Maxim, at 

his summer camp (Oswalt 1959: 109). Maxim is a last name still in use at Grayling, and 

this man may perhaps be a distant relative of current residents of the village.

In May and June of 1866 Illarion visited the “Chageluk River” (the Innoko) 

(Oswalt 1959: 115-116). On the 23rd of May he stopped at the “first Kolchane village, 

Holiaktzagmute” (Holikachuk) (ibid.: 116). Illarion’s entry for that day is as follows 

(Oswalt 1959: 116):
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At 4p.m. we arrived at the first Kolchane village, Holiaktzagmute. I found the 

natives of two tribes, about sixty men and women who had come here from the 

various settlements on Chageluk and Kwihpah [Yukon] river, in accordance with 

my earlier notice, to fulfill their Christian obligations... The natives who live too 

far away, at Tlegon, could not come for two reasons: 1. shallowness of the upper 

part of the Chageluk River; 2. starvation which they had suffered for three 

months— February, March and April. As there was no need for me to travel 

farther, (because most of the natives of the region came here) I decided to begin 

church services today and to have them in the open. Some unbaptized came to the 

services together with the Christians.

Illarion’s mention of the starvation that the people of the upper Innoko had 

undergone during the previous months as well as the epidemic suffered almost three 

decades earlier (in addition to other less severe epidemics) would lead us to believe that 

the upper stretches of the river probably had very low population numbers at this time 

(1860s).

Illarion noted that two kinds of people lived on the “Chageluk River” (Innoko): 

Inkalits and Kolchanes. The first, he says, occupied the river from its mouth to the first 

village of the Kolchanes, Holiaktzagmute, and the latter lived on the upper reaches of the 

river. He also noted that salmon did not run on the Innoko and accordingly the Innoko 

people traveled to the Yukon River to catch salmon (Oswalt 1959: 117).
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In 1867 the Americans purchased Alaska from Russia. American explorers, 

however, were already in the territory by at least 1865 with the Western Union Telegraph 

Company Expedition (VanStone 1978: 6). The first American visitors to extensively 

document the Innoko were E.W. Nelson and his partner S. A. Fredericks, in 1880. Nelson 

was a private with the Signal Service of the U.S. Army in 1877 when he was assigned to 

St. Michael on Norton Sound. His orders were to obtain weather observations and data 

on the geography, ethnology and zoology of the area 8). Nelson traveled

extensively throughout Alaska while carrying out his orders. In the winter of 1880 

Nelson and Fredericks left on a sledge journey to the Yukon and upper Innoko Rivers. 

Much of the information concerning their exact route is unclear, but they most likely 

traveled as far upriver as the village of Dementi at the mouth of the Iditarod River (the 

same point as Zagoskin and Kolmakov) (ibid.: 10). They may have reached the Iditarod 

by traveling the Shageluk Slough from the Yukon and then ascending the Innoko (ibid.). 

Nelson’s account contains a plethora of ethnographic information from the lower Innoko 

and Anvik people, and some descriptions of the “Kolchan” (upper Innoko) people.

At the time of his travels in 1880 Nelson and a “fur trader of that district” 

estimated the population of the upper Innoko people to be about 125. Nelson commented 

further, “the women are nearly all barren and game is scarce” (VanStone 1978: 45). The 

conditions he observed and commented upon were probably the result of widespread 

starvation and other difficulties in the region. Again, it is not clear exactly where he 

traveled and how far up the Innoko he went.
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Nelson described the houses of the upper Innoko people as semi-subterranean, 

and commented that only within the last few years had they begun to build kashims 

{ibid.). It is uncertain how Nelson knew how long they had been building “kashims,” or if 

his information was correct. His description of upper Innoko kashims mentions that there 

were no sleeping benches around the interior of the building {ibid.), unlike those of the 

coastal Eskimos from which many believe the structures were derived.

In December of 1880 Nelson visited what was probably Holikachuk village. Upon 

his arrival the men and boys rushed to the riverbank and greeted him with ‘frightful yells’ 

and ‘shrieks o f excitement’ (VanStone 1978: 38). During his stay he also visited a 

graveyard that VanStone believed to have been associated with Holikachuk village 

31, 64-65). Nelson described the grave boxes and poles as well as the artifacts left near 

the graves {ibid.:31-33). One photograph from his visit is reproduced in the 1978 edition

of his manuscript {ibid.:32). Nelson also mentioned the grave of a noted shaman that was 

by itself and close to the village {ibid.:33). I have been told, by various residents of 

Grayling as well as by a missionary who lived with them in the 1950s and 1960s, of the 

presence of a powerful shaman’s grave a few hundred feet upriver from the village of 

Holikachuk.

About thirty miles upriver from Holikachuk, Nelson encountered a deserted 

village with one old man living at it. His wife, a shaman, had died there a year before and 

he had stayed to make offerings to her ‘shade’ (spirit). He had children living on 

“Shageluk Island” (the ‘island’ formed by the Yukon and Innoko Rivers and Shageluk 

Slough; this may refer to Holikachuk village), but he chose to stay where he was
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(VanStone 1978: 33). VanStone believed that the man may have been living at the 

abandoned village of Dementi at the mouth of the Iditarod River (ibid.: 65); it is 

approximately the correct distance upriver from Holikachuk, following Nelson’s 

description, to be so. Nelson noted that the summer village of “light brush and bark 

covered huts” was nearby to the underground winter village houses 70).

While on the upper Innoko Nelson also witnessed a “Festival to the Dead”4 

somewhere near Holikachuk village (“near the head of the Innoko River”) and provided a 

fairly detailed description of the event (VanStone 1978: 18). In addition, Nelson 

remarked that there had been a change in the dress of the “Kolchan” people beginning 

with the arrival of Americans in the region. Previously, they had worn the “usual painted 

Chippewayan dress of dressed moose or deerskin,” but that type was being replaced by 

clothing purchased from coastal peoples or fur traders 44). VanStone believed that 

this change in clothing was the result of fur traders encouraging people not to use 

valuable furs for clothing, but rather for trade (ibid.: 70-71). Nelson also felt that the 

women of the Innoko River were “excessively filthy in dress and person;” which, 

although based on his Western conception of cleanliness, may be important in terms of 

population health and susceptibility to disease, especially in light of his comment 

regarding “barren” women and scarce game (: 40). It may also have been evidence of 

recent periods o f starvation or epidemics that passed through the region, leaving much 

smaller and more distressed populations.

Reverend Chapman, whose mission was located at Anvik on the Yukon River, 

periodically visited the Innoko River and Shageluk Slough region. In 1899 he noted that
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Drawing and description of a kashim on the Innoko River (approximately 16 feet square), 
by E.W. Nelson. 1 -  Entrance Shed. 2 -  Underground Entrance Passage. 3 -  Inner 
Entrance. 4 -  Draft Tunnel to Fireplace. 5 -  Fireplace or Pit. 6 -  Plank Floor. 7 -  

Smokehole in Roof. 8 -  Dirt Floor. 9 -  Earth Cover to House. From VanStone 1978: 45.

Indian graves on the Innoko River, probably associated with Holikachuk village. 
Photograph taken by E.W. Nelson, probably on December 7, 1880. From VanStone

1978: 32.



the people of the region were interested in securing “our ministrations,” and that a new 

chapel had been built on the “Chageluk Slough.” At this time, in 1899, Chapman 

believed that the people of the Innoko River and Shageluk Slough had never seen an 

English clergyman before those of his mission visited the area (Chapman 1899: 11-14).

Between 1899-1901 the U.S. Revenue Steamer traveled the course of the

Yukon River. In 1901 the steamer stopped at Grayling, by then already on maps of the 

lower Yukon region. The surgeon of the Nunivak, James T. White, reported thirty-two 

people at the site, though the census had enumerated sixty-five (Cantwell 1902: 267). 

White described Grayling as a “rendezvous where the natives from the surrounding 

country come in summer to fish and in winter to trade,” as well as “the central way 

station for native travel” (ibid.). He also reported that measles and influenza affected the 

population early in the season. The shamans at Grayling had told the villagers to leave 

before they all died and to go up to the Shageluk Slough (probably to Vazhichagat). 

White had heard that those who went to the slough were not doing much better than those 

who had stayed at Grayling, and that many were sick and without food. At Grayling the 

Nunivak found ten of the thirty-two sick, and six had already died (ibid.).

White believed the population of Grayling was quite transitory, and thought that 

the largest gatherings took place there in winter. He described the kashim of the village, 

giving its size at fifteen feet square, ten feet high in the center, and six feet high on the 

sides. The Nunivak report includes one photo of Grayling taken by White5 (Cantwell 

1902: plate facing page 70). At the next stop of the Nunivak, sixty miles above Grayling, 

they found people also affected with measles (ibid.: 267). The people who lived at
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Grayling at that time were most likely Deg Hit’an; there were no known Holikachuk 

winter settlements on the Yukon River then, though Deg Hit’an and Holikachuk summer 

subsistence territories in this area probably overlapped (Michael 1967: 167-170, 190; 

VanStone 1979b: 45-53). De Laguna conducted some survey and excavation at the site of 

Grayling in 1935 after it had been abandoned; information abut her research, as well as 

stories from current residents of Grayling regarding the epidemic that wiped out this 

village, and what elders had to say regarding the resettlement of the abandoned site, will 

be presented later.

Father Jules Jette, a Jesuit missionary at Nulato, traveled to the upper Innoko 

River in 1901. Jette was an astute learner and wrote numerous articles about the “Ten’a” 

(the general name he used for the Athabascans of the area) for journals like Anthropos 

(Jette 1898, 1902, 1906a, 1906b, 1906c, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1913). In a letter 

written in 1902, Jette described in considerable detail a trip he took from Nulato to the 

upper Innoko by sled. His purpose was to visit “the once populous village formerly called 

‘Tihkakat’ (Dishkakat) (Jette 1902: 181). Dishkakat is located on the upper Innoko River 

about twenty miles below the mouth of the Dishna River. Jette reached the upper Innoko 

by traveling the overland trail from the Yukon at the village of ‘Madzatetselihten’ (25 

miles below Kaltag) (ibid.; Jette 1909: 483). Jette and his party encountered three people 

from Dishkakat who “begged” them to wait one day at Madzatetselihten so that they 

could travel with him. Jette waited and learned that the people of Dishkakat were very 

anxious to see a priest because they had not been visited by anyone since Father Ragaru 

in 1899 (Jette 1902: 181-182). Jette noted that Tlitsona, one of his traveling companions
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Photo of Grayling, 1901, by James T. White of the Nunivak. From Cantwell 1902: Plate
Facing 70.



on this trip and a young boy from Dishkakat, were, “exceedingly bashful as all the 

Tihkakat boys, but very good natured” (ibid.: 182).

Upon reaching the village, Jette baptized four children and described the people 

there as “extremely ignorant” (of the church), and noted that he wanted to stay with them 

much longer than was possible (Jette 1902: 187). Jette gave the proper name of the 

village as ‘Korodzanalledatlten.’ ‘Old Tihkakat,’ then already abandoned (and sometimes 

referred to by Jette simply as ‘Tihkakat’), was twelve to twenty miles above 

Korodzanalledatlten (Dishkakat), may have been located at the mouth of the Dishna 

River. The village he visited had a population of thirty-nine people in eight cabins; this 

number may be low, as it is not clear if he included the men who had left the village to 

obtain supplies at St. Michael (ibid.). Jette described the general interior of the cabins 

noting the Russian pictures and paintings on wood. The people were anxious to be 

instructed, said Jette, and “begged” him to come back in the spring to instruct and make 

Christians o f them.

Jette did not visit the site of ‘old Tihkakat’, which was then occupied by a party 

of ten or twenty unsuccessful miners who were waiting out the winter to try their luck at 

some other spot (Jette 1902: 187-188). Apparently supplies in the village were running 

low because, as Jette noted, almost all of the men had left for St. Michael to obtain 

supplies and that the reserves of dried fish in the village were minimal. Jette himself was 

low on fish needed to feed his dogs and intended on leaving the village the day after he 

arrived until the natives told him that they would use his dogs to travel to their summer 

village and bring back the fish he needed (ibid.: 187). Jette also produced a rough sketch



map of the middle-upper Innoko region around the time of this visit which, at this early 

date, included many English names of the creeks being prospected for gold (Jette n.d.).

As Jette noted, there were already gold prospectors in this region in 1901. John 

Folger, in 1888, is the earliest documented prospector to have visited the Innoko area 

(INWR 1987: 75). A.G. Maddren, of the U. S. Geological Society, reported that 

prospectors were in the Innoko region in 1898 but met with no real success (Maddren 

1910: 21, 1911: 236). It was not until the discovery of gold in commercial quantities on 

Ganes Creek in 1906, on the headwaters of the Innoko, that the region experienced a true 

“rush” {ibid.). The discovery of gold on the Innoko was made by Thomas Gane, F.C.H. 

Spencer, Mike Roke, and John Maki who had crossed over from the Kuskokwim River. 

Maddren estimated that as many as 1500 people rushed to the upper Innoko region in the 

three years preceding his report {ibid.). In the winter of 1907-08 many of these 

prospectors did not winter in the region because they had not brought enough supplies, 

and returned, primarily, to Fairbanks and Nome {ibid.: 22). In 1907 several white traders 

established themselves at the village of Dishkakat, which was the upper limit of 

steamboat navigation on the Innoko, and the place where all cargo and goods for the 

region were unloaded {ibid.: 25).

In 1908 another large discovery was made on Ophir Creek, another tributary to 

the Innoko, and most of the men working in the vicinity of Ganes Creek stampeded over 

to Ophir Creek. When the news of this second strike reached Fairbanks six stem- 

wheelers with five hundred men and several hundred tons of supplies were sent to the 

upper Innoko (Maddren 1910: 23). In 1908, in the newspaper the Innoko Miner, there is
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even an obscure mention of a “quiet stampede” to the Shageluk Slough (Innoko Miner: 

July 23, 1908), which is never mentioned or verified in other sources.

In 1908 miners in the upper Innoko region attempted to establish a new town, 

Innoko City, to plan for the future of the district. Innoko City was most likely located 

across from the mouth of the Dishna River, upstream from Dishkakat (Maddren 1910: 

25). in  1909, gold was discovered in the headwaters of the Iditarod River (ibid.: 23). 

This new strike also brought hundreds more miners into the region (Sleem 1910a). In 

1910 Dishkakat had a population of approximately twenty-five whites (the number of 

native inhabitants is not specified) and the settlement of Ophir had a population of about 

150 whites (Maddren 1909: 238-240, 1910: 26). The entire region was basically 

depopulated by whites in the 1920s.

Hudson Stuck traveled to the Innoko and Iditarod Rivers in 1917 with his boat 

Pelican. He stopped at the “most important village” on the Innoko River, Hologochaket 

(Holikachuk). Stuck noted that the village had a small Russian chapel built by the 

villagers when Russian priests used to visit the place. Stuck continued up the Innoko 

from Holikachuk stopping next at Dementi, noting that it had a launch on the river. From 

Dementi he entered the Iditarod River to visit the mining camps on that river and its 

tributaries (Stuck 1917: 372-374).

From this time (around 1917) until the 1950s there is no substantial mention of 

the upper Innoko River region people. In 1953, Alaska Missions (now known as Interact 

Missions) sent missionary Barney Furman to Holikachuk, at the request of the people of 

the village. The people of Holikachuk also built an Episcopal Church before the arrival of
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an Episcopal priest, who was not sent until 1954. The village had also built a Russian 

Chapel at the village during Russian times (Stuck 1917: 373). Gale and Jean Van Diest, 

also from Alaska Missions, were sent to replace Furman at Holikachuk in 1954 (Van 

Diest 2000).

Gale and Jean Van Diest lived with the Holikachuk people continuously 

(essentially) until 1966. Within a year of their arrival, the Van Diests, with help from the 

community, had built a mission chapel. The Van Diest family is generally well liked 

within the community today, and they still occasionally visit Grayling, as well as the now 

abandoned village of Holikachuk. Also arriving in 1954 were Tom and Charlotte 

Cleveland of the Episcopal Church; they stayed in the village for four or five years. 

When the Clevelands left they were replaced by Richard Clarke of the Episcopal Church. 

Gene and Helen Parkins (in 1959) and Dave and Jan Penz (in 1964) each filled in for the 

Van Diests during periods when they were absent from the village (Van Diest 2000).

While living at Holikachuk, Gale and Jean Van Diest provided a number of 

services to the village. As part of his religious studies, Gale had received basic medical 

training; upon arrival in Holikachuk he took over the duties of the resident B1A teacher 

who had previously been responsible for health matters. He gave shots, pulled teeth, and 

performed other simple procedures for ten to twelve years. Jean Van Diest assisted in 

many midwifery activities during the same time period. And when the village moved 

from the Innoko to the Yukon, a school was not yet ready for the children, so Jean Van 

Diest “home-schooled” about eight children for eight months until the new school was 

available for students (Van Diest 2000).
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O n  THE I n n o k o  R iv f . r .

Miners on the Innoko River. From Stuck 1917: Plate Facing 375.

I d i t a r o d  C it y  a n d  t h e  I d i t a r o d  R i y i r .

Iditarod City. From Stuck 1917: Plate Facing 382.



Various dates have been given for the completion of the move from the Innoko 

River to the Yukon River by the agencies involved as well as the people of Grayling. The 

migration from one village site to another was a process that took at least two years to 

complete and was something that had apparently been contemplated for decades prior to 

its actual completion. The beginning of the process can be pinpointed down to 1962, with 

completion in 1966.

The Holikachuk Village Migration

The 1963 move from Holikachuk village on the Innoko River to Grayling on the 

Yukon will be discussed in detail in later sections of this paper. Here I provide a brief 

summary of that movement, as a background for a discussion of anthropological 

perspectives on population movement.

The migration of the majority of the residents of Holikachuk village to the Yukon 

River in 1963 was the result o f many factors. According to some current residents of 

Grayling and some documents dating to the early 1960s, a long-standing dispute with a 

local store operator and resident of the village was the catalyst that finally provoked the 

move. Prior to the time of the move, some say for decades, the village had been 

considering relocation on the basis of “economic reasons” such as high freight costs and 

the cost and difficulties of traveling back and forth to fish camp on the Yukon River.

Though almost every member of the community participated in the migration to 

the Yukon River, some of them were unhappy with either the move itself or the chosen 

relocation point (and sometimes both). Many of the younger residents, the newest leaders
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of the community, initiated, planned and carried out the move while some of the older 

generation (and younger residents as well) felt that it was too drastic of a decision and 

wanted to remain at Holikachuk, or at least on the Innoko River. For many, the move off 

of the Innoko River was seen as a transition into an uncertain future and away from their 

traditional homelands. Viewed as an opportunity for some, and asking for trouble by 

others, the move to the Yukon River is still a controversial and not frequently spoken of 

topic today.

1 See Appendix 1 for Table of Research in the Innoko Region, Table o f Visitors to the Innoko Region, and 
Table of Synonymy.

2 “Yukola” is special term used by Zagoskin referring to split, dried fish. “The fish were split lengthwise, 
the head and backbone going for dog food and the meat o f the two sides joined by the tail (the yukola 
properly speaking) being reserved for human consumption. The fish were dry-cured on a ‘yukolnik.’ In 
Alaska as in northeast Siberia great quantities of yukola were prepared for wintertime” (Michael 1967: 
332-333).

3 It is now generally used to refer to the Tlegon River, a feeder branch o f the Innoko River which extends 
towards the Kuskokwim region (that is, the branch of the far upper Innoko going in the opposite direction 
as the “North Fork”). However, early travelers were unclear in drawing distinctions between this branch 
and the upper Innoko proper; this may be in part because o f the similarities between the people 
encountered from these areas. Jette noted that the Luron, or the Innoko River, had also been written as 
“Tlegon” and as “Thlegon” (Jette 1910).

4 See Appendix 1. for Nelson’s description of the Festival.

5 There are several more of W hite’s photos representing this part o f the Yukon River housed in the 
University of Alaska-Fairbanks Photo Archives, Rasmuson Library.



Chapter 3: Anthropological Perspectives on Population Movement

The discipline of anthropology has long been interested population movements. 

All four subfields of anthropology have looked at the problem of movement from 

different perspectives; cultural anthropology has approached the subject at the most 

recent date. This section will look at different ways that the study of migration (as well as 

‘movement’, ‘resettlement’, and ‘relocation’) has been approached within the social 

sciences, particularly anthropology.

Archaeology

In the Innoko River valley region, archaeology probably has the most to offer in 

terms of precontact and early historic period explanations and descriptions of population 

movement. Very little is known about the precontact sequence of movements of people 

on the Innoko River beyond the fact that the population of the upper river gradually 

coalesced at Holikachuk village by the end of the first half o f the twentieth century. 

Archaeology is essential in defining the actual locations of settlements in the region, 

length of occupation, and may have something to tell us about the process of culture 

contact as well. As mentioned previously, even the basics of material culture for this 

region are still unknown. Here I briefly review some migration literature in archaeology 

so as to propose some possible benefits that a focus on migration could have for the study 

of this region.

In a 1958 paper on migration, Irving Rouse clearly lays out what is needed to 

infer a migration in the archaeological record (Rouse 1958). He describes five points that
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must be proven (but not all five in every case) to assume migration as a possible 

explanation for change. Rouse’s third, fourth and fifth points are relevant for the Innoko 

region. Point three is the necessity of identifying contemporaneous site-units (sites or 

areas that were occupied contemporaneously). If it cannot be established where people 

could have moved to, it is difficult to postulate migration. The approximate time of 

abandonment must be temporally close to the occupation periods of other sites of 

assumed migration as well.

Point four involves establishing that the “proper” environmental and cultural 

conditions for migration are present. Factors to consider here are population pressure, 

resource depletion, intrusion of other groups, disease, social conflict, etc. In terms of the 

upper Innoko, the archaeological record may be able to inform us of changes in 

population due to resource depletion (such as the change in caribou distribution 

mentioned earlier) or the intrusion of other groups (such as surrounding native groups or, 

later, gold miners).

Rouse’s final point, that the researcher must eliminate the possibility of some 

other explanation, is not unique to studies of migration or archaeology. As Rouse and 

others have pointed out, the inference of migration can be a difficult and “risky” 

proposition. Most archaeology deals with migration, at least at some level; if a site is 

abandoned and being examined archaeologically, the former residents of that site must 

have moved somewhere else, or died. This paper, however, is looking more at the 

abandonment/migration from a region', this includes sites, of course, but the focus on the 

region is the most important factor.
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David Anthony argues that migration has been ignored in archaeology because of 

the difficulty in identifying it (Anthony 1990). He looks at migration as, “behavior that is 

typically performed by defined subgroups (often kin-related) with specific goals, targeted 

on known destinations and likely to use familiar routes” 895-896). Anthony also

views migration as a process that “develops in a broadly predictable manner once it 

begins” (ibid.: 896). Anthony recognizes that the causes of migration in an 

archaeological setting are in most cases impossible to know with certainty, and that 

causality is therefore an “improper” (or perhaps unanswerable) question to be asking 

archaeologically (ibid.:897). Fortunately, in the Innoko region, we have some useful 

documentary material with which to form hypotheses that, while probably not provable 

archaeologically, do help us identify possible causes of migration. Following this, 

Anthony focuses on identifying whether the conditions favoring a migration are present. 

He uses the “push-pull” framework to define these conditions. The “push-pull” 

framework is one adopted from economics and is used widely in sociological discussions 

of migration (see also Lee 1966, below).

This distillation of archaeological approaches to migration is done here merely to 

show a possible way in which the study of population movement on the upper Innoko 

River could be approached, and the types of questions that need to be asked. The need for 

archaeological investigation in this area is great, considering our lack o f knowledge, and 

could contribute immensely to the understanding of population movements and the 

history of the middle-upper Innoko people. The focus of this paper is not archaeological, 

so I will leave the reader with this short description of a possible research method.
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Sociocultural Anthropology, Sociology and Geography

Sociocultural anthropology has had an interest in population movements, 

resettlements and forced relocations, but has focused less on ‘migrations’ and voluntary 

resettlements. Much of the literature on population movement comes from sociology and 

examines the phenomena of rural to urban movement and the ways in which migrants 

adapt to their new environment. The subject of immigration is also widely visited within 

sociology as well as within anthropology and cultural geography (e.g. Pooley and Whyte 

1991; O ’Sullivan 1992; Gimple 1999; Petersen 1961; Scott 1968).

The beginning of serious academic interest in population movements can be 

traced back as far as the 1880s, with Ravenstein’s two papers on the “Laws of Migration” 

(Ravenstein 1885, 1889). These works were based primarily on British census data and 

used statistical analysis to identify Taws’, or ‘generalities’ that seemed to be ubiquitous 

among migrations and migrants. Many have noted that Ravenstein’s work has “stood the 

test of time” and that no comparable theory of migration has emerged since (Lee 1966: 

47-48; Forman 1976: 25 and others).

North American anthropology’s real interest in migration can be seen as 

beginning in the 1950s when rural to urban migration was on the rise (Guillet and Uzzell 

1976: 2). The majority of those writing on the subject of migration have been 

sociologists, however (Petersen 1978: 554). Sociological theory and writings on 

migration have heavily drawn upon the fields of economics, geography and demography. 

Much of the work is conducted from a statistical approach (e.g., Stillwell and Congdon



1991) and focuses on migration modeling and prediction. There is also a body of work 

that deals with the individual migrant and his/her adaptation to the urban environment 

that is not relevant to this study (e.g. Morrison 1983; Peterson 1978; DuToit and Safa 

1973; Jackson 1969).

Two important early theorists in the study of migration were J.J. Mangalam and 

Harry K. Schwarzweller, both sociologists. They define migration as (Mangalam and 

Schwarzweller 1970: 8):

a relatively permanent moving away of a collectivity, called migrants, from one 

geographical location to another, preceded by decision-making on the part of the 

migrants on the basis of a hierarchically ordered set o f values or valued ends and 

resulting in changes in the interactional system of the migrants.

They believed that because migration was a social phenomenon, it could not be 

meaningfully understood without a grasp of the “dynamic interplay among demographic, 

economic, social, psychological” (and other) factors that “converge in the process of 

migration and in the act of migrating” (Mangalam and Schwarzweller 1968: 4). They 

recognize migration as a “problem solving social force,” as well as a problem causing 

force (ibid.: 6). In other words, migration can be used as a strategy to solve problems. For 

example, residents at Holikachuk could move away from a problem-causing community 

member because that person could not be convinced to leave himself, and they could 

move because the Yukon River provided less expensive access to goods and services. On
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the other hand, migration can also cause problems, like exposing a community to more 

outsiders and their problems (alcohol, drugs, non-traditional beliefs, etc.).

Migration, as Mangalam and Schwarzweller point out, may be a normatively 

sanctioned method of dealing with unfavorable situations (Mangalam and Schwarzweller 

1970: 10). The decision to migrate is subjective, but within a group it is the feelings and 

attitudes of the collectivity that determine the action to be taken (ibid.: 11). Mangalam 

and Schwarzweller believe that “in societies where they are reasonably free to move 

about, individuals will tend to migrate to places where they perceive ways to overcome 

their felt deprivations without having to give up those aspects of life they had been 

enjoying at the place of origin” (ibid.). Many researchers describe migration and 

movement in terms of “deprivations”—people not having access to everything they want, 

usually economically (jobs, goods, wage rates). Mangalam and Schwarzweller also see 

migration as “the result of certain inadequacies in the functioning of a given social 

organization (i.e., a legitimized means for providing members of the collectivity ways to 

overcome their perceived deprivations)...” 15). Holikachuk migrants outlined a

number of “economic” deprivations as part of the reasoning for their movement. For 

example, high cost of goods due to the charges associated with freighting merchandise so 

far off of the Yukon River.

Mangalam and Schwarzweller criticize many of the migration studies that use the 

individual as an abstraction for all migrant behavior because it “omits the human 

interactional element” from migration (Mangalam and Schwarzweller 1968: 13; 1970). 

Such a view couches migration in terms of individual behavior. Migration is, of course,
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an individual behavior, but it is also an “interactional” behavior. In other words, 

“collectivity and interaction are at the heart” of migration (Mangalam and Schwarzweller 

1968: 13). No decision to migrate is ever made in a vacuum. The potential migrant has 

many relationships and situations to consider before making the final decision.

Mangalam and Schwarzweller also recognized that social change can be, but is 

not necessarily always, a cause of migration and a result of migration (1970). The social 

problems arising out of migrations, including both individual and group adaptations to 

new environments, is a topic widely visited by sociologists. Mangalam and 

Schwarzweller clearly state that it is not migration that causes negative effects, such as 

an increase in deviant behavior ( ibid.: 13). The negative effects must be caused by some 

kind of disruption: “there is no inherent reason why the physical movement of people 

from one geographic locale to another should affect deviant behavior, unless an 

interactional pattern that had stabilized the migrant’s social organization prior to their 

migration is somehow upset in the process of residential relocation of the collectivity” 

{ibid.).

A migrating collectivity is rarely if ever able to predict or fully realize the “new 

deprivations” (problems) that may arise as a result of migration (Mangalam and 

Schwarzweller 1970: 18). A group may be moving to escape one large perceived problem 

(such as a storekeeper) and is not able to predict the various new problems that will 

appear as a result of the move away from the original problem (such as the intrusion of 

outsiders, higher addiction rates, rapid loss of traditional values, etc.). Thus, each
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individual in the collectivity must assess the costs and benefits of the proposed migration 

in order to decide the course of action they will take.

In the case of the Holikachuk to Grayling migration, there is clearly a 

“disruption” in previously existing “interactional patterns.” Dissent within the 

community regarding the move in general and the selected relocation site in particular led 

to a more major division between “traditional” views and those of the new generation of 

leaders. There was, in addition, much more contact with outsiders during the building of 

the new village, as well as after its completion. Their new location on the Yukon River 

“highway” allowed easier access to undesirable goods (such as alcohol). People with 

different ideas, morals, and questionable intentions also had easier access to the 

population of Grayling.

Everett Lee, a demographer, was another important migration theorist. In 1966 

Lee published “A Theory of Migration,” a paper that is still widely cited today. Lee 

proposed that regardless of the distance covered, every migration involves an origin, a 

destination and an intervening set of obstacles (Lee 1966: 49). Lee characterized 

migration decisions as being made based on four factors: factors associated with the area 

of origin, with the area of destination, with the intervening obstacles, and with personal 

factors {ibid.: 50). The perception by individuals of these factors is most important, and 

the decision making process is therefore, Lee believed, never completely “rational” 

{ibid.: 51). By rational decision-making, he means decisions based solely on the 

empirical positives and negatives associated with a move, i.e. no emotions or attachments 

playing a part in the decision.
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Lee identified many characteristics of migrations, some of which are relevant to 

the Innoko region, specifically the move from Holikachuk to Grayling. Migration is not 

always a choice for some, such as children, spouses or elder family members (Lee 1966: 

51). In the case of Holikachuk, virtually the entire population moved, and some who fit 

into the above categories did not want to move. In any case of migration, some of the 

migrants will be primarily responding to “plus” factors (positives, such as easier access 

to jobs) at the destination point and others are responding to “minus” factors at the origin 

point (negatives, such as high freight costs) (ibid.: 56). Some of the residents of 

Holikachuk were undoubtedly responding to both, while some were responding to the 

“pluses” and others to the “minuses” alone. The undesirable situation with the 

storekeeper Frank Walker however, as will be discussed below, appears to be the final 

push (in addition to freight costs, travel difficulties, and others) that set the process of 

migration into action.

The propensity to migrate at certain stages in the life cycle is important in 

selecting migrants (Lee 1966: 57). The main organizers of the Holikachuk migration 

were younger (in their 30s to 40s) and part of both the local and regional work force. 

Petersen, as well as others, has also discussed the high numbers of young adults in many 

migrations (Petersen 1961: 593). Petersen believes that based on the large amount of 

adjustment usually required at the destination point, young people are the primary 

movers because of their abilities to better adapt to new conditions {ibid.).

And finally, another characteristic described by Lee is that, “even before they 

leave, migrants tend to have taken on some of the characteristics of the population
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destination, but they can never completely lose some which they share with the 

population at origin” (Lee 1966: 57). Holikachuk village had already gained many of the 

characteristics of the population that I believe that the leaders of the move wanted them 

to join (i.e. that o f a more mainstream, less isolated Alaskan village). The village had a 

new airstrip at the time of the move that allowed for easier access and delivery of goods, 

they had a BIA school, and they had both a mission and an Episcopal Church, both 

staffed. They had already adopted many of the characteristics of a more “mainstream” 

village, i.e. one that was participating in many non-traditional and “Western” activities 

and systems of interaction.

Wolpert has addressed additional behavioral aspects of migration. Wolpert notes, 

as have others, that many migration models have focused on variables such as distance 

moved or job availability almost “to the exclusion of the behavioral parameters of the 

migrants” (Wolpert 1965: 160). Wolpert discusses “place utility,” which he defines as 

“the net composite of utilities which are derived from the individual’s integration at some 

position in space” {ibid.: 162). This, in essence, refers to all of the “pluses” associated 

with the location of residence. The evaluation of place utility is subjective and each 

individual is likely to come up with a slightly different evaluation of his or her position. 

The decision to move would be made when another site is identified as having a higher 

utility.

One of the most important points that Wolpert makes in relation to the decision to 

migrate is that an individual or group may make the decision to migrate based on the 

“recognition of marginality” (1965: 161). If an individual or group realizes that their
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position is “marginal,” for whatever reason(s), it can provide very strong motivation for 

migration. The realization of marginality may also cause the individual or group to 

modify their behavior, or the situation, therefore postponing or eliminating the decision 

to migrate. Marginality may be defined as being outside of the mainstream (however 

those perceiving the situation define that), or as lacking certain qualities that other 

villages, groups, etc. have.

This “recognition of marginality” played what I believe to be a large role in the 

decision of the residents of Holikachuk to migrate. At their village on the Innoko River, 

the Holikachuk had become marginal, in both their eyes and the eyes of outsiders. The 

belief that the village had become marginal (though no residents ever used this term) 

stems mainly from the isolation of the village. Access to the village, and to jobs and 

social services, as well as transportation of goods, was difficult. Village leaders wanted 

to improve all of these, and they saw relocation to the Yukon River as the means to 

improvement and reduction of marginality. Even today, many natives of the Yukon, as 

well as non-natives, consider Shageluk village (the only village remaining on the Innoko 

River) to be a “backwater” because of its lack of comparable access to social services and 

goods and its isolation.

How to incorporate cultural/behavioral factors of the decision to migrate into 

models has been seen as a “problem” by many researchers. Tony Fielding has stated the 

problem as such: “It is that culture is too poorly defined, too inexact, and far too difficult 

to measure, for it to figure into empirical research on migration” (Fielding 1992: 210). 

The problems that I have identified regarding migration research and models, however,
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can all be traced to the lack of cultural/behavioral explanations. The decision to migrate 

is not an empirical process; it is a messy, complicated social and culturally-based 

decision. We may be able to reduce migration to numbers and formulas and charts, but 

this ignores all of the relationships, feelings and personal/group knowledge that actually 

go into a decision to migrate. The relationships, feelings, and knowledge that play a part 

in decision-making can only be accessed through the people themselves.

Perceived opportunities (or “place utility”) are essential in understanding the 

migrant’s decision to leave one place in favor of another. Counting job openings, 

available housing, schooling opportunities, and transportation at the destination point are 

not all that is required to understand migration. It is the context of the situation in which 

the decision is made at the point of migration— the personal, local, regional, national, and 

international hierarchies and relationships that we must understand (Guillet and Uzzell 

1976: 4). Migration statistics may help us to identify general patterns in migration, but to 

truly understand it, we need to look at the cultural and behavioral motivations behind it.

The reduction of migration to numbers is primarily the result of non- 

anthropological analyses of migration— those done by demographers, sociologists, 

geographers, etc. The focus of migration studies in anthropology has been, as noted, on 

rural to urban migrations, immigration and involuntary resettlement projects (e.g. Pooley 

and Whyte 1991; O ’Sullivan 1992; Gimple 1999; Petersen 1961; Scott 1968; Morrison 

1983; Peterson 1978; DuToit and Safa 1973; Jackson 1969; Lavie and Swedenburg 1996; 

Cerrea and Guggenheim 1993; Barkan and Shelton 1998). These two foci of research are
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less relevant to the current case study of the Holikachuk than are some of the non- 

anthropological (or not necessarily anthropological) research discussed above.

Fielding, though finding it extremely difficult to include sociocultural factors into 

migration analyses, realizes that migration is “an extremely cultural event” and one that 

often times reveals personal loyalties, values, attachments and personalities that may 

have been previously disguised (Fielding 1992: 201). Fielding also discussed the 

different meanings that can be attached to the migration process by those involved; 

migration as freedom, as a new beginning, as opting out of a situation, as going places, as 

staying involved, as not being left behind, etc. 205-206). It is obvious that in a

group as large as the village of Holikachuk (around 125 people in the early 1960s), many 

different meanings were likely to have been attached to the move from the Innoko River 

to the Yukon River; and, as we will see, not all the meanings attached to the move were 

positive.

Migration is often thought of as affecting communities in terms of out- or in- 

migration— rapid depopulation or rapid population growth. The process of migration has 

the ability to greatly change individuals and societies, and has frequently been seen as the 

principal force behind (perceived or real) negative sociocultural change, particularly 

within indigenous cultures. Migration can also be viewed as a process that has the 

potential to create new cultures and radically change the dominant/subordinate 

relationships that exist at a given location (Fielding 1992: 203).

Alternately, migration can be viewed as being a symptom of cultural change; 

indeed, the migration itself is a change. Forman argues that the cultural change, rather
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than the migration itself, should be the researcher’s object of study (Forman 1976: 30- 

31). Guillet and Uzzell, however, do not find Forman’s approach useful because, as 

Forman herself has noted, cultures are constantly changing and therefore the ‘change’ 

would be difficult to identify (ibid.: 18). Forman is correct in asserting that migration 

always involves changes in other sub-systems of a society and that it is “a link in the 

process of change, neither clearly as a determinant nor as a consequence” 30).

Suggesting that change rather than migration should be our focus o f study, however, 

ignores that fact that migration is one of the changes. Whether it involves an individual 

or a group, migration is likely to be a decision that was not undertaken lightly and which 

involved the consideration of many variables. This in itself is a substantial reason to 

study the process of migration. The Holikachuk to Grayling migration was certainly an 

indication of cultural change in many ways as will be discussed below (see also B. 

Raymond-Yakoubian 2000).

There are two ways to look at migration studies: from a macro or a micro point 

of view. This distinction, like the “push-pull” theories discussed above, is taken from 

economics (Stillwell and Congdon 1991: 5). The study of migration from the micro level 

involves the individual (or small group) and the decision to migrate. The macro level of 

migration studies examines issues such as total number of jobs available at each location 

involved in a migration and large-scale migration “flows.” The macro level migration 

study usually involves the use of statistics and census information (Stillwell and 

Congdon 1991). Many of the approaches to migration research criticized above were
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macro level approaches that did not include (or only in a minimal way) 

cultural/behavioral aspects of the decision to migrate by the individual or group.

Place and Place Attachment studies

One framework through which it may be valuable to view migrations, or at least 

the case of the Holikachuk migration to the Yukon River, is that of “place” or “place 

attachment.” A serious focus on the study of place is very recent in anthropology, as 

Clifford Geertz has noted in the Afterword of Senses o f  Place (Feld and Basso 1996: 

259-262). In terms of migrations or geographic relocations, a disruption of place 

undoubtedly occurs, but as Brown and Perkins note, most studies of relocation have not 

spent much time addressing the issue of place attachment (Brown and Perkins 1992: 

287). Many anthropologists and cultural geographers have done work that fits under the 

rubric of “place studies,” but not until the 1990s did this area of study receive 

concentrated attention from Anthropology. In reference to ‘place’ Eric Hirsch has noted 

(Hirsch 1995: 1):

...landscape has received little overt anthropological treatment. In this respect 

landscape shares a similar status to the body in anthropology, that despite its 

ubiquity it has remained largely unproblematized: the majority of researchers 

have in effect simply “bracketed” it as a black box and set it aside.
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Yi-Fu Tuan’s Topophilia: A study o f  environmental perception, attitudes, and 

values was a groundbreaking work in cultural geography that is still much admired and 

referred to today by many ‘place’ researchers (1974). Tuan defines topophilia as 

“including all of the human being’s affective ties with the material environment”

93). Essentially, topophila “couples sentiment with place” 113). Sensory stimuli

are, Tuan says, “potentially infinite: that which we choose to attend (value or love) is an 

accident of individual temperament, purpose, and of the cultural forces at work at a 

particular time” {ibid.). Though an individual’s attachments to and feelings about a 

particular place may be quite unique, to a degree they are also culturally prescribed. As a 

result, “the complex attitude of the native [in relation to the environment] can be 

expressed by him only with difficulty and indirectly through behavior, local tradition, 

lore, and myth” (ibid.: 63). Thus, an individual’s topophilia may be privately constructed, 

but is still available to the visitor or outsider through its outward expressions in behavior, 

local tradition, lore, and myth (see also Basso 1996, below).

As Low and Altman have discussed, “place attachment involves an interplay of 

affect and emotions, knowledge and beliefs, and behaviors and actions in reference to a 

place” (Low and Altman 1992: 5). These ‘place attachment’ or ‘sense of place’ studies 

emphasize that the feelings people hold toward their location of residence (or other 

‘place’) can have a huge impact on their behaviors and actions. In the case of the move 

from Holikachuk village to the Yukon, the abandonment of traditional land was a source 

of powerful feelings and attachments, some of which have even been passed on to 

generations who were bom on the Yukon rather than at Holikachuk. Traditional lands can
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be defined as those occupied by an indigenous group before contact with non-indigenous 

peoples.

The authors of some of the most recent work on ‘place’ acknowledge that place, 

something that we cannot escape, usually “passes by anonymous and unremarked” by 

anthropology (Geertz 1996: 259; see also Basso 1996). These authors also realize that 

understanding how people relate to their places of residence, work, recreation, worship, 

and so on, may provide insight into why and how they act. Still, however, there is no real 

theory of place or an exact data set that can be measured. As Geertz points out, to study 

how people feel about place, it is “necessary to hang around with them,” because “no one 

lives in the world in general” (Geertz 1996: 260-262). Everyone lives in, experiences, 

and has feelings and attachments to only some small part of the world. Basso expands 

upon this by noting (Basso 1996: 56):

Although the self-conscious experience of place may at base be a private affair, 

tangible representations of it are commonly made available for public 

consumption. ...Surrounded by places, and always in one place or another, men 

and women talk about them constantly, and it is from listening in on such 

exchanges and then trying to ascertain what has been said that interested outsiders 

can begin to appreciate what the encompassing landscape is really all about. 

Stated more exactly, the outsider must attempt to come to grips with the 

indigenous cultural forms with which the landscape is experienced, the shared
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symbolic vehicles that give shape to geographical experience and facilitate its 

communication— its re-creation and re-presentation— in interpersonal settings.

But still, as Clare Cooper Marcus notes (1992: 111), the amalgamation of place, feeling 

and objects is such a complex and personal process that it is doubtful that we will ever be 

able to fully explain the process except possibly on the individual level.

Attachment to a particular place may help foster a sense o f a unique cultural 

identity (e.g. B. Raymond-Yakoubian 2000) on the group or individual level (Low 1992). 

Low believes that for a group place attachment to occur there must be a “transformation 

of the experience of a space or piece of land into a culturally meaningful and shared 

symbol” (ibid.: 166). There must be collective experiences, positive or negative, that

create or add to a sense of group identity that is culturally valued. The place relationship 

and its meaning may also evolve, however, out of sociopolitical, historical and cultural 

sources other than shared experience {ibid.).

The place attachment to Holikachuk village that many Grayling residents have 

today is a complicated one. For one thing, they no longer live at the place, yet their 

feelings toward it deal mainly with their experiences as residents there. The 

circumstances surrounding their abandonment of the village were not ideal, and not 

everyone was satisfied with the outcome. The move to Grayling took place, for some, in 

spite of deep attachments to Holikachuk village. In addition, many of the culturally 

valued activities that took place at Holikachuk village no longer occur at Grayling today
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(e.g. the traditional ceremonial cycle, the ability of most residents to speak their native 

language, etc.).

The following discussion of ‘place’ and ‘place attachment,’ and its relation to the 

move from Holikachuk to Grayling, is an attempt to examine the ways in which the 

residents of Holikachuk (now Grayling) may have developed such strong feelings toward 

the village they left. Place attachment developed out of relationships to places lived on 

and in, and therefore influenced perceptions of the migration during and after it, even 

today. Additionally, the migration itself and its ramifications have a constant impact on 

the present formation of place attachment and ideas about places occupied both today and 

in the past. We cannot escape the fact that our current situation affects our perceptions of 

our past. It is with this in mind that we consider Grayling residents’ feelings and 

attachments to Holikachuk village and the surrounding territory.

Low has created a typology of six kinds of symbolic linkages of people and land. 

These symbolic linkages of land and people can be derived from: 1.) genealogical linkage 

to the land through history or family lineage; 2.) linkage through loss of land or 

destruction of community; 3.) economic linkage to land through ownership, inheritance, 

and politics; 4.) cosmological linkage through religious, spiritual, or mythological 

relationship; 5.) linkage through both religious and secular pilgrimage and celebratory, 

cultural events; and 6.) narrative linkage through storytelling and place naming (Low 

1992: 166).

In relation to the Holikachuk, we can identify all six of Low’s symbolic linkages 

of land and people. The first, genealogical linkage to the land, can be seen through both



the length o f time that Holikachuk village and the surrounding Holikachuk territory was 

occupied, as well as through fish camp and trap line familial ownership. In terms of oral 

history, Holikachuk village was “always” occupied. The second linkage, through loss or 

destruction of land or community can also be identified with the Holikachuk.. The 

Holikachuk have both lost primary control over their traditional lands to the federal 

government (in very recent times), and have lost population and the occupation and 

control of certain sites due to disease and encroachment of outsiders (first by miners and 

more recently by the federal government - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service). Many older 

residents are also quite vocal about the fact that when they were living at Holikachuk 

their community was different. They believe that people worked together and took care 

of each other much more than is the case today. This can be viewed, in a sense, as a loss 

(or destruction) of community. The other more obvious loss of community was the 

purposeful abandonment of the village.

The third link, economic, is similar to the first. Trap lines, fish camps and other 

sites in traditional Holikachuk territory both sustained people economically and have 

been inherited familialy. In addition, certain people have current ownership of some 

lands assigned through the federal government (in the Innoko National Wildlife Refuge).

The fourth symbolic people/land link, through religious, spiritual, cosmological 

or mythological relationships, (as well as regular routines, and personalizations such as 

house building, decorating, etc.(Brown and Perkins 1992: 283; Low 1992: 167)) is also 

important in the sense of place regarding Holikachuk village. Holikachuk village has oral 

history, associated with some not clearly identifiable distant past, as well as more recent
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and personal stories, some of a religious nature, attached to it as well as surrounding 

territory. Holikachuk village was a gathering place for spiritual and religious activities, 

and some of the narratives relating to those activities are still discussed and are important 

to people today. The fifth linkage, through religious and secular pilgrimage and 

celebratory events, overlaps with many of the activities that can be included in the fourth. 

Many residents also, return to visit Holikachuk village when in the vicinity, though not, as 

far as I am aware of, for religious or traditional celebratory events.

The last symbolic people/land link is through narrative and place naming. As 

mentioned above, narratives relating to Holikachuk village in particular, and Holikachuk 

territory in general, are still related and important among Grayling residents today (e.g. 

B. Raymond-Yakoubian 2000). Most placenames, as well as the Holikachuk language, 

are unknown by all but a few elderly residents who grew up speaking the language and 

reciting the placenames. Placenames are not completely unknown by the rest of the 

population, however, and I have done some collaborative work adding to the data set of 

recorded Holikachuk placenames'.

David Hummon has examined the issue of community attachment in relation to 

community sentiment and emotional investment (1992). Hummon distinguishes between 

community satisfaction studies (usually undertaken from a sociological standpoint), 

which focus on the process of community evaluation, and community attachment studies, 

which he believes should focus on the nature and sources of deep emotional ties to place 

(ibid.: 256). Hummon identifies various factors that can lead to strong community
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attachment. Though he is referring more to urban than rural communities, many of his 

factors are relevant to the case o f the Holikachuk migration from the Innoko.

Long-term residence has been identified as increasing sentimental ties to a place 

(Hummon 1992: 257). In relation to Holikachuk, in the early 1960s, most of the people 

then in residence were bom and raised in the village. In addition, many of their parents 

and grandparents lived at Holikachuk or at a down or upriver Innoko village. Longevity 

at one locale, Hummon and others point out, may increase attachment due to the 

permeation of the environment with memories (or family stories, other narratives, 

placenames, etc.). Close proximity to important landmarks (personally or culturally 

important), like memories, can also increase the level of community attachment (ibid.). 

All of these appear to be important for Holikachuk place attachment.

Attachment to place with increasing age is also noted as a factor by Hummon and 

others (Hummon 1992: 257; Cooper Marcus 1992: 107). This increased attachment to 

place with age can be the result of various dynamics— for example, long-term residence, 

personal memories, cultural narratives and important landmarks are all likely to increase 

and become increasingly important with age. This does not imply that all people of a 

certain age class will feel more strongly connected to their community than people of a 

different age class, however. The number of friendships and social integration into a 

community also tend to increase with age and can play a large part in attachment to place 

and the decision to move.

Housing quality and ownership have also been shown to modestly increase 

community attachment (Hummon 1992: 257). Most of the homes in Holikachuk were
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owned by the occupants, and none were ‘mortgaged’ to banks or other institutions or 

agencies. Some residences were, however, rented out to teaching families or visitors. The 

missionaries at Holikachuk built their own residences and related buildings soon after 

arriving in the village. Housing quality is, of course, a subjective measure. There are not 

many commentaries on the housing conditions at Holikachuk by Holikachuk people. One 

former resident, Wilbert Nicholas, believed that the move to Grayling improved housing 

conditions “200%” (Nicholas and Alexander 1973). Nicholas was, however, one of the 

main proponents of the move and may have had other motivations for this and other 

comments about the move. Gale Van Diest has also noted that he believes the housing 

conditions improved for “most” of the people after the move to Grayling. No one that I 

spoke with in Grayling identified low housing quality or a desire for better housing as a 

reason for the move. Nor did housing seem to play a large part in relation to attachment 

to Holikachuk.

Fear o f crime has been shown to negatively impact local place attachment 

(Hummon 1992: 257). One couple in Grayling expressed to me a fear of crime at their 

current residence. The wife particularly was concerned and noted that criminal behavior, 

and her fear in general, increased during the winter months. She stated that when 

someone would come around “looking for something” (a handout) she would try to find 

something for them to do, such as chopping wood or other chore-like activities, so that 

they would not become upset, and so that she would have a reason to give them food 

(never money, as she believed that they would use it for alcohol). The husband stated
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bluntly that if he were younger he would move back to Holikachuk right now, in part 

because of the fear of crime.

Many of the above ideas can be classified under the concept of “autobiographical 

insidedness” (Hummon 1992: 259). This insidedness, as described by Hummon, is 

physical, social, and autobiographical and is derived from existing within a known terrain 

{ibid.\258-259). This includes knowledge of the physical terrain of the area, how to get 

around, short cuts, portages, sacred sites, landmarks, caches, berry-picking patches, and 

so on. The social terrain of an area is embedded within the physical terrain. The 

knowledge of community life, activities, social norms and relationships, and the proper 

physical place for these social relations to play out, are all part of the social terrain. The 

autobiographical terrain is inscribed on both the social and physical terrain. It includes 

the process of learning, socialization, and memories of personal and group events that 

have occurred in the community, in the ‘place.’

Community image can contribute to self-image and place attachment as well 

(Hummon 1992: 259). A positive community image may lead to pride in one’s place of 

residence and then to a stronger sense of attachment to that place. A negative community 

image may, on the other hand, do the opposite— lead to a lack of community pride and 

attachment. It is difficult, in the case of Holikachuk village, to determine what the 

internal community image was before the move to Grayling. We do know, from other 

sources, that the people of Holikachuk had a reputation for being “witches” (for example, 

Brush 1985). In fact, some residents of the lower-middle Yukon region still hold this 

belief about the people at Grayling, and they openly talk about it with outsiders. Other
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sources, both in and outside of Grayling, have noted that residents of Holikachuk (and 

some in Grayling today) have felt a certain sense o f superiority over other villages in the 

region. It is not clear why these feelings of superiority exist or whether they contributed 

in the past to a positive community self image. It is also, of course, impossible to know 

whether all residents held these beliefs in the past or the present.

Barbara Brown and Douglas Perkins (1992) address the issue of disruptions in 

place attachment. They provide a definition of place attachment and disruption (Brown 

and Perkins 1992: 284):

Place attachment involves positively experienced bonds, sometimes occurring 

without awareness, that are developed over time from the behavior, affective and 

cognitive ties between individuals and/or groups and their sociophysical 

environment. These bonds provide a framework for both individual and 

communal aspects of identity and have both stabilizing and dynamic features. The 

environment may include homes or communities, places that are important and 

directly experienced but which may not have easily specified boundaries. 

Predominately negative connections to place characterize failed attachments, 

which may be experienced as alienation. Transformations in place attachment 

occur whenever the people, places, or psychological processes change over time. 

Disruptions of place attachment are noticeable transformations...due to 

noticeable changes in the people, processes, or places.
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They divide the sequence of events following a disruption in place attachment into three 

parts: the stressful period of disruption itself, followed by the postdisruption phase of 

coping with lost attachments, and the creation of new attachments 279). New

attachments must always occur if one is to successfully cope with the disruption, but they 

may never achieve the same strength or level of attachment of the predisruption location. 

In the case o f Grayling, there are people who appear, after more than 30 years, to have a 

much stronger attachment to the abandoned village of Holikachuk than to Grayling.

Low also discussed the potential increase in place attachment related to “loss or 

destruction.” The increase may be associated with reminiscing and re-creating the 

environment following its loss or destruction (Low 1992: 167). Displacement, Feld and 

Basso note, can be as much a source of powerful attachments as can a strong sense of 

‘rootedness’ (Feld and Basso 1996: 11). A group or individual may also have an 

economic attachment to a place, according to Low, based on the ownership of land, or 

when an individual or group utilizes a place’s resources to ensure survival (Low 1992: 

167). When access to the resources needed for survival is denied, becomes more difficult, 

or is replaced by another system that is viewed as less than satisfactory, a nostalgia or 

compelling longing for place may occur.

This stronger attachment by some to Holikachuk rather than to Grayling may be 

related, in part, to an idea espoused in the literature on place attachment. The shock of 

disruption itself may help to clarify what it is that has been disrupted (Brown and Perkins 

1992: 283). In other words, people don’t realize what they have until they lose it. Even 

then, after the disruption, profound attachments cannot be truly realized. For the
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researcher, this makes the process of identifying the attachments, their strength, and their 

distribution throughout a group, even more difficult. As mentioned earlier, it can also be 

difficult to determine when particular feelings toward the place were formed: before the 

abandonment, or as a result of it.

Prior to disruption, individuals may underestimate the depth of their place 

attachments. An anticipated or planned voluntary move may allow individuals to become 

more comfortable with the relocation and even prepare for accompanying changes, but 

this does not negate the strength of the original place attachments and the possibility of 

negative reactions to the new environment. In a slightly different scenario, if an 

individual or group of individuals do not perceive their move to be completely voluntary, 

they are more likely to experience health problems than those who do perceive their 

move as voluntary (Brown and Perkins 1992: 288; Cooper Marcus 1992: 108). The 

elderly, children, and spouses (among others) may not perceive their move as voluntary.

The strength of place attachments can also change over time. They can be altered 

in relation to the people, activities and processes that occur in relation to the individual 

and their “place” (Brown and Perkins 1992: 282). An example of the weakening of 

attachment may be the disintegration of an important relationship, or perhaps an 

unsatisfying group decision that affects the way the community operates. An increase in 

place attachment may occur as the result of the birth of a child or promotion in a job 

situation. While many residents of Grayling today are aware of the benefits they derive 

from being located on the Yukon River rather than the Innoko (e.g. access to more jobs, 

goods, services, etc.), others (especially those who grew up at Holikachuk) are conscious
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of the negative results of their location (e.g. increased access to drugs, alcohol, outsiders 

and their beliefs, etc.) which seems to have strengthened their positive feelings about 

Holikachuk village. Any views about a place held in the present are impacted by our 

situation in the present.

Knowing, as we do, that the move to Grayling did take place, it is reasonable to 

consider how strong of an attachment to Holikachuk actually existed if people were 

willing to move. Their feelings toward the village and surrounding territory were strong 

enough, I would argue, to prevent the relocation from happening for at least a decade 

(possibly longer, as some say that the move had been periodically under consideration for 

decades'). It was the combination of circumstances surrounding the actual decision, as 

well as the role of those who were guiding it (younger people with arguably less 

attachment to the village), that appears to have been able to overcome (or overpower) the 

feelings of those not supporting such a decision.

It is possible that changing place attachments are associated with broader cultural 

change. Riley has suggested that, in periods of cross-cultural contact and imposition, 

attachment to place and the importance of landscape intensify (Riley 1992: 26). Of 

course, 1963 was not the beginning of cross-cultural contact for the Holikachuk, but it 

was a period of intensified contact with outsiders (through transportation, radio, etc.). For 

some of the residents o f Holikachuk this may have caused a greater sense of attachment 

to the village and surrounding area when it came to the question of moving to the Yukon 

River. Or, the attachment to Holikachuk may have grown stronger following the move. 

The effects of disruption and displacement (as discussed above), in addition to the
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tremendously increased amount and frequency of contact with outsiders, may have led to 

a stronger sense of attachment to Holikachuk. It is also possible that this attachment was 

felt most strongly by older residents, many of whom did not entirely want to move. Tuan 

raises the issue of science and technology in relation to the sense of place. Indigenous 

people, he says, used to live in an environment where they adapted to nature but now, 

with increased accessibility to Western science and technology, they have learned to 

dominate it (Tuan 1974: 247). Has this led to a loss of traditional knowledge, rooted in 

place, because people no longer need or have the same kind of strong connection to the 

landscape that their ancestors did? It is certainly a possible factor, and, as Basso and 

others have said, “because changes in ways of thinking are mirrored by changes in 

patterns of conduct ... individuals actually can be seen to alter who they are” (Basso 

1996: 85-86). Group and individual behaviors, including ways of relating to the land, 

have unquestionably changed since pre-contact times, and this may partially be the result 

of changes in ways of thinking about the land. On the other hand, changes in behavior 

may have altered ways of thinking about and relating to the land. The two undoubtedly 

influence each other.

Today in Grayling, at least as observed by myself and through conversations with 

residents, “traditional” knowledge and stories of place are not as frequently related by 

those who still know them as they have been in the past. The reason for this has been 

primarily identified by residents as the influence of television on younger people and 

their general lack of interest in things traditional. In relation to the physical landscape 

itself, traditional lands are rarely (in contrast to the days of living on the Innoko River)
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visited by younger people and the entire population in general. Grayling and the 

surrounding river region of the Yukon are technically within ‘traditional’ or pre-contact 

Holikachuk territory (at its westernmost edge), but this area was used only for fish camps 

and knowledge of the terrain was limited primarily to the riverbanks and creeks 

(placename data support this statement as well - the extent of placesnames in the vicinity 

of Grayling is limited to riverbanks and streams and landmarks such as prominent hills). 

This change in behavior (rarely visiting traditional lands) has also led to a change in 

attitude. It is no longer necessary for the people of Grayling to know the name of every 

landmark, or the stories related to them, in their traditional lands in the Innoko River 

region. It is no longer required for survival of the individual or group.

An Africanist oral historian, Isabell Hofmeyr, argues that the physical topography 

of an area can act as a powerful physical mnemonic for historical memory (1994). As a 

result, she maintains, when people lose access to (or simply do not access) the 

topography in which memory is enfolded, people may also lose access to the memories 

themselves. The most relevant example from Hofmeyr’s book Spend Our Lives as a 

Tale That is Told deals with the disappearance of the men’s courtyards, or kgoro, in 

South Africa, where community business was discussed and where the telling of and 

listening to oral history occurred (Hofmeyer 1994). The loss of the site of the telling led 

to the loss of the stories themselves {ibid.:98-101). VanStone has also discussed the 

decline in the use of kashims in Innoko-lower Yukon region. As the traditional 

ceremonial cycle was gradually discontinued, the function of the kashims changed as 

well. The ceremonial aspects of use were lost while use of the building as a workshop,
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“lounging” and sleeping place for men continued. The ceremonial cycle at Holikachuk 

was carried on into the 1930s, though not fully intact, and the kashim was in use until the 

1963 move (de Laguna 1936: 569-570; de Laguna 1995: 67; VanStone 1979b: 76).

The people of Grayling, as discussed above, no longer live in day-to-day contact 

with most of their traditional lands. It is in these lands that many of their physical 

mnemonics for historical narrative may exist. And, after the move to Grayling, the 

Holikachuk no longer had a kashim, the traditional location for storytelling events, 

though a “Community Hall,” with some architectural similarity to the traditional kashim, 

was built. The Community Hall is located roughly in the center of Grayling, as a kashim 

would have been in a traditional village. However, today the Community Hall has a 

padlock on the door, the key being in possession of the Tribal Council office. The 

building is not accessible on a daily basis for the men (or women) of the village to get 

together and discuss community or personal matters without prior notice to the Tribal 

Council. Nor is it available for other spontaneous activities. The primary uses of the 

building today appear to be Bingo, meetings with outsiders (from various government 

agencies; myself, etc.), and ‘potlucks’ related to the previous two uses and other 

community events. It is not clear if building use has always been controlled by the Tribal 

Council. No other gathering place in the village for the telling of stories, besides homes, 

was ever identified to me.

The importance of place for any individual or group of people cannot be denied. 

That senses of place and the strength of attachments change over time should bring to our 

attention their importance and suggest all that we may be able to learn from them. It may
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be that we can learn about the importance and role of place most straightforwardly by 

looking at cases of movement and migration and their effects in relation to senses of 

place. Because of this, I propose that by using ‘place studies’ as a framework for 

examining the migration of the residents o f Holikachuk village to Grayling, we will 

uncover some unvocalized reasons for opposition to the move and possibly illuminate 

some of the changes that have taken place in Holikachuk society since the move. This 

must be undertaken with caution, however. As I have noted, it can often be difficult to 

distinguish how senses of place have been altered as a result of relocation or the passage 

of time. As Geertz noted (1996: 259), place is something none of us can escape, and, 

furthermore, “place is the first o f all beings, since everything that exists is in a place and 

cannot exist without a place” (Archytas in Basso 1996: 53).

1 The full corpus o f Holikachuk placenames is unpublished. Linguist James Kari, who has done a great 
deal o f the Holikachuk language work, has a data set o f all Holikachuk placenames recorded to date, some 
o f which are included in this work (Kari 2000).
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Chapter 4: Middle and Upper Innoko Population Movements

As mentioned previously, the prehistory and early contact history of the upper 

Innoko region is mostly a mystery to us today. The reasons for this include a lack of oral 

sources, documentary evidence, and archaeological investigations in the area. Despite the 

paucity of materials available, it is still possible to make some statements regarding the 

population of the upper Innoko region and the population movements that may have 

occurred there.

VanStone estimated the total population of the Deg Hit’an and Holikachuk, at the 

beginning of the historic period, to have been around 2,000. The population was probably 

greatly reduced, however, by the smallpox epidemic of 1838-1839, possibly by as much 

as two-thirds. At the beginning of the 20th century the total population of both groups is 

estimated to have been around 500 (VanStone 1979b: 4). Osgood, in 1958, made the 

same estimation of the population of the two groups, saying that it been closer to 500 

than 1,000 since the 1840s (presumably he is referring to the effects of the smallpox 

epidemic) (Osgood 1958: 30). As VanStone has noted, however, it is difficult to 

determine population figures for the Innoko River in the late 19th century, partially 

because of the confusing terminology used by early visitors to the area (VanStone 1978: 

71).

In 1834 Glazunov (who never traveled the Innoko) was told that there were 40 

‘villages’ on the Innoko River, but there are no population figures for the upper Innoko 

before Zagoskin in 1844 (Vanstone 1959: 44). At that time he gave the population of
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Holikachuk village (“Khuligichagat”) as 70 people living in five houses (Michael 1967: 

235, 307). He also visited Dementi, at the mouth of the Iditarod River, and enumerated 

45 persons living in three houses { i b i d . : 307). Zagoskin gave the combined population of 

the five villages below Holikachuk Slough (including Holikachuk) as 285 {ibid.). 

Zagoskin also encountered some 44 upper Innoko people on the Yukon in 1843, but it is 

not clear from what village(s) they had traveled {ibid.: 168, 307).

VanStone has population records for Holikachuk village from 1853-1867 and 

1878-1892 obtained from the Archives of the Russian Orthodox Church in Alaska, parish 

records, Kvikhpak mission, church register (in 1979b: 23).

Population of Holikachuk Village 1853-1867,1878-1892
(Numbers in Parentheses refer to dwellings)

1853 5 (8) 1878 71 (12)
1854 58 (10) 1879 70 (12)
1855 58 (10) 1880 70 (12)
1856 57 (10) 1881 70 (12)
1857 57 (10) 1882 70 (12)
1858 57 (10) 1883 70 (12)
1859 57 (10) 1884 115 (15)
1860 57 (10) 1885 115 (15)
1861 59 (10) 1886 no figures
1862 no figures 1887 no figures
1863 no figures 1888 118 (14)
1864 61 (10) 1889 172 (25)
1865 61 (10) 1890 no figures
1866 62 (12) 1891 no figures
1867 71 (12) 1892 192 (40)

It is not clear exactly who collected these almost yearly population figures for the 

village, or if  a church representative actually visited the village each year. Netsvetov



spent time in the lower Yukon region and traveled on the Innoko River at various times 

between 1845 and 1863. He never visited Holikachuk village himself, but other members 

of his mission may have visited or may have obtained information regarding population 

figures. In an appendix to Netsvetov’s journals is a table of “Kolchane” villages on the 

upper Innoko and Kuskokwim Rivers. The table includes population figures for 

Holikachuk (“Kholiachagmiut”). The population of the village is listed as 57 (30 males 

and 27 females) with 10 dwellings. Figures were also recorded for a village named 

Tlegon. The location of the village is not specified, but it may have been on the upper 

reaches of the Innoko often referred to as the “Tlegon.” Netsvetov records a population 

of 30 people (14 males and 16 females) with six dwellings. A village named “Tokotno,” 

probably on the Takotna River is also listed as having a population of 12 people (eight 

males and four females) and three dwellings. The date that the population figures were 

taken is not specified, but was sometime in the early 1860s (Black 1984: 500).

Father Illarion, who was the resident priest of the region for part of the time 

covered by the records, only mentions visiting the village once in his journals (Oswalt 

1959: 116-117). Illarion visited Holikachuk village (“Holiaktzagmute”), the first of the 

upper Innoko villages on the river, in 1866. There he met about 60 men and women, from 

the Yukon and Innoko (“Chageluk”) Rivers. He had also encountered 50 more people at 

the mouth of the Innoko a few days prior {ibid.: 116).

In 1880, E. W. Nelson visited the Innoko and he and the “fur trader of that 

district” estimated the entire population of the “Kol-chans” (upper Innoko people) to be 

no more than 125 (VanStone 1978: 45). He believed there to be approximately 60 to 65
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boys and men, noting that the tribe used to be numerous but had been decimated by 

smallpox and other diseases ( ibid.).Nelson most likely visited Holikachuk village and 

the site of Dementi, at the mouth of the Iditarod River. It is not clear if he visited any 

other upper Innoko villages on his winter trip. He does not give population numbers for 

Holikachuk, and at the site that was most likely Dementi there was only one resident—an 

old man whose shaman wife had died the previous year 33). VanStone believed

Nelson’s estimate of a population of 125 to comprise those living above the confluence 

of the Innoko River and Holikachuk Slough (ibid.: 71).

Russian Orthodox Church records show that Holikachuk had a population of 70 

people living in 12 houses in 1880, at the time of Nelson’s visit (Kvikhpak mission, 

church register in VanStone 1978: 65). The Russian Orthodox Church records also have 

population numbers for “second village,” or Dementi, approximately 30 miles above 

Holikachuk. For the years 1880-1884 the population of the village was recorded as 79 

people in 12 houses (Kvikhpak mission, church register in VanStone 1979b: 28). The 

population of these two villages alone would suggest that actual population numbers may 

have been somewhat higher than Nelson’s estimate.

The tenth federal census of 1880 gives a total population of 413 for the region, 

which includes both Deg Hit’an people on the Yukon and Innoko Rivers as well as upper 

Innoko River people. The figure of 413 includes a total of 150 people living on the 

“Chageluk slough and Innok [sic] River” (Petroff 1884: 12). VanStone considered that 

figure to be “dubious,” however, because of the imprecise methods of data collection 

(VanStone 1979b: 78). The 1890 census population figure for Holikachuk village
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(“Holikitsak”) was 114 people (Porter 1893: 7). Reverend John Chapman, who lived at 

Anvik on the lower Yukon, also recorded population data for the “Anvik-Shageluk area.” 

It is not clear what portion of upper Innoko peoples his figures include, if any. For the 

year 1898 he has a figure of 652 (254 on the Yukon, 273 on the “Chageluk Slough,” and 

125 on the Innoko). In 1900 Chapman recorded a loss of almost 100 people for a total of 

565, which may have been the result of a severe influenza epidemic raged throughout the 

lower Yukon and surrounding areas in 1900. In 1914 Chapman records a figure of 452 

people (Chapman 1898: 167; 1931: 398-400). The only early, confident upper Innoko 

population count comes from Father Jette' in 1901. Jette visited the upriver village of 

Dishkakat in the fall of 1901 and reported the population as 39 people in eight cabins 

(1902: 187). Chapman believed the'native' population of the upper Innoko to be 52 in 

1911 (Chapman 1911a: 10)

The U.S. federal census did not record population numbers for Holikachuk village 

in 1930, but the Anvik-Shageluk region (Anvik, Shageluk, Holy Cross) had a population 

of 504 in 1930 (United States Bureau of the Census [USBC] 1932: table 3). And 

Reverend Chapman recorded a population of 440 for those living on the “Innoko River 

and Shageluk Slough and those living in Anvik and Bonasila” (Chapman 1931: 399-400). 

In 1940 the population of Holikachuk (“Holocachaket”) village was recorded as 77 and 

the Anvik-Shageluk region, including Holikachuk, had a population of 505 (USBC 1941: 

table 2). The population of Holikachuk village in 1950 was recorded as 98, and in 1960 it 

was recorded as 122. Populations of 454 in 1950, and 653 in 1960 respectively, were 

recorded for the Anvik-Shageluk region, including Holikachuk (USBC 1960: table 8).
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The missionary Gale Van Diest has stated that when he arrived at Holikachuk in 1954 the 

population of the village was approximately 125 and that the population of Grayling was 

at about the same level when he left in 1966 (Van Diest 2000). In 1970, after the 

migration to the Yukon River, Grayling had a population of 139 (USBC 1973: table 6). 

In 1980 the population of Grayling was given as 209 and in 1990 as 208 (USBC 1981: 

table 4; State of Alaska 1991: 3). The population of Grayling today is approximately 200.

A major factor effecting early census figures is the time of year the population 

count was taken. The population of both the middle-upper Innoko and the lower Innoko- 

Yukon were, and still are to some extent, highly mobile in the summer and fall. As most 

census workers and any anthropologist can confirm, it can be most difficult to determine 

how many individuals live in one residence at any time, never mind how many people 

live in one village. The population of the middle-upper Innoko region, at the time of 

contact and likely always, however, was probably never more than a few hundred (INWR 

1987: 73). Hosley discusses population densities of interior Alaska noting that 

populations of all interior groups were always sparse, probably 1-1.4 people per square 

mile at the time of contact (Hosley 1981: 534; cf. McKennan 1969: 105-106).

Upper Innoko Settlements, Movement, and Abandonment

Despite the fact that the middle and upper Innoko region was most likely never a 

densely populated area, probably never over a thousand people, there are quite a few 

known settlements and undoubtedly more unknown ones that have not been preserved in 

historical memory (though could be discovered through archaeological survey). In this
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section I will review the available information pertaining to the middle and upper Innoko 

settlements from both historical documents and oral narratives on the subject.

Zagoskin’s journals contain the first known discussion of upper Innoko River 

villages. Zagoskin never traveled very far into the upper Innoko (stopping around the 

mouth of the Iditarod River), but he does refer to a map preserved from Kolmakov’s 

journals of his 1839 voyage down the Innoko River (Michael 1967: 237).

The first village that Kolmakov encountered after portaging over from the 

Kuskokwim is “Tlegon” (Michael 1967: 237). The editor of Zagoskin’s journals believes 

Tlegon to be located in the neighborhood of “Davenport Cabin,” which is a gold rush era 

site located on the upper Innoko opposite the North Fork {ibid.). A short ways beyond 

Tlegon, Kolmakov came to the “Ttachegno” {ibid.). The Ttachegno is Kolmakokv’s 

name for the North Fork of the Innoko. Kolmakov also noted that it was by way of the 

North Fork of the river that the upper Innoko people crossed over to the present day Yuki 

(“Yukutno”) River and then to the upper Yukon River to the general region in which 

Zagoskin had encountered 44 upper Innoko peoples the year before {ibid.: 237, 168).

Kolmakov gave the names of three other upper Innoko villages between Tlegon 

and Ttality (Dementi— at the mouth of the Iditarod River). The names of the “small” 

villages, from upriver, are “Tlegokokhkakat” (at the Mud River), “T lek e f, and 

“Kkholikakat” (at Hammer Creek) (Michael 1967: 237-238; Kari 2000). Zagoskin does 

not include any other information about the location, population, etc. of these villages, if 

indeed he knew it at all, only having access to one map preserved from Kolmakov’s 

journals. Zagoskin does include, however, Kolmakov’s information about the most
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commonly used route to access the Kuskokwim River. The Iditarod (“Yalchikatna ) 

River and the Takotna (“Tochotno”) River were used to enter the Kuskokwim valley and 

presumably to trade with the people living there 238). Kolmakov reported that it

was a difficult passage in the summer with “excessively mountainous” terrain with snow 

in the gorges and narrow passes (ibid..). He was shown this route back to the Kuskokwim 

by the people of “Ttality” (Dementi) after learning of the attack on, and destruction of, 

Ikogmyut (Russian Mission) in 1839 (ibid.'. 236). Chapman visited the village in 1911 

and there were only two families in residence. It was the summer, however, and the 

village may have had a larger winter population (Chapman 191 lb: 1025-1026).

It is difficult to say much about Tlegon, Tlegokokhkakat, Tleket, and Kkholikakat 

beyond acknowledging their existence. The approximate locations of Tlegon at the site of 

Davenport Cabin, Tlegokokhkakat at the Mud River, and Kkholikakat at Hammer Creek 

are all that can really be known at this time without archaeological investigation. The 

location of Tleket is unknown but possible locations are at the mouth of the Dishna 

River, or at the site of Dishkakat. The mouths of tributaries to the Innoko would be 

logical places to look for settlements, and the Innoko has many. Dishkakat, however, is 

not located at the mouth of a tributary, so other factors must be considered as well. No 

residents of Grayling that I spoke with have any personal or historical memory of these 

specific sites. A few residents, however, knew that people had once lived near Hammer 

Creek and along the Mud River.
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As mentioned above, Netsvetov had both names and population numbers for 

some upper Innoko and Kuskokwim villages. No specific locations for any of the villages 

excepting Holikachuk were given by Netsvetov, however.

In 1901 Jette, as mentioned previously, visited the site of Dishkakat (“Tihkakat” 

or “Korodzanalledatlten”2), which he refers to as “formerly prosperous” (1902: 181, 

187). He may be referring to population loss due to the 1838-1839 smallpox epidemic or 

to other later disease epidemics (such as the measles and influenza epidemic earlier in the 

year of 1901). Jette gave a population of 39 for the village in 1901 187). In his

Ten’a placenames manuscript he described “Korotsenaledatten” as both a “locality and a 

village, on the north bank of the Innoko River some 20 miles below the mouth of the 

Tihno [Dishna River].” Jette gave two meanings to the name. The first was as an allusion 

to a hunting party that got lost and whom were seen at the place for the last time. The 

second related to the fate of the lost hunters being explained by poisoned (or 

unwholesome) food that they ate. Jette said that both meanings were “current” among the 

Ten’a (Jette 1910).

Jette was also informed of an abandoned village, “Old Tihkakat,” approximately 

twelve miles upriver from Dishkakat (ibid:). It is possible that the people at Dishkakat 

had moved downriver from “Old Tihkakat” as a result of an epidemic. The abandonment, 

not always permanent, of villages after a death or deaths is not uncommon to the groups 

of this region. VanStone noted that the village of Anvik periodically changed locations to 

escape different disease epidemics (VanStone 1979a: 227; 1979b: 83). The villagers of 

New Bonasila on the Yukon River abandoned their village in the late 1940s or early
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1950s after an important shaman died (VanStone 1979b: 58). The village of Shageluk on 

the lower Innoko River also once relocated after a severe epidemic in which so many 

people became sick and died that not all the bodies could be buried. And in 1901 the 

residents of the village at the mouth of Grayling Creek were told by their shamans to go 

up the Yukon to Vazhichagat or else die from the measles and influenza epidemic 

(Cantwell 1902: 267). The village of “Old Tihkakat” may have been abandoned for such 

reasons, or it may have just been an earlier period village that had been abandoned for 

other reasons. Jette’s (1910) placename manuscript described “Tikhahat” as being at the 

“mouth of the Tihno [Dishna River], on the left bank of the Innoko River, about 120 

miles above its mouth, and an abandoned village at the place. The name is often applied 

to the actual village Korotsenaledatten, which is about 20 miles further down on the same 

river.”

Jette noted that the cabins at Dishkakat were “well built and most of them clean” 

(Jette 1902: 187). He also noticed the presence of painted Russian icons in every one of 

the cabins, the Madonna of St. Luke being most common. There were also pictures of 

Jesus Christ, St. Nicholas and St. John Chrysostom. The people of Dishkakat probably 

obtained these artifacts on their trips downriver to see Fathers Netsvetov and Illarion or 

possibly from Father Ragaru who visited them in 1899 (Jette 1902: 182). The people of 

Dishkakat were “really anxious” to be instructed by Jette {ibid.). The same strong desire 

to be visited by churchmen was in evidence, as discussed earlier, by the upriver people 

during the time of Netsvetov’s and Illarion’s presence on the lower Yukon River as well 

as much later, in the 1940s and 1950s, by the people of Holikachuk. It is possible that the
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population Jette encountered at Dishkakat was composed of people who had lived in 

other upriver villages and conglomerated at Dishkakat after large regional population loss 

due to disease and starvation.

Jette also identified another upper Innoko village/fish camp in the account of his 

travels. He gives the name of “Lukekorkakat” (on the Mud River trail; James Kari 2000) 

to a village where two abandoned cabins were still standing. It was from “Lukekorkakat,” 

on their journey crossing from the upper Yukon, that they had their first view of the 

Innoko (“Luron” or “Unoka”) River. The village had been occupied eight or ten years 

earlier by two of Jette’s companions from Dishkakat. The father of Alexis, one of his 

companions, had died there (Jette 1902: 186).

One hour after leaving “Lukekorkakat” the party reached its summer fish camp 

which consisted of “a row of nicely set summer houses and smoke-houses, of birch bark, 

and caches where the dried fish of last season was stored” (Jette 1902: 186). It is unclear 

whether the village was located on a bluff above the river itself, or set back from the river 

on a small hill of the Mud River. The village of Dishkakat was approximately four hours 

upriver by dogsled from the Lukekorkakat fish camp. We have no way of knowing if this 

village/fish camp is the “Tlegokokhkakat” that Kolmakov noted or some other site. The 

site of Lukekorkakat was also listed in Jette’s 1910 On geographical names o f the 

Ten ’a. “Lukakorkakat” is described as being an abandoned village at the mouth of the 

Lukakomo River, on the right bank of the Innoko River, 18 miles below Dishkakat. 

“Lukakomo” (Mud River) was translated to mean “big-fish river” (Jette 1910).
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Another village on the middle-upper Innoko that Jette listed in his placenames 

manuscript was “Rodilotten,” a “locality and village on the Innoko River, said to be at 

about 50 miles above its confluence with the Shageluk Slough, and 60 below 

Korotsenaledatten.” “Rodilotten” is translated to mean “place where it is far” because the 

village was a long distance from others (Jette 1910). This village was most likely 

Dementi, at the mouth of the Iditarod River.

By this time (around 1901) there was already an American presence in the remote 

upper Innoko region. Ten or 20 miners were camping at the site of “Old Tihkakat” near 

the mouth of the Dishna at the time of Jette’s visit (Jette 1902: 187-188). Furthermore, 

only six years later a major gold discovery was made on Ganes Creek, a tributary of the 

upper Innoko (King 1908: 110). This strike was the beginning of the Innoko gold rush.

At this point in time Dishkakat became an important stopping point for miners 

trying to reach the gold fields of the upper Innoko. In 1907, several white traders 

established themselves at Dishkakat, which was the upper limit o f steamboat navigation 

on the Innoko and where all cargo and goods for the region were unloaded (Maddren 

1910: 25). In a Doyon Foundation report a man named “Keating” is named among those 

from Dishkakat (Arundale 1993). Paul Keating was the name of an early trader at 

Holikachuk. Keating was white and not from Dishkakat originally, but it is a possibility 

that he established himself there at the beginning of the gold rush and later moved down 

to Holikachuk village. A Post Office was also established at Dishkakat in 1907 (Orth 

1967: 274). The post office remained at Dishkakat until 1915, except for a short time 

when it was located at Innoko City (ibid.; Maddren 1910: 25). In 1910 Dishkakat had a
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population o f about 25 whites (the number of native inhabitants is not specified) and the 

settlement of Ophir had a population of approximately 150 whites (ibid.: 26). Chapman 

estimated the native population of the upper Innoko to be 52 in 1911 (Chapman 1911a: 

10).

At this same point in time, some miners looking to take advantage of the strike on 

the Innoko attempted to set up a new mining town that they called “Innoko City.” Their 

efforts, however, were an overly optimistic attempt to plan for the future of the district. 

Innoko City was located at the mouth of the Dishna River, upstream from Dishkakat 

(Maddren 1910: 25). Innoko City was probably established sometime in 1907 during the 

intense rush into the region. The settlers o f Innoko City predicted that their town would 

become “the center of the Inland Empire” (Innoko Miner July 16 and 23, 1908). Two 

issues of a local newspaper, the Innoko Miner, were printed in 1908 and they boasted of 

restaurants, a barbershop, a lumber mill and numerous other buildings that were under 

construction (ibid.).The Post Office was also moved to Innoko City from Dishkakat for a 

short time (Maddren 1910: 25). By September of 1908 the town had collapsed; many of 

those who did not leave the region eventually moved down to Dishkakat (ibid.).

In 1909, gold was discovered in the headwaters of the Iditarod River which 

sparked another rush into the Innoko region (Maddren 1910: 23). Maddren described the 

Shageluk Slough as being forty miles below the mouth of the Iditarod (which would 

make it Holikachuk Slough). The slough was most likely used by some of the stampeders 

as an entry into the Innoko valley from the Yukon in addition to steamers that came up 

from the mouth of the Innoko. A “large number of men” were prospecting the Iditarod
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area in the winter of 1909-1910 {ibid.: 24). In 1910, Maddren also described the towns 

that were being established in the upper Innoko and Iditarod districts. Dishkakat is 

mentioned as a stop-off for prospectors on their way to the Ophir diggings. Maddren 

noted that Dishkakat had been “an Indian settlement for many years” and that the first 

rush of prospectors in 1907 made it a stopping point, “as it afforded the questionable 

comforts of established habitations such as the Indians maintain, and in winter dried 

salmon for dog feed and the services of Indians as guides might be procured” 25).

Dishkakat is also noted in 1908 and 1909 articles that appeared in the Alaska-Yukon 

Magazine (King 1908: 111; Anonymous 1909: 109).

Dishkakat became a stop on the Iditarod Trail in 1910-1911. The section of the 

trail around Dishkakat was “the best marked trail” that he had ever used, according to 

Goodwin (1911: 52). The Iditarod Trail made access, especially winter access, into the 

region much more feasible. In 1914, Eakin, also of the U. S. Geological Survey, 

mentioned the existence of Dishkakat and called it the most important native settlement 

(that is, to the miners) on the main Innoko River (Eakin 1914: 18). Eakin gave an 

estimate of 1600 white people in the Iditarod district at that time {ibid.).

The impact of the Innoko-Iditarod gold rush on the people of the middle and 

upper Innoko River is unclear, though it must have been great on such a small population 

of people who had already been ravaged by starvation and disease in the preceding 

decades. There were most likely some short-term economic benefits for the upper Innoko 

people as a result of this intrusion into their land. As Maddren mentioned, natives were 

able to sell dried fish to prospectors as well as to find work as guides (Maddren 1910:
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25). This type of employment was probably short-lived, however, as more supplies came 

into the region and as the prospectors became more familiar with the area.

It is unclear whether natives of the upper Innoko were involved in actual mining work in 

the camps that sprung up in the district. No mention of them working in such capacity is 

found in the literature, and only one resident of Grayling recalled hearing about such 

work. VanStone did note, however, that some of the Deg Hit’an men from Holy Cross 

and Shageluk were working on Otter Creek in 1910. Residents of the same two villages 

also apparently found summer work at the mining town of Flat, on the Iditarod River, in 

the 1920s (VanStone 1979a: 187). One of VanStone’s Shageluk informants also recalled 

working at Holikachuk in 1915 for the local trader during the summer as a sawmill 

operator, as well as in assisting the trader in buying dried fish. The same man would 

drive a dog team in the winter for the trader, delivering freight and mail up the Innoko 

and Iditarod rivers into the mining camps (ibid.). Employment could also be found 

cutting wood for the steamers that traveled up and down the Yukon and Innoko Rivers at 

wood camps (ibid.: 175). One Grayling elder, who was bom and raised at Holikachuk, 

remembers working on a boat that went up the Innoko and Iditarod to Flat as well as 

working on the railroad at Healy. Another elderly male resident of Grayling, bom in 

1925, remembers cutting wood when he was younger, before he was married, and 

packing it to Anvik to sell for $7 a cord. Opportunities for this type of employment 

naturally decreased as river traffic slowed following the initial gold strikes. Money or 

goods could also be obtained through the trade of furs, or possibly from market hunting 

for the miners in the area.
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There were probably more negative effects on the upper Innoko population than 

positive ones. With such huge numbers of white men (and some women) coming into the 

region for the sole purpose of personal economic gain, the native inhabitants of the area 

were probably seen either as a hindrance to that goal, or as figures to exploit to reach it. 

Examples of this may be found in the two surviving issues of the Innoko City newspaper, 

the Innoko Miner. The July 23, 1908 issue included a story written in ‘humorous’ fashion 

about a group of drunk (“loaded”) miners who traveled down to Dishkakat and mistook a 

boat belonging to a native Dishkakat resident as their own “floating palace of song.” 

Following the owner’s realization that his boat had been taken,

the strategic board of the Dishkakat royal navy was soon in conference, and 

shortly, amid the shouts of an outraged and indignant people, a formidable 

armada sailed out of Dishkakat Harbor, with decks cleared for action, fully 

determined to crush the alleged followers of the black flag.

The rightfully angered natives apparently caught up with the drunken miners quite a 

distance downriver, at the Mud River, where they repossessed the boat and left the 

miners “marooned.”

It would seem that this incident and the character of its reporting in the Innoko 

City newspaper shows a lack of concern for native property and the local native 

population in general. Here the residents of Dishkakat were merely an amusement to
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some drunken miners out for a good time, their property rights ignored, their anger 

mocked, and the incident reported with not even a hint of apology.

One other episode reported in the Innoko Miner lends itself to this analysis of 

white miner/Indian relations. In the same July 23, 1908 issue there appeared a short 

article about a local merchant from Simel City (upriver from both Dishkakat and Innoko 

City). This article reported that a nephew of Max Simel, the trader, had brought three 

scows of food down to trade with the Indians at Dishkakat. These goods were all “old 

stock, a quantity of it bearing the ‘A.C.’ brand— a brand which has been off the market 

for the past six or seven years.” Some of the residents of Innoko City had been willing to 

take some of these goods despite the health risks involved, and the paper issued them a 

warning to be very careful and to examine each can to ensure that it was good before 

eating it. One has to wonder if the natives at Dishkakat were given the same warning or 

even told the real age of the goods they were trading for.

The trader, Simel, was simply just trying to get something for goods he knew to 

have already gone bad (or almost so) and that he almost certainly couldn’t sell to most 

white miners. The only reason some of the miners at Innoko City bought his goods, 

despite knowing their condition, was because of the “scarcity of grub” in the region and 

particularly at their declining settlement (Innoko Miner July 23, 1908). There were 

numerous mentions in the same issue of the newspaper of the lack of food, and a 

telegram was even sent to Nome requesting that more provisions be sent to Innoko City 

for the winter. As we know, the provisions never came and the town was abandoned in 

September of that year (Maddren 1910: 25). Another problem likely faced by the native
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inhabitants of the upper Innoko was competition for game. The miners in the region, 

though they depended primarily on imported goods, undoubtedly also hunted. The people 

of the upper Innoko had already been suffering bouts of starvation due to lack of game 

before hundreds (thousands during some periods) of prospectors showed up in their 

territory. The influx of so many people and with such an increase in human activity in 

general, could have led to changes in wildlife population numbers and/or distribution in a 

region that was already experiencing lower animal populations. From the available 

information it seems that the first decade of the twentieth century was probably the first 

time that the people of the upper Innoko had local and sustained contact with whites and 

their material culture and its subsequent consequences.

The Innoko National Wildlife Refuge (INWR) Final Plan reported that the period 

of intense mining activity in the Innoko and Iditarod districts was not long lasting. Larger 

corporations purchased many of the smaller claims and heavy equipment replaced the 

labor of men, who then moved on. World War I contributed to the decline by draining the 

region of both men and equipment. After this, only a small number of family operations 

continued to be active in the districts until the government-mandated shutdown during 

World War II. Following this, the level of activity never increased to its original fervor 

(INWR 1987: 76). Natives employed by the mining industry would have been affected by 

loss of jobs at this time. The native population in general would have likely experienced 

less contact with non-natives as well as a possible decline in the number and variety of 

material goods available to them as a result of the depopulation of the region. It is not 

clear what the effect of the decline in mining activity was at Holikachuk village.
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From the Innoko Miner, July 16, 1908.



It is also not clear to what extent the upper Innoko population participated in the 

wage economy through working at gold mines, chopping wood for steamers, or through 

other jobs. With the rapid decrease in mining activity surrounding both WWI and WWII, 

it is very likely that the small population of native people living at Dishkakat (probably 

not many more than Jette’s estimate of 39) decided to leave their village and move 

further down river. The departure of traders and their goods at Dishkakat, Simel City, and 

other locations may also have prompted the downriver movement from Dishkakat.

The residents of Grayling have other explanations for the depopulation of the 

upper Innoko River around Dishkakat. No one still living seems to have extensive 

knowledge of the gold rush period and the activities o f their upriver relatives at that time, 

but there are stories and explanations relating to the earlier population of that region.

Charlie Brush, a native elder from the upper Yukon believed that the people from 

Dishkakat had “all died o ff ’ (Brush H90-06-84). One resident of Grayling, in his 50s, 

believed that the people had either died off or had been pushed out by whites during the 

gold rush. This same person told a story about a medicine man from Dishkakat (see B. 

Raymond-Yakoubian 2000 for this story and others relating to upper Innoko 

abandonment) who was “killed for no reason,” and because he was killed everyone on 

the upper Innoko had died from disease. Some of the people may even have gone to 

Kaltag or Nulato, since they were friendly with them (they both hunted in the upper 

Innoko region), or villages on the upper Kuskowkim. Another account has everyone 

leaving Dishkakat at the same time because of a bad medicine man (Arundale 1993).
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An elder resident living at Grayling today, also believes that the people of 

Dishkakat were made ill by a powerful medicine man from the village, and everyone that 

did not die moved down to Holikachuk. Wilson Deacon recalled a story told to him by 

Edgar Rock about a medicine man from Dishkakat. The story is a variation on the one 

referred to above and involved two orphaned boys who killed the medicine man for no 

good reason, despite the medicine man telling them that they would grow up to be very 

successful if they let him go. The story relates that all the people of the upper Innoko 

died because the two boys killed the medicine man. Some also moved down to 

Holikachuk and Shageluk. Wilson said that there would still be lots of people up there if 

they had not killed the medicine man (W. Deacon H2000-90-05 pt. 1 and 2).

An elderly female resident of Grayling, originally from Shageluk, said that people 

from upriver, around Dishkakat, got sick with disease (possibly the flu) and died off. The 

survivors moved downriver to Holikachuk and Shageluk. Her father was bom on the 

upper Innoko River, above Dishkakat, in the late 1800s. Another elderly female resident 

of Grayling, from Shageluk as well, believed that the upper Innoko people died from the 

flu and that the survivors went to Holikachuk, Nulato, and Kaltag.

One prominent Grayling resident called Dishkakat the “native Jerusalem,” stating 

that it was the place o f origin for all natives in the region, all o f them having dispersed 

from there. No more could be learned about this comment from this resident. It may be 

that he was referring to the possibility that much of the population of the village and 

surrounding region had in fact moved downriver and over to the Yukon, with the current 

population being distant relatives of those people. The comment has obvious religious
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overtones, and the speaker considers himself to be a religious man, but is strongly 

attached to his native beliefs as well. The comment may also have been referring to the 

perception of the upper Innoko as the ‘nest’ of traditional native culture of the region or 

something to that effect.3

Looking downriver, the next village that we have a definite location for and any 

information about is Dementi, at the mouth of the Iditarod River (also “xidedhod,” Kari 

2000). Zagoskin places this village, which he calls “Ttality,” one mile below the mouth 

of the Iditarod (Michael 1967: 238). At this point in time (1844) Zagoskin believed 

Ttality to be the first village of the upper Innoko people (“Tlegon-khotna”) (ibid.: 236). 

This comment will be discussed in greater detail in relation to Holikachuk village. 

Zagoskin places Dementi on the left bank of the river (if traveling upriver), which would 

be opposite the mouth of the Iditarod (ibid.). Besides the presence of three winter houses 

and a kashim, Zagoskin does not note any other details of the village. Kolmakov was 

apparently the first non-native to visit this village in 1839. It was here that he learned of 

the destruction of Ikogmyut and of the shortest route to the Kuskokwim (ibid.).

E.W. Nelson was the next non-native to record a visit to Dementi. The village 

was practically abandoned by 1880, the year of his visit, with only one old man in 

residence. Nelson’s other observations about the village included the presence of “raised 

storehouses and sledge platforms, or frames, and half underground houses very much like 

a village of the Yukon Innuits,” as well as a summer village of brush and bark-covered 

“huts” next to the winter village (VanStone 1978: 46).
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Shageluk village on the Innoko River. 2000.



Orth cites the existence of a boat landing and store at Dementi in 1907, built to 

serve miners on the Innoko and Iditarod Rivers (1967: 266). Sleem’s 1910 map shows 

the settlement as “Deminti” (Sleem 1910b). In 1911 Reverend Chapman from Anvik 

visited the site of “Divinitif s” (Dementi). He encountered two families, whom he 

vaccinated (with what is unclear), and he baptized one baby (Chapman 1911b: 1025- 

1026). In 1917 Hudson Stuck visited the site and also noted Dementi’s “launch” and 

called the village tiny (Stuck 1917: 373). Jette referred to the village as “Rodilotten” 

(Jette 1910). As VanStone noted, the village was probably abandoned shortly after 1917, 

as his elderly informants (in 1974) at Shageluk had “no clear memories” of the place, 

though he does not mention if he talked to anyone from Grayling about the site 

(VanStone 1979b: 28).

The site of Dementi may have been abandoned, or practically abandoned, by the 

turn of the century. With the high river traffic during the upper Innoko and Iditarod gold 

rush times, it is possible that people moved up to or reoccupied the site to take advantage 

of possible employment or other benefits of the location. In 1977, Andrews could find 

few people that even remembered the site o f Dementi and those that did believed that 

people from there had resettled at Holikachuk and Shageluk (Andrews 1977b: 312).

A female resident of Grayling, in her 60s, recalls hearing that people lived at the 

mouth of the Iditarod before her time. This woman’s father saw his first white man near 

the mouth of the Iditarod at a time when “no one really spoke English.” The white man, a 

miner, was on his way to the gold rush on the Iditarod. He communicated with his fingers 

that he wanted five “flat” fish, and her father and his companion gave him the fish. Other
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residents recall hearing that people once lived at the mouth of the Iditarod, but know little 

else. One elderly resident of Grayling who worked for a local Holikachuk trader on a 

boat that traveled up the Iditarod also had no recollection of a village near the mouth of 

the Iditarod.

Dikeman, on the Iditarod River, may have also had at least a seasonal native 

occupation prior to its settlement by miners. In 1977, Andrews reports that one of her 

informants was bom at the site and that six or seven families lived there at the time. 

There was a store there and some native people were also buried there. Andrews was told 

that the (native) residents of Dikeman moved to Holikachuk in the early 20th century 

(Andrews 1977: 313).

Though Holikachuk is the next village downriver from Dementi, I will first 

discuss the sites o f “Fork,” located at the junction of Holikachuk and Shageluk Sloughs, 

and “Vazhichagat,” on the Yukon at the entrance to Shageluk Slough. The site locally 

referred to as “Fork” or “The Forks” was called “Nikadodellenten” or 

“Niltchadodelenten” by Jette in On the Geographical Names o f  the Tena (Jette 1910; also 

“Ni\ts’adadlinhdi,” Kari 2000). The names mean, according to Jette, “where it flows 

apart.” One of VanStone’s informants, bom at Holikachuk in 1893, had visited the site as 

a boy when it had already been abandoned (VanStone 1979b: 25). It is also shown on 

Sleem’s 1910 map, but may not have been occupied at the time (Sleem 1910b).

The Holy Cross mission figures for 1910 include a village called “Nilteelihten,” 

similar to Jette’s name for the site, and record a population of 54 (Holy Cross mission 

diary, Oregon Province Archives of the Society of Jesus/Holy Cross mission in VanStone
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1979b: 25). It is not necessarily the same site, however. VanStone’s informants said that 

the village (“Fork”) was located at a good spot for taking whitefish in the fall. VanStone 

was not able to locate the site during survey in 1972. He was told that the inhabitants of 

the village had moved to Holikachuk (ibid.).

One current resident of Grayling, Wilson Deacon, was bom in 1925 at 

Holikachuk. He visited the site of “Fork” as a boy and believed it to have been long 

abandoned. He noted that the house pits there were very deep and that it had probably 

been eroded away by the river by the late 1930s. Wilson also noted that he had been told 

that the people from Vazhichagat and Fork had all slowly moved down the slough 

through time, eventually ending up at Holikachuk (W. Deacon 2000b). Some teenage 

residents of Grayling are also aware that there was once a village at the Fork. The local 

“spirit camp” has been held near the location a number of times. Other people today are 

conscious that the site existed, but do not know anything else about it.

It is not clear if this village was Deg Hit’an or Holikachuk, but it is likely that the 

middle-upper Innoko people were at least friendly with, if not related to, some of the 

people at “Fork” because of their location on the route of the Innoko people to their 

summer fish camps and trading locations on the Yukon. The village would appear to 

have been abandoned soon after the turn of the century, despite the Holy Cross mission 

population record for 1910. It seems that if the village were occupied into the late teens 

or early twenties, it would still be part of local memory, especially since it is located on 

the only water route used to travel to summer fish camp. It is possible that the Holy Cross
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mission figures were actually of a large gathering of people camped temporarily to catch 

whitefish, or for other reasons.

The village of Vazhichagat was located at the confluence of the Yukon and the 

entrance to Shageluk Slough. Like “Fork,” there is little information about this village 

available in the historic record or through oral history. As described in earlier sections of 

the paper, Zagoskin was the first to record information about this village. In 1843 the 

village was attacked, probably by lower Koyukon people, and 32 men of the village were 

killed. The dispute was most likely trade related. When Zagoskin visited the village a 

year after the attack he estimated the population to be 100 (Michael 1967: 178, 190, 197). 

In the appendix to his journal he listed the population of the village as 80, with 18 men 

{ibid.: 307). Zagoskin also noted that he met many people from “Khuligichagat” 

(Holikachuk) while at Vazhichagat (ibid.: 235).

Whymper also stopped at the village in July of 1867 while traveling down the 

Yukon River with the Western Union Telegraph Company Expedition. He noted that the 

village was ‘temporarily’ uninhabited. Whymper’s name for the village was 

“Yakutzkelignik” (Whymper 1869: 264-265). De Laguna also noted that a map by 

Holmberg puts “Washitschagath” in the same location as Zagoskin’s Vazhichagat 

(Holmberg in de Laguna 1947: 65). Jette also noted a village at the same approximate

location (Jette 1910).

James White, surgeon of the U.S. Revenue Steamer Nunivak, reported that the 

people of Old Grayling were told by their shamans to go upriver to Vazhichagat to 

escape the measles and influenza epidemic of 1900-1901. White later heard that those
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who had traveled upriver were as sick as those who had stayed at Grayling and that many 

were without food (Cantwell 1945: 267). The fate of the refugees from Grayling and the 

original residents of Vazhichagat was never reported. Many, if not all, of the people who 

left Grayling certainly brought disease with them to Vazhichagat, if it was not already 

there, which could easily have been transported to “Fork,” Holikachuk, Dementi, 

Shageluk, and so on. Without full knowledge of the vectors of disease, and without 

possessing immunities for the introduced diseases, it is easy to see how populations in the 

lower Yukon and Innoko River valleys were so severely impacted by epidemics. Fortuine 

provides and excellent discussion of the various epidemics that have affected Alaska 

natives since the time of contact, including the 1900-1901 measles and flu epidemic 

(Fortuine 1992).

Wilson Deacon knew of the village at the entrance of the slough through Nick 

Nicholas, who lived to be about 90 years old and died about 20 years ago. Nicholas 

himself had only heard about a big village that used to be at the location. One day he 

stopped at the entrance to the slough. He went up the bank and saw masks hanging in the 

trees (a common storage method for masks between uses). Later Nicholas went back with 

a friend to show him the place, but the masks were not there anymore. Wilson noted that 

the masks have “spirits you don’t want to mess with” and that they are very powerful.
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1 Jette has census figures for many villages in this broad region which include personal names (native). A 
copy of Jette’s census data are on file at the Alaska Native Language Center, UAF.

2 Jim Kari notes that Charlie Brush o f Nulato was familiar with this placename for Dishkakat. Brush 
offered the name ‘K ’eghuts’enaadldaatldenh’ (Kari 2000).

3 It should also be noted that the speaker, though not hostile, was unwilling to participate in my work or 
that of my husband during the summer o f 1999, or any of my subsequent visits to Grayling.
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Chapter 5: Holikachuk. Alaska 05650

In this section I will trace the history of Holikachuk1 village from the earliest 

recorded description of the site through the move to Grayling on the Yukon in 1963. I 

will examine the move to Grayling and the events surrounding this most contemporary 

Holikachuk movement in detail, presenting evidence from both the emic and etic 

perspectives. The emic perspective is that of Grayling residents and others living in the 

region, while the etic perspective is that o f people whom the Holikachuk consider to be 

outsiders, including the author. The history of the site of Grayling, prior to the 1963 

move, will also be discussed.

The most important early explorer of the Innoko River, Lt. Zagoskin, was the first 

person to record a visit to Holikachuk village in 1844. He visited the village by dogsled 

in February. At this time, “the majority o f the inhabitants had only returned from the 

coast just before we arrived, they held an evening party for us and danced and sang their 

native songs.” The natives had traveled to an Eskimo village as well as to Fort St. 

Michael to trade their furs for other goods. At the village itself there were “two families 

of Ulukagmyut” collecting debts, referring to the trade relations that the people of the 

middle and upper Innoko had with coastal Eskimos (Michael 1967: 235). Zagoskin 

identified the village as the uppermost Deg Hit’an (“Inkilik Yug-elnut,” a Yup’ik 

designation) village on the river and calls “Ttality” (Dementi) the first village of the 

Holikachuk or upper Innoko people (the “Tlegon-khotana”) (ibid.: 235-236).



If we can assume that Zagoskin properly recognized the differences between the 

groups that he encountered, then we may also assume that in 1844 Khuligichagat 

(Holikachuk) village was not a Holikachuk village, but rather a Deg Hit’an (or Deg 

Hit’an speaking) village. Zagoskin noted how it was necessary for him to obtain a new 

“special guide” before leaving Khuligichagat to travel further upriver (Michael 1967: 

235).

Twenty-two years later, in 1866, Father Illarion visited the village of 

“Holiaktzagmute” (Holikachuk) and called it the first village of the “Kolchane,” or upper 

Innoko people (Oswalt 1959: 116). Illarion also realized the differences between 

different native groups in the region noting that both “Inkalits” (Ingalik/Deg Hit’an) and 

Kolchanes (Holikachuk) lived on the Innoko River. When Nelson visited the area in 

1880, he also referred to the local residents as Kolchan (upper Innoko), not Ingalik 

(VanStone 1978: 44). Acknowledging this, we can identify that by 1866 Holikachuk had 

become a village of the upper Innoko people.

The region in the immediate vicinity of the mouth of Holikachuk Slough can be 

seen as a kind of borderland between the lower and upper Innoko peoples. The 

Holikachuk/Shageluk Slough is the main route from the middle-upper Innoko to the 

Yukon River during summer months, used to reach fish camps as well as part of the route 

that was used for trade between coastal peoples and the Innoko tribes. There is no record 

of real or sustained hostilities between the two groups and there is no reason to believe 

that the population of the village shifted as a result o f hostilities. Rather, the number of 

Holikachuk speakers probably began to outnumber Deg Hit’an speakers at some point
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and it “became” a Holikachuk village. We cannot say, however, that it was simply a 

matter of language because the people themselves acknowledge cultural as well as 

language differences between the two groups.

Noting as we have that the two groups have no record of hostile conflict, but 

rather one of friendly relations (and were probably bilingual in Holikachuk and Deg 

Hit’an) it is reasonable to suggest that the village was occupied by both groups until 

1866, after which point, it became predominantly a Holikachuk speaking village. Prior to 

that time, however, the village may have been in a slow-moving, constant state of 

tribal/ethnic fluidity with more upper Innoko people during some periods and more lower 

Innoko people at other times. Both groups have intermarried for as long as records on 

such matters have been maintained. The most common marriages were between a 

combination of Anvik, Shageluk and Holikachuk villages.

Another possible scenario is that the region, as a borderland (a boundary area 

between the lower Innoko Deg Hit’an and middle-upper Innoko Holikachuk speaking 

peoples), was settled and resettled by both groups throughout its occupational history. 

During her survey work in 1935 de Laguna located four sites in the general vicinity of 

“Hologochaket” (Holikachuk). The first was the site of Holikachuk village itself, which 

was the location of the village until its abandonment in 1963. The local trader, Paul 

Keating, told her o f an older site between the current village and the mouth of the slough. 

Keating had found a planing adze blade at the site. She was told that the house pits were 

not more than fifty years old and did not visit the site (de Laguna 1947: 74). This may be 

the big village site that elder Belle Deacon referred to as being above Holikachuk, where
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Edna and Wilson Deacon at Grayling airstrip, 1999.



there is an old medicine man’s grave (B. Deacon H87-78-07). Nelson also referred to the 

lone grave of a medicine man in the same general location, as did the missionary Gale 

Van Diest and some other residents of Grayling (VanStone 1978: 33). It is probable that 

this site was an extension of Holikachuk village in earlier times. VanStone’s middle-aged 

informants (in 1972) could not recall any occupation of another site during their lifetimes 

(VanStone 1979b: 24).

De Laguna also discussed a village located on the far side of the large lake behind 

Holikachuk (“minq’i xichux”, Kari 2000) which she reported was only seventy-five years 

old. The lake was used for fishing but, according to local residents, was probably never 

the site of anything but a few fish camps. The fourth site that de Laguna noted she called 

“Site Opposite Hologochaket.” She described this village as being across the Innoko and 

a little above Holikachuk. There were eight house pits and a kashim at the site. De 

Laguna did not believe it to be very old because of the iron and blue glass bead found in 

her excavation of House 7 (de Laguna 1947: 74-75). VanStone reported that this site was 

serving as the Holikachuk cemetery in 1972. He was able to identify five poorly defined 

house pits among the graves. VanStone’s Shageluk informants could not recall a time 

when the site was occupied (1979b: 24-25). Residents of Grayling that I asked about the 

site could not recall anything about it either, and felt that it would be very unusual to 

place a graveyard on the site of an old village.

It is possible that all three of these sites (excluding the lake site) were occupied 

and abandoned by both upper and lower Innoko peoples. This pattern of occupation and 

abandonment may have ceased sometime around 1866 when settlement patterns of the
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region were becoming more sedentary due to the influx of non-natives and their 

economic regime into the area, as well as the lower population numbers due to the 

epidemics and starvation periods outlined previously. The Holikachuk people may have 

simply been the ones occupying the general area when this pattern ended.

Movement is a characteristic of both of the above possibilities for Holikachuk as 

well as the reconstructed history of the rest o f the upper Innoko region. As I have already 

described above, Holikachuk village became the lowermost Holikachuk speaking village 

on the Innoko River by 1866, and after this it was just a matter of time before the 

remainder of the upriver population came down to the village or moved into the Kaltag- 

Nulato or upper Kuskokwim regions. And, as discussed with “Fork” and “Vazhichagat,” 

some of the Deg Hit’an (or possibly Deg Hit’an) people even succumbed to the gravity of 

Holikachuk by moving there as well.

There is little information available concerning Holikachuk village in the 

published documentary record after Nelson (1880) beyond population records (see 

above) until the 1950s. The 1940s and 1950s were a period of significant change in the 

life of the village. The first BIA teacher arrived in the village some time in the 1940s and 

missionaries began arriving at Holikachuk in the early 1950s. Information on the daily 

life of village residents prior to and during this time period does exist in the form of oral 

narrative, however, and it is to the narratives that I will discuss next.

Belle Deacon, a well known and respected elder, storyteller and basket maker, 

was bom in Anvik, but moved to Holikachuk village after marrying John Deacon in 

1942. Belle Deacon had a large store of knowledge about the entire Innoko and lower
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Houses at Holikachuk village, 2000.



Yukon River valleys and her passing was a great cultural loss for the communities of that 

region. Fortunately some of her knowledge was recorded by various researchers and is 

deposited in the UAF Rasmuson Library Oral History Archives and in a published 

collection of stories (B. Deacon 1987).

One story that Belle Deacon told about Holikachuk village related to the 

supernatural qualities of the site, still often referred to by people today. Below is a 

summary (by the author) of Belle’s story, told to her by her grandmother (B. Deacon 

1993):

Everybody said that Holikachuk was the best place. My grandmother told me that 

people would come from all over to play ball games. They didn’t know that there 

were Russians and white people. They would come to listen to the little girl who 

would talk from the grave. After the big ball game they would all go to the 

graveyard to listen to the pretty little girl who had passed away. The man relayed 

what she had to say. This happened after breakup [June]. The little girl would 

prophesize the future. The people would hear noise like a bumblebee from the 

grave then he would relay what she said. “People, it’s good now. Really good 

people. All these people. But from after long time there will be lots of different 

preachers and they will all want to talk to God, but for some of them it won’t be 

true. Believe the one that puts on the white clothes, they’re the one that’s true. 

Years and years to come there’s going to be lots of people on your land, but they 

will take the land away and you’ll have nothing. It’s going to turn bad. Towards
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the end of the world it’ll be bad.” The little girl was like an angel, and she was 

right.

One Grayling resident, in her sixties, also recalls hearing about the little girl who could 

talk from the grave, but says that it happened before her time. Stories such as this one 

from Belle Deacon indicate the powerful feelings that people had about Holikachuk. It 

was a good place where good people lived. People lived there before the negative 

impacts of white populations affected them. Supernatural powers are often assigned to 

people at Holikachuk as well as to the place itself, and the story above certainly has 

religious connotations to it. All of these qualities associated with Holikachuk village may 

have led to the feelings of many older people in the village regarding the move to the 

Yukon River in 1963 which will be discussed below.

Wilson Deacon recalled, as a child in the 1930s, sleeping in the Holikachuk 

village kashim after feasts and ceremonies. The kashim was also a meeting place to 

discuss village issues and where elders would tell stories about long ago. He recalled 

using the kashim as a workshop and once built a sled there. Wilson’s uncle Louis Deacon 

(whom he lived with for a few years as a teenager) told him that those who did not listen 

to the stories would have a hard time making it in the future (W. Deacon 2000c). Another 

resident recalled all the lights in the kashim being put out during storytelling. Some boys 

would leave while the lights were out and not listen to the stories. After the stories were 

told the men would relight the kashim and say that those who had left during the story 

telling would not live long lives.



School was held for the first time at Holikachuk around 1931-1932, when a 

teacher from Holy Cross came to the village for one winter. School was held in the house 

of Tolstoi Chief, a local medicine man, then recently deceased. It was the first time 

Wilson Deacon went to school and at the time he, and other boys his age, did not yet 

speak English (W. Deacon 2000c). A BIA school opened in the village around 1940 (W. 

Deacon 2000b). One Grayling resident recalled that when Ira Woods2, the local trader 

(whom Frank Walker worked for), first heard that a teacher was coming to the village he 

was upset about it. Apparently he was afraid that people in the village would get “too 

smart,” and he would no longer be able to deceive them about prices and goods.

Wilson Deacon also remembered, as a young boy of about 7 years old, working 

for Ira Woods chopping wood for $1.50 a day. Wilson and another young boy around his 

age worked for Woods on his small steamer the St. Joe, as well (W. Deacon 2000a). In 

return for their summer work on the steamer Woods gave them each a pair of overalls. 

Woods’ other helper recalled traveling up the Iditarod River to the mining settlements of 

Iditarod and Flat with the trader.

During the 1930s or 1940s there was also a mink farm in the village. A man 

called “Big Mike” owned it and had about 500 animals. The owner of the animals sold 

their furs to local traders (W. Deacon 2000a). Nothing further could be learned about 

“Big Mike” or his farm. The remains of the cages used to house the mink were located by 

the author during the summer of 2000 approximately 300 yards upriver from the “Walker 

side” of the village.
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School children at Holikachuk village (no date given). Alaska and Polar Regions 
Archives, Rasmuson Library, UAF. From the Mary Waarvick Collection. Accession

#92-040-15.

Remains of “Big Mike’s” mink farm at Holikachuk village. 2000.



Another Holikachuk medicine man, Chief Alexi, died in the 1940s. Wilson 

Deacon was Chief Alexi’s “helper” for a time. He would do chores for the medicine man 

and in return he would let Wilson use some of his dogs during the wintertime. When 

people were sick, they would call Chief Alexi. He was also called upon during times of 

game shortages. The Chief would put a blanket around himself in the kashim and make 

medicine. Older people would then yell out things they wanted. After this Chief Alexi 

would predict things that were going to happen in the future. According to Wilson 

Deacon, Chief Alexi knew that everyone was going to move from Holikachuk village 

(W. Deacon 2000c).

In 1942 the people of Holikachuk “hired the medicine man” (Chief Alexi) to keep 

the village boys from having to go serve in WWII. Wilson Deacon recalled that 

Holikachuk boys were drafted and sent to Bethel to be examined. All of the draftees 

returned to Holikachuk from Bethel, however, unlike those from other villages (W. 

Deacon 2000c).

Around 1950 John Deacon, a Holikachuk man living at Holikachuk village, 

gathered signatures on a petition requesting that someone from the Church of the Open 

Door in Anchorage be sent to their village. Apparently he managed to persuade almost 

everyone in the village to sign the. petition. John Deacon wanted someone to come live in 

the village and teach their children about the Lord. The residents of Holikachuk were, 

according to Gale Van Diest, very fond of a particular church radio program called 

“Sunday School of the Air.” John Gillespie, director of the Church of the Open Door, 

broadcast this program weekly across the state. It was this program that prompted the
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petition. As a result of the petition, missionary Barney Furman of Alaska Missions (in 

1957 the name was changed to Arctic Missions and in 1987 to Interact Missions) was 

sent to Holikachuk for the year of 1953. Alaska Missions replaced Furman with Gale and 

Jean Van Diest in 1954 (Van Diest 2000).

The Van Diests arrived at Holikachuk by floatplane. When they arrived the only 

people in the village were Gilbert Nicholi and Frank Walker. The rest of the village was 

on the Yukon River at summer fish camp. Gale Van Diest noted, “it was kind of a lonely 

feeling to hear that airplane go off in the distance. And here we are, the two of us, green 

as grass to living in the bush in Alaska!” After arriving the Van Diests immediately 

began building a house. A mission carpenter was sent in to help them and it took about 

two months to build it. While the building was taking place the Van Diests stayed in John 

Deacon’s shop (Van Diest 2000).

The people of Holikachuk had built an Episcopal Church prior to any 

missionaries arriving in the village. The first Episcopal priest, Thomas Cleveland, and his 

wife Charlotte, arrived in 1954 as well. The Episcopal Church that the village built is still 

partially standing in the abandoned village today. The Van Diests and the people of the 

village built a mission chapel a year or two after their arrival.

When the Van Diests and Clevelands arrived, it was the first time that the village 

had ever had three white couples in residence (including the BIA teacher and spouse). 

The Clevelands left Holikachuk after about four years and were replaced by Richard 

Clarke of the Episcopal Church.
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St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, Grayling. 1999.



Van Diest noted that it was a very prestigious thing for such a small remote 

village like Holikachuk to have people, especially missionaries and a priest, to come in 

from the outside. Most people were very pleased about their arrival; they had requested 

it. Their arrival at Holikachuk was one of the reasons why the village of Shageluk, 

downriver on the Innoko, had religious figures in their village soon thereafter. Jimmy 

Dementi told Van Diest that, “Holikachuk has two priests [a priest and a missionary] and 

Shageluk has none! You guys should send somebody down there.” Alaska Missions and 

the Episcopal Church soon sent a missionary and priest down to Shageluk village (Van 

Diest 2000).

At the time of the Van Diests arrival in 1954, the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ 

teachers were responsible for the health care of the village population. It was part of their 

duties to ensure that the BIA or the hospital down in Bethel served the village. When the 

Van Diests were established in the village, however, the teachers turned all medical care 

over to Gale Van Diest. He had taken a one-year course in “missionary medicine” at 

Viola University as part of his missionary training. Gale Van Diest was the primary 

medical care provider for the village until the family left Grayling in 1966. He had radio 

contact with a doctor down in Bethel when necessary and would give shots, pull teeth, 

and perform other medical operations. His wife, Jean, acted as a midwife numerous times 

during their stay in the village, often assisted by Holikachuk resident Hannah Maillelle. 

Around the time of the Van Diests’ permanent departure from the village, Hannah 

Maillelle and Dolly Deacon went to Bethel to receive training to become medical aids 

(Van Diest 2000).
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There was, of course, no electricity in the village at this time. Some people had 

battery-operated radios and tall wind-charger towers to charge the batteries. The BIA 

school had a large power plant, but according to Van Diest, it was never shared, with 

anyone. One of the houses still standing at Holikachuk has dozens of radio tubes left 

inside.

Van Diest recalled that almost every morning he would go over to the store, a 

small 16x20 foot building, to sit and talk with the men. They would gather around the big 

barrel stove and talk about dog teams, or if  they wanted to go hunting in the afternoon, 

and other local goings-on. The Van Diest’s lived with the Holikachuk people year round 

from 1954-1966. During the summer they traveled to the Yukon for fish camp and in the 

winter and fall they lived at Holikachuk village. For two weeks each summer they would 

leave and go to Anchorage for their mission conference. There were also two separate 

periods of approximately one year in duration in which they left the village (Van Diest 

2000).

Van Diest, when describing what a typical year was like in the village, noted that 

it was “very comfortable living, really. You’re not rushing from here to there.” After the 

ice would go out, usually by the first of June, everyone would get their boats ready to 

leave for fish camp. He remembered the first summer they went to fish camp they were 

told they could travel on someone’s barge. They didn’t know when they were going to 

leave and kept asking. They were told, “Well, you’ll find out.” Finally one morning they 

heard the dogs “barking like mad” and when they went out to investigate they found their 

ride loading his dogs in the barge and ready to go. The Van Diests got their things
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together and left that afternoon. Van Diest noted that people loaded their barges with 

“everything,” including their gas-powered washing machines (Van Diest 2000). It is clear 

that by the 1950s the villagers of Holikachuk had the ability to obtain any type of 

material culture that they desired, at a price, and had also developed a level of reliance 

upon some of it.

The barges used for travel were typically 10 feet wide and 20 feet long. Some had 

covers built over the top. The trip from Holikachuk up the slough to the Yukon River 

usually took about two days, camping one night halfway through. The Van Diest family 

stayed at the Rapids fish camp. Van Diest noted that in the 1950s and 1960s, “There were 

fish camps all up and down the river in those days. I mean all over,” and that 

approximately ten families used the Rapids fish camp (Van Diest 2000).

The “Rapids” or “Hall’s Rapids” fish camp is located on the right bank of the 

Yukon River between Eagle Island (locally known as “Grayling Island”) and Fox Point 

Island. Dali visited the place in June of 1870 and was told by his guide that it was called 

“Klan-ti-lin-ten” or “rocks and strong water.” He makes no mention of any natives at the 

place but does include a sketch of the site (Dali 1870: 215 and facing page). Schwatka 

camped at Rapids in late August of 1883. He made no mention of natives at the site either 

(Schwatka 1892: 326). The site is on both an 1871 and 1899 charts of the Yukon River 

(in VanStone 1979b: 50). Jette called this site “Tanedilenten” or “where it flows upon the 

rocks” (Jette: 1910).

Hrdlicka stopped at the site in 1929, calling it a “large former camp of the 

Shageluk people.” He encountered a white man with an Indian wife and saw many
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Sketch of Rapids on the Yukon River. From Dali 1870: Plate Facing 215.



abandoned smokehouses and other structures. Downriver he met two white men who told 

him that the Rapids site had been abandoned by Shageluk people because a woman died 

there (1944: 206). The site was also abandoned in 1935 when de Laguna visited it. One- 

quarter mile above the creek at the Rapids she identified four pits which may have been 

houses, or possible caches. A white man, Gene Holiday, lived there and told de Laguna 

that his garden was on the site of an old kashim (de Laguna 1947: 65). House pits would 

suggest winter occupation of the site. VanStone’s informants, as well as people I spoke 

with, were adamant that the site was only used for summer fish camp (VanStone 1979b: 

52).

Currently, Hannah Maillelle and her family use the site for their fish camp. One 

elder male resident of Grayling was bom at Rapids around 1924 and remembers large 

groups of people from Holikachuk having fish camp there. The local Interact Missions 

bible camp is also held at the site of Rapids on a yearly basis in the summer.

Van Diest noted that there are far fewer structures at the site now than existed 

when he used the camp with other villagers. He described the cabin that he built for his 

family’s summer use as being made from “slabs, driftwood, and all kinds of stuff.” They 

would fish all summer long, using their catch as part of their winter food supply, the rest 

of which they obtained from the lower 48 and from hunting (Van Diest 2000).

Van Diests recalled that at the beginning of the runs families would catch four to five 

hundred fish or more a day, and later around fifty to one hundred. The fish were then 

smoked and dried (Van Diest 2000). An elder Grayling resident recalled seasons when 

upwards of one thousand fish a day could be caught at Rapids. Sometime in August
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John and Belle Deacon and family fish camp. 1 mile below Grayling on the Yukon River.
1999.



everyone would start bundling their dried fish in 50 pound bales to haul back to 

Holikachuk. Back in the village the fish would be stored in caches for winter use.

In the fall time, back in Holikachuk village, people would be preparing for winter 

by collecting wood for fuel and making sure everything was in order. Gale Van Diest 

bought a small tractor that he used to haul wood for himself and for others. He had a deal 

with the villagers— for every four cords of wood he hauled for someone he would get 

one. He believed that it gave people an incentive to cut a lot of wood for themselves. 

According to him, government agents who visited the village commented that they had 

never seen a village with so much wood in it. Van Diest noted that many people worked 

very hard, even with dogsleds, to get enough wood into the village for the winter (Van 

Diest 2000).

The Innoko River in front of Holikachuk village would typically be fenced off during the 

winter, when the ice was around five or six inches thick, to catch whitefish. A willow 

fence was used to block the fish from getting down river. Long slots would be cut in the 

ice and dip nets were used to scoop the fish out. Each family could catch hundreds of 

whitefish this way, which would then be piled in the caches like cordwood (Van Diest 

2000). One Grayling resident returned to Holikachuk a year and a half after the move to 

fence up the river and got two thousand whitefish and noted that some people caught 

even more than that during the occupation of the village. The fall was also a time to hunt 

geese and ducks. The Innoko region is well known for the bird populations that utilize it 

(INWR 1987: 58-63). Moose were also hunted in the fall and were an important winter 

source of meat.
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Wilson Deacon with dipnet he and his wife made. 2000.



During the 1950s and 1960s at Holikachuk, the mail was delivered once or twice 

a week, depending on the weather. During freeze-up and break-up there would be 

approximately six weeks with no mail service by air. Mail was also delivered by dogsled 

and by barge.

The religious influence of the Van Diests and their missionary work at 

Holikachuk, as well as that of the Episcopal Church, can be seen in a variety of places. 

Their mission, now called Interact Missions, still has missionaries posted with the 

Holikachuk at Grayling. They are currently Bruce and Flo Walters. There is a mission 

chapel and an Episcopal church in the village and many of the residents attend services. 

The summer bible camp is run by the mission, as mentioned, at the site of Rapids, upriver 

from Grayling. Many of the children attend the bible camp as well as other activities that 

the mission organizes such as arts and crafts and sporting events. Gale Van Diest has 

claimed that many people at Grayling/Holikachuk have benefited from the missions’ 

presence. Many people, he says, have stopped doing things that are biblically and morally 

wrong because of Christian religion. Van Diest also noted that there had been some 

Russian Orthodox influences in Holikachuk as evidenced by some icons (or pictures of 

icons) in the home of Louis and Olga Deacon (Van Diest 2000b). Olga was bom at 

Dishkakat, and Louis was most likely bom at Holikachuk. Other residents of the village 

believe that local religious figures have been a major influence in the loss of traditional 

beliefs, practices, and the Holikachuk language.

The Van Diests have maintained that they never had a problem with or 

discouraged any of the traditional festivals or practices of the Holikachuk. Gale Van
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Diest attended events in the kashim when invited and has taken photographs and made a 

recording of some of the events held there (Van Diest 2000). All of the residents of 

Grayling who spoke about the Van Diests had generally positive remarks and confirmed 

that they could not recall the Van Diests ever opposing traditional dances. The Episcopal 

priest Thomas Cleveland, on the other hand, is said to have cried when people would go 

to the Stickdance or other ceremonies because they were not going to church. Elders 

Belle Deacon and Nick Nicholas remembered local priests claiming that people 

worshiped the pole used in the Stickdance as an idol, but they said that the pole was just 

for luck (N. Nicholas et. al. 1973).

This outline of what life was like at Holikachuk village from approximately the 

mid-1920s through the 1950s now brings us to the events leading up to the village 

migration of the early 1960s. The villagers had apparently been considering a move for 

many years prior to the actual event in 1963. The migration was initiated from the inside, 

rather than by any government agencies. Agencies did, however, participate in the move 

at the request of the village (such as the BIA and ASHA). There have been numerous 

explanations given for the move from the Innoko to the Yukon River. These will be 

examined and discussed in relation to migration and place theory.

1 The Holikachuk language name for the village (and also the current Grayling village corporation) is Hee- 
Yea-Lingde (“Xeyighilinhdi,” Kari 2000), meaning “where it pours in” (Yukon water from the slough 
pours into the Innoko River right above Holikachuk village) (W. Deacon 2000c). Others have given the 
translation o f the native name as “where the waters come together,” and “swift waters.” The Holikachuk 
language name for the Innoko River is You-no-ko (W. Deacon 2000a, 2000b; also “yooniq” Kari 2000).

2 Ira Woods and his partner George Turner built the large house and associated buildings on what is now 
known as the “Walker side” o f Holikachuk village.
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Chapter 6: The Move to Grayling

Proposed Reasons For The Move

If you were to ask residents of a lower Yukon or Innoko River village why the 

people of Holikachuk moved to Grayling, they would probably tell you that they don’t 

know. They might then continue on to tell you that it happened suddenly, even in the 

middle of the night, that everyone just got up and moved, except one family, who was 

left behind without knowing what happened. “They left their teacups full and their 

Zeniths in the house,” was the comment of one lower Yukon woman from Holy Cross, 

whom I asked about the event.

The above response is an example of a typical explanation that I received when 

asking non-Holikachuk, non-Grayling residents about the move to the Yukon River. 

Following such responses were stories about how Holikachuk was a haunted place that 

they did not like to stop at, and/or how the people of Holikachuk and Grayling were and 

are “witches.” Many Athabascan groups believe that abandoned villages or other sites 

have a spiritual or supernatural aura about them and are often described as haunted. 

Holikachuk, however, seems to have a high number of haunting stories related to it. 

Every person, without exception, that I spoke to about Holikachuk had some kind of 

haunting story to share. It was these stories of haunting and middle of the night 

abandonment that in part provoked my interest in pursuing research on the 1963 

migration from Holikachuk to Grayling.



According to one resident of Grayling, people at Holikachuk had been 

considering a move to the Yukon since around the time he was bom in 1925. Others said 

that the move had been discussed for ten to twenty years prior to it actually happening 

(Letter to Bartlett 1963 in BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). Each Grayling resident with whom 

I discussed the move gave a different combination of reasons for why it actually 

occurred. In this section I will examine the numerous reasons given for the move to the 

Yukon, as well as discuss the events immediately preceding the move.

The most common reason given for the move to the Yukon River is that the 

Shageluk/Holikachuk Slough route used to reach the Yukon River has low water in the 

spring and that it is silting up and makes travel difficult. Other residents said that it was 

just difficult to travel back and forth from the Innoko to the Yukon with food, clothing, 

supplies, and children, especially on the return trip with the summer’s catch of dried fish. 

Another reason cited for the move was “bum water.” The water of the Innoko River can 

be quite silty at times and is not considered ideal for drinking (the phrase “bum water” 

was also occasionally used to refer to low water in the slough). Some middle-aged 

residents cited lack of jobs and fuel and high freight charges as reasons for the move. 

The changing channels and cutting banks of the Innoko were identified as the cause of 

the move by one part-time resident. Lack of firewood in the vicinity of Holikachuk was 

cited as a reason for the move in a report written about the mutual help housing project 

(letter from Walker 1965 in BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). The last reason to surface during 

interviews and discussions was abandonment of the village due to unrelenting problems
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with one resident of Holikachuk, Frank Walker. Each of these reasons will be discussed 

below.

Low water and silting up of the Yukon Slough

My observations of the slough are the result of only six to eight trips up and down 

it, all o f them in June (the time of year when most trips out to fish camp would be made). 

During those trips no difficulties were experienced due to low water or the silting up of 

the slough. The Yukon River entrance to the slough has a very extensive sand bar that 

must be avoided by traveling upriver and then back down into the mouth, but is not a 

great difficulty to do so. The slough itself is extremely sinuous and even with the newest, 

fastest motors, it still takes about three hours to navigate the slough. Though I have no 

doubt that the slough is slowly silting up and that the water is lower in the springtime, it 

did not seem to pose any difficulties for any of the small boats that I traveled in. Nor did 

I hear anyone complaining of difficulties due to the above reasons. A fully loaded boat 

towing a barge surely encountered more difficulties and longer travel time, however. The 

Yukon slough is still the only water route used by Grayling residents to reach the Innoko 

River (unless one is willing to travel about one hundred miles down the Yukon to the 

mouth of the Innoko to reach it, which would only be done if travel to the lower Yukon 

was necessary for some other reason).



Shageluk Slough. 2000.



Generally difficult travel

Many elder female residents gave this explanation as a reason the move was 

undertaken. The description of travel from winter village to summer fish camp, 

especially when it took two or more days to traverse the slough (with hoards of 

mosquitoes along the way), certainly did not encourage one to look forward to the task. 

The amount of possessions that were taken to fish camp most likely increased 

exponentially as traders established themselves in the region, making travel more 

complicated. As Gale Van Diest noted, people were bringing large items such as their 

gasoline-powered washing machines with them to fish camp. It was also noted by some 

that children could be “challenging” to travel with. The return from fish camp could at 

times take more than one trip with the large numbers of fish caught and dried during the 

summer runs, again, making matters more strenuous.

“Bum Water”

The silty and dark water of the Innoko was stated as another reason for the move. 

The river water is safe to drink, though it is not ideal. I have personally drunk of this 

water on an extended stay on the upper Innoko and it was definitely not palatable until it 

had sat for at least twenty-four hours in order for the sediment to fall out. One Grayling 

resident recalls getting drinking water out of the lake behind Holikachuk during the 

winter. Grayling currently has a water treatment plant that obtains its water from 

Grayling Creek, and almost all buildings are equipped with running water. The system is 

not perfect, however. On two of my visits to the village there were signs posted advising
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Fish racks in Grayling, 1999.
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Grayling Creek, 1999.



residents to boil their water prior to use due to some problem in the treatment plant. The 

clear water of Grayling Creek was undoubtedly one of the reasons the site was chosen.

Jobs, fuel and freight charges

Apart from subsistence pursuits, there were very few locally available jobs in the 

vicinity of Holikachuk village in the early 1960s. The few wage jobs in the community 

included BIA teachers, the trader, the Postmaster, the radio operator, marriage 

commissioner, chairman of elections, and few others (the latter four held by one family, 

the Walkers). Trapping was one way to earn some extra income. Employment outside of 

the village was limited primarily to fish cannery jobs or the Alaska Railroad. Though the 

situation did not change that drastically after the move to Grayling, many seem to have 

believed that it would. Lack of fuel for boats was given as part of the reason for the 

move, which is related to the high freight costs. It is much more expensive to have goods 

shipped up the Innoko River than to have them sent up the Yukon, which is the regular 

route for numerous barges. These high costs led to a lack of access to desired goods more 

easily obtainable at Yukon River village prices.

The changing course, flooding and cutting banks of the Innoko

Only one individual gave the changing course of the Innoko River as a reason for 

the move. From the examination of maps it does not appear that the river has changed 

course, at least not in the vicinity of Holikachuk village. Two individuals have cited 

flooding as a major reason for the move. When other residents were questioned about
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Barge delivering goods at Grayling. 2000.



flooding at Holikachuk they could remember very few instances and noted that only 

small portions of the village flooded. The banks o f the Innoko at Holikachuk village have 

been cut back approximately two hundred feet since the village was abandoned in 1963. 

That is a loss of approximately five to six feet per year. Though this is a significant loss, 

it is not unmanageable in terms of village location and organization, in particular, 

because of the amount of usable land in the area surrounding the village. Loss of land 

along the banks of the village would not appear to be a major factor in the decision of the 

village to move.

Lack of firewood

A report written by a member of the UAF psychology department cited the lack 

of firewood near Holikachuk as a reason for the move. It is not clear where he obtained 

this information and no resident of Grayling has noted lack o f firewood as a reason for 

the move, though some people did note that there was an abundance of firewood at 

Grayling (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). Van Diest used a tractor he had to haul wood for 

villagers, and it may have been becoming more difficult to obtain wood at close 

distances.

Intra-village Disagreements

Longstanding and non-resolvable problems with the local storekeeper, Frank 

Walker, appear to have been the major catalyst for the move. Walker had a great deal of 

political and economic control over the village, despite the fact that he was not originally
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from Holikachuk village (he was from Holy Cross), and this caused the rest of the 

community to be extremely unhappy with the situation. The circumstances surrounding 

the Walker family will be discussed in more detail below.

All the reasons provided by Grayling residents for the migration to the Yukon 

River indisputably contributed to the group decision to move. It appears as though the 

escalating negative situation with the Walker family was the final push that sent them on 

their way, however. Frank Walker, as mentioned, was an “outsider” at Holikachuk. 

Walker was originally from Holy Cross, at the mouth of the Innoko River. He came to 

Holikachuk in 1938 as an employee of Frank Turner, a trader who operated out of the 

village. Walker was initially a carpenter for Turner and later took over the management 

of his store after the death of Turner’s partner, Ira Woods (W. Deacon 2000a; Letter from 

Walker 1963 in BIA file 721.6 1953-1975).

A short description of the village is presently in order here before describing the 

Walker’s relations with the rest o f the village. Holikachuk village is essentially split into 

two unequal parts by a small outlet stream/slough. The downriver side was the village 

proper where the majority of the population lived. The upriver portion of the village was 

where the Woods-Tumer store and Post Office, along with some other buildings and 

residences, were located. The upriver side of the village is often referred to as the 

“Walker side,” as the Walker family is the only native family that anyone can recall 

having lived there (teachers and other white residents occasionally lived on the “Walker 

side”).
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In a letter from the Council members of the Organized Village of Holikachuk to 

then Governor William Egan, the council clearly outlined some of the major problems 

that they had encountered with the Walker family since their arrival in the village. The 

Council’s letter discusses seven areas of conflict with the Walker family: the proposed 

airstrip, the access road, elections, state radio, the Post Office, reply letters from Postal 

authorities, and possible fraudulent mail activities (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975).

In the early 1960s, the state of Alaska was considering building an airstrip in the 

village. This airstrip was to become a major point of contention between the villagers and 

Frank Walker. As noted above, the village has two “sides.” The airstrip was originally to 

be located on the side of the village proper, but Walker attempted to get the location of 

the airstrip moved to “his” side of the village. He felt that locating it on his side of the 

village would make the delivery of mail and other goods much more convenient. His 

attempts to relocate the airstrip greatly upset the rest of the village who felt that it should 

be located in the village proper because the majority of the population lived there and 

because of the necessity to move people quickly during medical emergencies. The 

airstrip was eventually built in the village proper, after the village notified the 

Department of Aviation, the BIA, and other agencies that the village was moving and an 

airstrip would not be needed at Holikachuk, but rather would be needed at Grayling (BIA 

file 721.6 1953-1975).

The access road dispute with Walker is also related to the airstrip. If the strip 

were to be located in the village proper then, Walker argued, there would need to be an 

earth filled dam across the slough that splits the village for him to cross over on. This
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Aerial photo of Holikachuk, 1959. Enlarged focus on village proper. Copyright
Aeromap U.S.
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Aerial photo of Holikachuk, 1999. Copyright Aeromap U.S.
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also caused distress in the village because the dam would block people from anchoring 

their boats in the slough, as was usual practice, and not allow access to the Innoko. The 

Council clearly stated in their letter to the Governor that they would not allow the slough 

to be altered. The village actually voted on the type of bridge that they wanted the 

Aviation Department to build between the two sides of the village if the location of the 

proposed airstrip was to be changed. Twenty-nine people voted for a “floating walk way” 

and seventeen people voted for a “bridge;” no one voted to “dam the slough.” The 

Walker family did not vote and claimed that they were not invited to (BIA file 721.6 

1953-1975).

Federal and State elections were another point of dispute. The Council 

complained that there was no private polling place and that villagers had to vote at Frank 

Walker’s house (in the Post Office “lobby”). Members of the Walker family as well as 

another girl from the village, Bertha Semone1, acted as election judges. The Council 

believed Bertha to be incompetent o f holding such a position, while Frank Walker 

claimed that she was the smartest person in the village. The Council threatened to boycott 

elections in order to get the polling place moved to the village proper. They were 

successful and the kashim was later used as the polling place (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975).

Frank Walker also operated the state radio. Walker would apparently charge 

$1.00 to send a local message (to another nearby village) over the radio. The Council felt 

that this was an illegal practice and wanted the control of the radio to be turned over to 

someone else in the village proper. Walker insisted that it was not illegal and that it was
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necessary because the expenses of operating the radio were all incurred by him (Letter to 

Egan 1962 in BIA file 721.6 1953-1975, BIA file 721.6 1953-1975).

Possibly the most controversial of all the issues was the Post Office. The village 

had tried numerous times to get the Post Office moved from the Walker residence into 

the village proper. Nancy Walker, Frank Walker’s daughter, became the Postmaster after 

Frank’s mandatory and “secret” retirement. Many of the villagers felt that Nancy 

obtained the position illegally as no one else had a chance to apply for the job because no 

announcement was posted. The council requested an investigation of the situation (BIA 

file 721.6 1953-1975). According to Gale Van Diest, after Postal Inspectors arrived in the 

village and began to ask residents to make statements about the Post Office situation, 

they refused and the investigation was dropped.

The village was also distrustful, in general, about the way the Post Office was run 

and about the Walkers’ handling of all the mail. The Post Office was, according to the 

Council, operated at the convenience of the Walker family, being closed at times when 

the village felt it should be open. The problem became so serious that many villagers felt 

it necessary to mail their letters from Shageluk and/or to have them certified to assure 

that they got mailed on time. The letter to Governor Egan was mailed in such a manner 

(BIA file 721.6 1953-1975).

The Holikachuk Council members felt that Walker had been able to influence 

many people around the country (he traveled fairly often) to his own benefit. Many times 

the Council received no reply or unacceptable replies to their complaints and other letters
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addressed to government officials. They noted that neither the BIA teacher nor the 

“ministers” were treated in such a manner (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975).

Walker was also evidently able to obtain copies of confidential letters that the 

Council or villagers had mailed out regarding complaints about him. It is unclear how he 

obtained copies of the letters, but mail fraud was implied. Frank Walker would use 

copies of the letters sent to threaten or discourage village residents (BIA file 721.6 1953- 

1975):

These letters are sent in confidence; yet, he [Walker] at times flashes papers in 

front of us and indicates that they are copies of letters we have written. Then he 

tells us how ridiculous and futile our efforts are and indicates how much he is in 

with this man or that department. At times he will read excerpts from the papers 

verbatim to us... It is obvious, as anyone can recognize, that we are at a great 

disadvantage.

It is readily understandable how the village Council and residents could be so 

upset with the Walker family if all of their allegations were true (or believed to be). Their 

feelings of disenfranchisement were so strong that they wrote of being “at the end of the 

rope” and were attempting to find an avenue through which to free themselves from the 

Walker family. Feelings of anger towards Frank Walker, as well as fear over what his 

power could do to the village, were reaching a head in 1962 as the decision to move was 

being finalized. The Council made its feeling quite clear with the statement, “This village
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does not, never has done and will not recognize Mr. Walker nor his family as members of 

the Organized Village of Holikachuk” (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975).

One year after the Village Council wrote their letter to Governor Egan, Frank 

Walker wrote a letter in response, also to the Governor. In his letter, Walker quoted the 

letter written by the Village Council in order to respond to each of its allegations. Walker 

argued that it was, in fact, his family that had suffered injustices, not the residents of 

Holikachuk. Walker considered his family to be a part of the village after twenty-five 

years of continuous residence, despite the aforementioned statement by the Village 

Council and the fact that basically “everyone else” believed otherwise. One Grayling 

resident recalled that Frank Walker never let his family socialize with the rest of the 

village, however. This resident felt particularly sorry for Walker’s daughter Nancy, who 

almost never interacted with people of her own age from the other side of the village. 

Walker also noted in his letter to the Governor that he had an “underground” (informant) 

to apprise him of the actions and attitudes of those living in the village proper (BIA file 

721.6 1953-1975).

In his letter Walker discussed the economics of the village and its stores. He 

stated that the Holikachuk Native Store controlled 95 percent of the business at 

Holikachuk, and that the store he ran had only minimal business. It is not clear if these 

are reasonably correct figures for the two stores. The Native Store was in the village 

proper and the residents of the village may have taken advantage of the two-store 

situation in an attempt to bankrupt Walker and force him to leave town. This is just
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supposition, however, as no one (besides Frank Walker in his letter) commented on the 

store situation (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975).

Approximately two weeks after Frank Walker wrote his letter to the Governor, 

the President and Vice President of the village council wrote a letter to the Alaska 

delegation in Washington, D.C. This letter, in contradistinction to the letter written to the 

Governor a year prior, outlined the reasons for the move as being “purely economic” 

(BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). The move was then only a few months away, as they were 

waiting for breakup.

It should be noted, that although many if not most former Holikachuk residents 

concur on the basic facts of the disagreements between the village and the Walker family, 

it was probably a difficult situation for Walker as well. As some lower Yukon residents 

have pointed out, it can be very tough to be a storekeeper in a rural village. People may 

build up debt at stores and resent that they are in such a position. The situation of one 

family holding most of the available jobs in a village also surely caused some envy 

among those who were unemployed. Although this type of situation may have existed to 

some degree at Holikachuk village, it is impossible to ignore the complaints of the 

Village Council or other residents when examining the reasons for the move to the 

Yukon River.

The Process o f  Moving

The Holikachuk village council originally informed the BIA of their intent to 

move in May of 1962. A letter was written to the then Area Director, Robert Bennett,
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outlining nine economic reasons for their decision to move to the Yukon River. The nine 

reasons as stated in the letter were (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975):

1. Cheaper freight.
2. Now the cost is extremely high for us to move each summer back and forth.
3. There is good creek water (our vital problem here).
4. There are plenty of fish there.
5. Fuel is difficult to get here.
6. Gardening possibilities are good on the Yukon.
7. We need a new Native Store Building.
8. It is costly to make several trips back during summer with our dried fish.
9. We have a saw mill and saw timber is plentiful on the Yukon River Area.

The letter also asked for financial assistance, a Caterpillar tractor for leveling ground, and 

help in laying out the town in a “proper order” from the BIA. They believed that they 

could begin moving as early as that summer if help was given. The Council made it clear 

on many occasions, however, that the village would move regardless of whether or not 

outside help was received.

In the months preceding the letter outlining their intent to move from Holikachuk, 

correspondence regarding the location of the proposed airstrip as well as problems with 

the Post Office were sent and received from the Holikachuk Village Council. In March of 

1962 the Council also wrote to the BIA inquiring about the benefits of village 

incorporation as a fourth class city. The BIA responded to the council recommending 

incorporation of Holikachuk as a fourth class city. The BIA agent responding informed 

the Council that incorporation would allow villagers means for exercising local 

government affairs to their own best advantage. The next month (March 1962) the village 

submitted an application for incorporation (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975).
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On May 2, 1962 the letter cited above informed the BIA of the village’s intent to 

move. This letter also requested that the application for incorporation be stopped because 

of the decision to move. It appears that the situation at the village was quickly becoming 

unbearable to the residents of Holikachuk. Their application for incorporation as a fourth 

class city may have been an attempt to obtain more control over the affairs of the village, 

but this avenue was dismissed as the situation with Walker likely became more heated 

(BIA file 721.6 1953-1975).

One Grayling resident indicated that a few people from Holikachuk had already 

moved out to Grayling before the group move in 1963 (see also Snow 1981:615). It is not 

clear how much earlier, months or even years, they had moved to Grayling, or if their 

relocation was related to any of the reasons discussed above. Van Diest noted that there 

was only one person living at Grayling when the move took place.

After the spring of 1962 the plans for the move rapidly unfolded. The location of 

the new village had apparently been selected by June 22nd, when a BIA official took a 

visit to survey the proposed school grounds. Letters were sent regarding the clearing of 

the new site, Grayling, to begin in the summer of 1962. During September and October 

the site was surveyed and clearing began.

The disputes between the Walker family and the rest of the village continued even 

after the decision to move had been made. In particular, letters were sent from all sides 

regarding the proposed airstrip, the location of the poling place for voting, and the 

location and management of the Post Office. The airstrip was built at Holikachuk, in the 

village proper, despite the warnings of the Council that the village intended to move the
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next year, because the Postal Service had informed the BIA that they would continue to 

operate their office at Holikachuk (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). As is indicated by 

correspondence from the Aviation Department and the Postal Service, neither office 

seemed to quite believe the Council that the move would take place, or if it did, that all 

the villagers would migrate. Gale Van Diest also remembered government officials 

coming to talk to him about the possibility of the move. Despite what he said, the 

officials believed that if they put in an airfield people would never move. Van Diest told 

them that, “if  they decide to go, they’re going to go. Airfield or no airfield” (Van Diest 

2000).

In November of 1962 the village council president, Walter Maillelle, requested 

that the village be used in the new Alaska State Housing Authority program (which 

residents had heard about on the radio) to improve housing in isolated native villages. In 

February of 1963 the BIA and Alaska State Housing Authority (ASHA) met with the 

men at Holikachuk to discuss the possibility of including them as the ‘pilot village’ in the 

program. At the meeting the men formally requested that ASHA take measures to include 

their village. Following the meeting a letter was sent to the Alaska delegation stating that, 

“The time is ripe and mature, and the hand of justice seems to be pushing and leading us 

into an inevitable exodus which no hand can stay” (Letter to Bartlett 1963 in BIA file

721.6 1953-1975).

Frank Walker himself was very upset about the move to Grayling. He wanted the 

village to stay where it was and he wanted to keep his business running. There was even 

some talk that Walker would open a liquor store at Holikachuk in an attempt to keep a hold over
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the people of the village (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). He never did open a liquor store, 

however, and the process of moving progressed.

Log cutting for the new housing at Grayling was well in progress when one of the 

“leading men” of the village, Louis Deacon, passed away in March of 1963. At this point 

the process of moving, bureaucratic and mental, was well underway. Discussions 

concerning the appearance of the new village were also beginning to appear more 

frequently.

Grayling

The men of the village chose the new village site. Henry Deacon, Walter 

Maillelle, and Wilbert Nicholas, the “leaders” of the move, chose the final location, at the 

site of Grayling Creek. Other sites that were considered include Simon Creek, just below 

Fox Point, Rapids, and even sites lower on the Innoko River (Van Diest 2000; W. 

Deacon 2000d; BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). Grayling was chosen because of its clear 

water source, Grayling Creek, and because of the flat land in the area. Many elder 

residents of Holikachuk were unhappy with the choice for a village site because of the 

previous occupation of the site and its abandonment because of disease epidemics. This 

will be discussed in more detail below.

In 1973 Wilbert Nicholas outlined his hopes for the new village of Grayling. The 

tribal Council, he said, wanted to build a furniture factory at the village in order to 

provide jobs and income to residents. The Council also wanted to keep developing 

Grayling so that more people would move there. He noted that many residents had
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moved out to Anchorage because of a lack of jobs and that there was a “brain drain” in 

the village as a result. The Council wanted to initiate one new “project” each year in the 

village in an attempt to create jobs. They considered Grayling to be an “upgrade” from 

Holikachuk village (Nicholas and Alexander 1973).

There are many differences between the physical layouts of the two villages. 

Holikachuk village was not set up in any sort o f organized, linear manner. The new 

village of Grayling, however, had straight streets, designated house lots, and all of the 

housing was based on only a few different blueprints. The desire for a more “orderly” 

village at Grayling was discussed before the move began. During the last week of August 

1962, the councilmen surveyed the new site (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). In the following 

months, house lots of 125’ x 200’ were laid out and trees and brush were cleared for the 

30’ wide roads through the village site. Van Diest remembered that they had only a 6’ 

tape measure for the whole process. The village surveyors measured off fifty feet on a 

rope and used that to measure everything. It was all “eyeballed” Van Diest recalled, and 

when the official survey crew came in they found that the original work was never more 

than a few feet off (Van Diest 2000). Van Diest also confirmed that it was the leaders of 

the village who wanted the different layout for Grayling: “They wanted a village that was 

set up nice and straight streets and dedicated areas to travel on rather than just trails 

winding through the woods.” He also noted that neither he nor the Episcopal priest ever 

took any leadership in the move or in deciding the layout of the village.

Once the surveying of the village was completed, house lots were chosen. The 

three leaders of the village chose their lots first. The lots for the native store and
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warehouses, as well as those of the religious figures of the village, were assigned. Other 

residents were allowed to choose their own (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975; Van Diest 2000). 

Aerial photos of both villages clearly show the difference in layout from a more 

“random” set up at Holikachuk to a more linear and ordered one at Grayling.

Most of the housing at Grayling was new and built by the villagers themselves 

with supervision from ASHA. It was also requested, by the vice-president of the Council 

Henry Deacon, that all of the buildings be built to look the same on the outside (BIA file

721.6 1953-1975). A few of the residences from Holikachuk were disassembled and 

moved to Grayling, including the Van Diest house, Herbert Maillelle’s house, and Henry 

Deacon’s house. One Grayling resident also recalls that people from Shageluk went to 

Holikachuk after the move and took apart some cabins for logs. For two years before the 

move villagers cut logs on the Yukon to use in the construction of new houses at 

Grayling. A total of about 3000 logs were cut.

Internal village problems and disputes did not end once the move was in motion 

or completed, however. One resident was planning on building a two-story house, which 

upset some of the other residents in the village. Some people felt that the two-story house 

was using too much lumber while one-story houses went unfinished, and this caused 

some dissatisfaction and letter writing. Various Grayling residents were also upset that 

the BIA school building from Holikachuk was given, by the BIA, to Shageluk for use in 

their village. The Grayling Village Council apparently was under the belief that they 

would get the Holikachuk school building for their Recreation and Community Hall (BIA 

file 721.6 1953-1975).
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There was also conflict among residents of Grayling concerning who held the 

ultimate authority over moral, political, economic, and social issues in the village. 

Despite the democratic election of a town council president, not all villagers were (or are) 

willing to follow the lead of such an official. Riley Nicholi was elected president one 

year but soon resigned because many residents chose to follow traditional leaders rather 

than his propositions (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). Today in Grayling there are even more 

competing interests to cause disagreement in planning and other matters with the 

presence of the City Council, the Village Council, the Hee-Yea-Lingde Corporation 

officials, the mission and church, as well as those who hold no official office but 

command some influence in the village.

According to a 1965 report written by the UAF psychology department, there 

were other problems surrounding the building of new housing at Grayling. According to 

the report there was a great deal of local distrust towards the agencies involved in the 

move. The Alaska State Housing Authority, for example, did not send the promised 

materials and tools to the village until late in the year and villagers began to think that 

they had been lied to by the agency. The presence of a white supervisor from ASHA also 

led to some resentment on the part of the male workers from Grayling, many of whom 

felt that the Council should have had total control over the project. In addition, the theft 

and misuse of tools, building materials, and fuel by people in the village was reported by 

ASHA (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). This behavior was likely a result of the distrustful 

and resentful feelings that the villagers felt toward their supervisors and others who they 

saw as interfering in their affairs.
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The move to Grayling was finished by 1966, when all the new houses and other 

buildings were completed. On April 2, 1966 the official dedication of the village took 

place complete with dinner, a keynote address, native dancing and a slide presentation. 

The Walker family remained at Holikachuk for approximately one year after the rest of 

the village had moved (one other woman was also said to have stayed at Holikachuk for a 

short time after everyone else left; she later moved down to Shageluk). The Walker 

family then permanently moved to Anchorage.

Residents of Grayling today tell stories of how Frank Walker left the Post Office 

safe in his house full of money, and these stories and others have become part of the 

contemporary mythology surrounding the site. One resident insists that there was at least 

a few hundred dollars left in the safe and he and others put considerable effort into 

cracking it open. It has since been broken open, but not by anyone that I have spoken 

with. Many people also feel that the Walker house is haunted and avoid it (and that side 

of the village generally) when stopping at the village. Things in the house are said to 

move of their own accord and people can be heard walking around when there is no one 

in the house.

Apparently Walker, and others, left quite a bit of merchandise and other goods at 

Holikachuk village. People from Grayling (and most likely elsewhere) removed most of 

the remaining functional items at an early date. One resident recalls taking some metal 

traps from the Walker warehouse during a visit to the abandoned village. The school in 

Grayling has also removed many things from the site over the years with the plan of 

starting a museum. During one of my visits to the village one resident took the door to
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the Walker safe (which had been removed previously) back to Grayling with him citing 

the difficulty in obtaining iron.

Previous Occupations o f  the Grayling Site

The recorded history of the site of Grayling begins in 1869. Captain Raymond of 

the U.S. Corp of Engineers noted “native houses” at the mouth of the creek during his 

travels up the Yukon River in 1869 and located them on his 1871 map of the region 

(Raymond in VanStone 1979b: 50). VanStone also noted that there is a reference to one 

family living at the settlement in 1888 (Giordano Memoirs in VanStone 1979b: 50), and 

that “Grayling” appeared on Edwards’ 1899 track chart of the Yukon (Edwards in 

VanStone 1979b: 50). Also on the Edwards chart are the locations of several wood camps 

above and below Grayling (ibid.). Elder Bobby Vent remembers a job he had with “Old 

Man Ben Sols” cutting wood in the vicinity of Grayling in the mid to late 1920s (Vent 

1992). Reverend Chapman from Anvik stopped at Grayling in the winter of 1899. He 

described it as a “trading post, with quite a little community of Indians.” While there, 

Chapman saw a sick child whom he later took back to the Anvik mission. The boy’s 

father was from the Innoko River and Chapman hoped that his satisfaction with 

Chapman’s care of the child would help open the country for the mission’s work 

(Chapman 1900: 541).

The travels of the U.S. Revenue Steamer Nunivak have been discussed in 

previous sections. The steamer stopped at Grayling in 1901 and the surgeon James White 

reported 32 people living there (Cantwell 1945: 266-267). That same year Chapman
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enumerated 41 people (Chapman in VanStone 1979b: 50-51). The site was believed to be 

a “rendezvous” point for summer fishing and winter trading as well as a central way 

station for native travel (i ibid.: 267). Earlier in the year of the s visit a measles

and influenza epidemic had affected the village. The survivors were told by their 

shamans to leave the village and go upriver to the Shageluk Slough, probably to the site 

of Vazichagat.

The population of this village at the turn of the century was most likely Deg 

Hit’an. The site is located about twenty miles upriver from Anvik and in terms of culture 

area boundaries it is approximately at the border of Holikachuk and Deg Hit’an territories 

on the Yukon River. Though the earliest documentary reference we have for the site is 

from 1866, it was most likely occupied, at least on a seasonal basis, for a much longer 

time. The location at the mouth of a creek with abundant fish and with level ground 

makes it an ideal place for summer fish camps. Father Jette, in his On The Geographical 

Placenames o f  the Tena, calls the site “Maadzikat” (“amulet river mouth”) in the early 

twentieth century and says that the site was called “Dois-Brats” and “Shaman’s Village 

in Russian times (Jette 1910).

The anthropologist Hrdlicka, as discussed earlier, stopped at Grayling in 1926 and 

excavated a grave on the outcrop of land above the river, declaring that the site “seems to 

just call for a new settler,” implying that it was recently abandoned at this time (Hrdlicka 

1 9 4 4 : 48). He returned in 1929 to excavate two more burials. Frederica de Laguna 

explored the area around the mouth of Grayling Creek in 1935. One half mile south of 

the creek mouth is the site of “Old Grayling.” De Laguna described it as consisting of ‘ a
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number of quite modem house pits and the ruins of a kashim similar to that seen at 

Hologochaket” (de Laguna 1947: 65). This is where, in 1929, Hrdlicka excavated one 

grave (Hrdlicka 1930: 58; 1940: 48).

De Laguna located a settlement older than “Old Grayling”, mistakenly called 

“New Grayling,” one-quarter mile above the mouth of the river (the location of the 

modem village of Grayling). “New Grayling” was reoccupied approximately thirty-five 

years before her visit (thus mistakenly given the designation “New”), which was after 

“Old Grayling” had been abandoned2 (de Laguna 1947: 65). De Laguna located thirteen 

to fourteen house pits here with more recently abandoned structures at both ends of the 

site. De Laguna excavated house pit 13 and found worked bone and stone, potsherds, and 

hematite for paint, but no items of European origin. One mile above the site at a recently 

occupied camping place she found a broken splitting adze, probably carried there. Three 

miles above the mouth of the river was the house of Ed Robinson. Robinson told de 

Laguna that he had built his house on the remains of an old kashim. In the kashim pit he 

had found a clay lamp {ibid.).

Local Sentiment About Grayling

When Grayling was chosen as the site of the new village in 1962 many of the 

older residents were not pleased with the choice. The site, having been occupied in the 

past and abandoned (at least one time) because of epidemic related deaths, was for some 

Holikachuk residents not a safe or satisfactory site on which to establish their new 

village. One Grayling resident told me how many people were scared and did not want to
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move to Grayling, but did anyway. They were scared because the people who had lived 

there in the past had died of disease and because they believed it to be wrong to use a site 

that other people had already occupied. Wilson Deacon recalled people saying that they 

were not supposed to move out to the Yukon River, not supposed to move off the land. 

Many older people said that it wouldn’t be right, but the younger people wanted to go 

anyway (W. Deacon 2000d).

Another resident told me a story that had been related to him by his father about 

the epidemic that had caused the abandonment of the site of Grayling. I summarize his 

story below (J. Raymond-Yakoubian n.d.):

There is an old house pit near my house. There were more where the airport is 

now. Six people went berry picking on the hills behind what is now Grayling. 

Five of them died and only one came back. This is what started the diphtheria 

epidemic. Only six people survived. So many people were dying that they 

couldn’t even bury the bodies. The survivors went up to the Yukon Slough 

[Shageluk Slough], They had no fish or anything. They had to go to Rapids in the 

summer to get fish (because you can always get fish there). My father was there 

with Baking Powder Deacon, he was six years old.

Another version of this story was told to me by a different Grayling resident. He 

said that the people who had lived at Grayling all died of diphtheria. One man went out 

hunting beaver over the hills behind Grayling. He came back and everyone was dead
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except one storekeeper. The two of them died soon after his return. On a separate 

occasion the same resident also noted that the people who had died there did not want 

anyone else to ever live at the site after them.

A diphtheria epidemic seems to be the accepted explanation for the abandonment 

of the site of Grayling. Another Grayling resident also noted to me that the people who 

once lived at the site all died of diphtheria and that the village had been very big. He 

believed that those who had died there were the “same people” as the people who 

currently live at Grayling today, i.e., middle-upper Innoko people (W. Deacon 2000b). 

Though it can’t be known with certainty, the previous occupants of Grayling were 

probably Deg Hit’an, not Holikachuk, though the Holikachuk may have begun to use the 

site as a fish camp as early as the mid 1800s.

The 1965 paper written by a member of the UAF psychology department briefly 

mentioned that when the move to Grayling was proposed some of the “older folks” 

resisted the choice because Grayling was the site of village that had been “wiped out by a 

plague” and “abounded in unmarked graves” (BIA file 721.6 1953-1975). One resident, 

Wilson Deacon, recalled that his uncle from Anvik knew about the epidemic and warned 

him that the former residents had not wanted anyone else to live at the site (W. Deacon 

2000b).

Many people, it appears, simply did not want to leave Holikachuk. The 

combination of problems with the Walker family, economic incentives, as well as family 

obligation to move (including old or young age) seems to have forced the unwilling or 

unhappy movement of some community members. The history of the site of Grayling
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likely added to the reluctance of some to move. Almost every resident of Grayling who 

had lived at Holikachuk that I discussed the issue with (as well as some who were bom at 

Grayling or were very young children at the time of the move) was of the sentiment that 

Holikachuk was a more ideal place to live while acknowledging the benefits of Grayling, 

as well. One resident stated that he moved to Grayling because of his children; he knew 

the school was going to be better there (W. Deacon 2000d). He also said that, 

“Holikachuk is my home. ...If  I was younger, I ’d make [a] house there” (W. Deacon 

2000b).

1 It should also be noted that the Mary Semone’s family was one o f the last to leave Holikachuk and they 
moved to Shageluk rather than Grayling. It is not clear if a relationship with the Walker family had any 
impact on their decisions.

2 The order o f occupations, from the available information, would be as follows (using de Laguna’s 
terminology): “New Grayling” was occupied in the most distant past, then abandoned. “Old Grayling” was 
then occupied, in a different but relatively proximate location, and then abandoned. The site of “New 
Grayling” was then reoccupied, thus the paradoxical name (being newer and older), and then 
abandoned/depopulated as a result o f the early 1900s epidemic discussed above. Finally, modem Grayling 
was built in the 1960s in an area that has swelled to essentially cover both o f these original locations.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion: Modem Grayling and the Consequences of the Move

This thesis has examined the history of movement and population coalescence of 

the middle-upper Innoko River people in the village of Holikachuk in historic times, and 

their subsequent movement to Grayling on the Yukon River in the 1960s. The process of 

these movements has been reconstructed as well as possible and potential reasons for the 

movements (from both Holikachuk and non-Holikachuk people) have been considered. 

The migration from Holikachuk to Grayling in 1963, in particular, was examined in 

detail. The meanings of this move for the migrants were examined in relation to ‘place 

attachment’ studies. The presentation of the views of Grayling residents, as well as 

academic analysis, has allowed the reader to compare all explanations, etic and emic, and 

forces, external and internal, relating to the history of movement of the Holikachuk 

people. I will now turn to contemporary Grayling and some of the long-term 

consequences of the movements of the Holikachuk population.

The 1963 migration to the Yukon River can be seen as the conclusion to a long 

history of downriver migrations on the Innoko River. From the earliest historic period we 

can see the devastation of upriver groups as a result of epidemic and starvation times, 

which led to loss o f population numbers. Later on, with the introduction of mining to the 

region and the influx of non-native people and ideas, the problems of the upper and 

middle Innoko people were intensified. The gradual depopulation of the upper reaches of 

the river led to the coalescence of middle and upriver people at Holikachuk village 

(though some undoubtedly dispersed to other villages as well).
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Population Movement

The 1963 migration from Holikachuk village to Grayling is the most recent 

movement in an historic process of movements. The middle and upper Innoko people 

have always been mobile to and utilized the Yukon River valley and others in addition to 

their use of the Innoko River. For purposes of trade and other social relations they 

traveled over the Kaiyuh Mountains to the upper Yukon, down the Innoko to the lower 

Yukon, through the Holikachuk and Shageluk Slough system to the middle Yukon, and 

over the Kuskokwim Mountains to the upper Kuskokwim. The Yukon River was familiar 

territory to the people of Holikachuk in the 1960s; they utilized it frequently and during 

all seasons of the year, sometimes for long periods. So why was the movement of their 

village to the Yukon River such an important and, for some, painful or frightening 

experience?

The 1960s was a period of great change and upheaval around the United States, 

and Alaska was no different. There was a strong focus on poverty and its eradication 

across the country and Alaska participated in this movement with programs such as the 

Alaska State Housing Authority’s Mutual Help Housing Project, for which Holikachuk 

was the pilot village. The new and younger leaders of Holikachuk village, who had many 

more experiences outside of the village than their predecessors, must have had some 

sense of ‘being left behind’ based on those experiences. The ASHA mutual help project 

was a way to move physically closer to the mainstream of society, in Alaska at least. It 

was a way to improve housing conditions (though many felt they did not need
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improving), to create jobs, and to relieve social dissatisfaction with certain community 

members.

Local explanations for the 1963 move, as well as much earlier historic population 

movements on the Innoko River, focus on both the internal and external causes for the 

relocations. The two major movements can been seen as: 1) the process of abandoning 

the upper Innoko River earlier in the historic and proto-historic period, and 2) the 1963 

move off the Innoko River to the Yukon River. Below I discuss the different 

interpretations and understandings that can be drawn from both the etic and emic 

perspectives on the movements being examined. It is important to note that both etic 

(e.g. the author’s), and emic (e.g. local), understandings of the move take into account 

what are defined as ‘internal’ and ‘external’ forces -  forces which come from within the 

affected communities and those from outside. But culture is never so clearly divided into 

categories -  what is defined as ‘external’ and what is defined as ‘internal’ changes over 

time and depends on your perspective.

Brenden Raymond-Yakoubian has, in detail, looked at stories relating to the 

abandonment of the upper Innoko River and has shown that local residents perceive 

certain ill-advised actions on the part of their ancestors as a potent explanatory variable 

accounting for the abandonment of these lands (i.e. killing a powerful shaman for no 

good reason) (see also B. Raymond-Yakoubian 2000). Additionally imbedded in these 

emic explanations, which largely focus on internal causality, is a recognition of external 

forces as well, such as disease. Various diseases and epidemics, recognized as part of the 

reason why the upper Innoko was abandoned, were brought by outsiders and are
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therefore locally understood as external forces playing a role in territorial abandonment. 

The local, or emic, explanations and perceptions of these movements therefore takes into 

account both the internal and external forces which played a role in these processes.

Similarly, the current local (emic) understandings for the 1963 move are informed 

by recognitions of the role of both external and internal forces. Frank Walker and the 

problems surrounding him at the village are discussed by Holikachuk people in relation 

to the 1963 move, but the ultimate reasons given, at least in daily conversations, are all 

“economic” in nature and do not involve the Walker family. The move is outwardly 

portrayed as one chosen by the village because of all the possible economic benefits that 

would be derived from moving to the Yukon River, and is presented as a choice made by 

the village as a whole. This is still the way the move is discussed, when it is discussed at 

all, in Grayling. It was weeks into my first stay in the village before I learned any details 

about the role of the Walker family in the village’s decision to move to Grayling. The 

local (emic) perspective on the move to Grayling, as presented to me, was dynamic, and 

factored in both internal and external forces by the time my first visit to the village was 

over. My numerous early attempts to reconcile stories I had originally heard about the 

move to Grayling with the explanations given to me, an outsider, by Grayling residents 

were confusing. It was not until later, after being accepted by some community members, 

that I was able to learn about the interplay of internal and external forces, and how those 

forces are defined by local people. The Walker family was certainly perceived by the 

other villagers as “outsiders;” they were not considered members of the village unit. It is 

noteworthy that the explanations for the move given to outsiders, at least initially, are
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framed along lines of internal causality and decision-making. However, it is an unspoken 

(perhaps only in the presence of outsiders), or spoken only among friends, recognition 

that emically defined external causes played a very powerful role as well -  that is, the 

relations with the Walker family.

That is to say, from an etic perspective, it would seem that many external 

economic and cultural forces had an impact on the community’s decision to move; 

additionally, from such an etic perspective the internal problems between residents of the 

community constitute ‘internal forces’ which played a role in the move. However, from 

the local or emic perspective, the weight given to the external economic and cultural 

forces which influenced the decision are counterbalanced by an appreciation for the 

importance of local decision-making concerning those issues. Furthermore, the emic 

perspective delineates an important distinction between some members of the community 

who were perceived as ‘outsiders’ and therefore external forces (i.e. the Walker family) 

and ‘insiders’ who were involved in the internal decision-making to move. The emic 

perspective redefines and shapes how we understand the differences between internal and 

external forces.

It is possible to identify and detail many other external forces shaping the earlier 

population movements on the middle and upper Innoko River. The abandonment of the 

upper Innoko River was preceded by periods of disease, epidemic, starvation and 

resulting population loss. The arrival of thousands of miners into the region undoubtedly 

had an impact on the remaining upper Innoko population in terms of disease, wildlife 

population decreases, lack of access to certain regions for hunting or other purposes, as
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well as growing dependence on European goods. After developing a more sedentary 

lifestyle dependent on many non-locally produced goods, the small population of natives 

on the upper Innoko was probably in a difficult situation after the depopulation of the 

area by whites. During this time period, the 1910s-1920s, the native abandonment of the 

upper Innoko was completed. There are also, of course, ‘internal forces’ which pertain to 

the nature and shape of the abandonment of the upper Innoko River. The main internal 

decision-making that we can identify in the process is the decision to stay (mainly) on the 

Innoko River (some people likely going to the upper Kuskokwim and Yukon) during 

depopulation. Other internal process or decisions are not accessible at this point because 

of the lack of more oral history regarding this time period and the absence of 

archaeological evidence.

It is also possible to detail more specifically the nature of the external forces 

(from etic and emic perspectives) which played roles in the 1963 move to Grayling. As 

discussed previously, despite the fact that the Walker family felt otherwise, they were not 

considered to be part of Holikachuk village by most residents, and in fact, they were from 

Holy Cross, a Deg Hit’an and Eskimo village on the lower Yukon. The long-standing and 

significant problems that the residents of Holikachuk had with the Walkers were a major 

reason for the move to the Yukon River. It is probable that the village would have simply 

incorporated itself as a fourth class city at the time had that been able to solve their 

problems with the family. The village would have stayed at its location on the Innoko 

River, at least for a time, possibly moving later as a result of the nine “economic” reasons 

posited for the 1963 move. Many of the economic explanations given for the move can
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also be construed as external rather than internal reasons. The costs of freight delivery 

and fuel at Holikachuk village, for example, were externally controlled. There are 

internal causes for this migration as well. Holikachuk society at this time had chosen to 

integrate many of the values, norms, and practices of Western society. An example of 

this was when John Deacon and the rest of the village requested that a priest or 

missionary be sent to live at their village; another example was the request that the 

village be involved in ASHA’s housing improvement program. The Holikachuk (or many 

of them) had, among other things, decided to accept Christian religion and to believe that 

their village location and local opportunities were inadequate to participate in American 

society the way they desired to. Cultural changes in the village are, alternately, currently 

viewed by most Grayling residents as having external causes. Problems such as 

addiction, loss of traditional language, loss of traditional events and ceremonies, lack of 

jobs, and negative feelings towards outsiders are all seen as externally promoted. When 

discussing the lack of traditional events in the village, such as dances like the Stickdance 

or other feasts, many older residents say that the younger generations have no interest 

since the introduction of television. They say that television occupies too much of their 

time, has refocused their interests, and has left the younger generations with no desire to 

learn about traditional events or language. The younger generation is portrayed here as 

being at fault, but only partially -  it is, after all, the television which is the true ‘invasive’ 

force.

The last Stickdance, which Grayling residents believe was the most important 

event in the Holikachuk ceremonial cycle, was performed just prior to the move to
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Grayling (see B. Raymond-Yakoubian 2000). Other elements of the ceremonial cycle 

survived the move from the Innoko River, but not for many years, and it has now 

completely collapsed, though villagers do attend events in other area villages. The 

disintegration of the Holikachuk ceremonial cycle can be seen much earlier in time as 

well. In the 1930s de Laguna noted that a semi-complete ceremonial cycle was still 

carried out at Anvik, Holikachuk and particularly at Shageluk (de Laguna 1936: 569- 

570). One Grayling resident, Wilson Deacon, remembered a time in the 1950s when one 

of the traditional ceremonies almost didn’t happen. So many people in the village, he 

said, were preoccupied with making or drinking homebrew that there were not enough 

people to participate in the ceremony. He and a few others had to go to houses and bring 

people to the kashim in order to carry on with the ceremony. Wilson Deacon remembers 

that people at this time were much more concerned with their homebrew than with most 

other things (W. Deacon 2000c). The disintegration of a more traditional lifestyle began 

long before the move to Grayling occurred, but the move appears to have solidified these 

changes and created a new way of life. As one of the leaders of the move from 

Holikachuk said to Gale Van Diest just prior to leaving, “It’s never going to be the same, 

Van, is it?” (Van Diest 2000).

Long-term cultural consequences o f  the moves

Both the abandonment of the upper Innoko River and the migration to Grayling 

were indicative of larger social changes occurring within Holikachuk society. The 

abandonment of the upper Innoko came at the tail end of the first introduction of vastly
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different material culture and ideas as well as disease and epidemics. The culture change 

that took place between 1866 and the 1920s on the upper Innoko River is greater than 

most of us can probably imagine.

The move to Grayling, more so than the abandonment of the upper Innoko, 

delineated fundamental changes in Holikachuk patterns of living. The move, while a 

focal point, is from my experience not discussed frequently; rather, life at Holikachuk 

before the move is discussed on a more consistent basis by some of the older generation. 

For those under the age of 55 (bom or raised at Holikachuk, but young at the time of the 

move) there seems to be a general lack of knowledge concerning historical process and 

events that have taken place on the Innoko River. This generation has an uneven 

knowledge base regarding Innoko River lifeways, detailed explanations of the 

migrations, or a historical understanding of their consequences. The Innoko River is a 

physically remote area. Because of its remoteness it was never really ‘explored’ by 

outsiders with the result of significant contact until the Innoko and Iditarod gold rushes. 

The lateness of this type of sustained contact forced, in this place, very rapid culture 

change whereas in other areas of Alaska this change happened over a somewhat more 

extended time span (which is not to say that preliminary forces of change, particularly 

those initiated by non-natives, had not been acting at some level earlier).

Additionally, there was a considerable rapidity and extent to the culture change 

that occurred after the move to Grayling. The quantity of introduced technology and 

contact with non-natives that occurred as a result of the move led to what are considered 

today to be very unfavorable consequences (addiction, loss of traditional culture, etc.).
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The move truly crystallized, from a contemporary perspective, the fundamentally 

important aspects of Holikachuk migration in the past that were to become relevant today 

and set the stage for the future development of Grayling village life. The villagers’ 

agreement to move away from the Innoko River to Grayling was also the ultimate 

acceptance of a new way of recognizing authority. Traditional figures, such as shamans, 

had not been a central part of Holikachuk life for some time (Chief Alexi died in the 

1940s), but older and more ‘traditionally-minded’ persons in the village still had 

leadership power despite the existence of a legally recognized and elected Village 

Council. The new, younger generation of leaders, who initiated and organized the move 

from Holikachuk and who had different priorities for the village, essentially gained the 

approval of the village by being allowed to make such a large decision, despite the 

disapproval of the new village location by elders. Ironically, today, those once young 

leaders of the move have become elders in the village, and are now considered 

‘traditional’ by the many in the younger generations.

Holikachuk village, the point of coalescence for many people from middle and 

upper Innoko villages, was also the place where the 20th century Holikachuk situation 

was firmly established. A new position as second-class citizens had begun to develop 

with the influx of first the Russians and later gold miners into the region; this was 

solidified with the disproportionate importance of fur traders and store keepers for daily 

life in Holikachuk village. Despite the encroachment of outsiders, however, the 

Holikachuk faced persistent isolation because of their remote location. This remoteness 

and isolation led to a marginalization of the village. Delivery of goods to the village was
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costly and time consuming. The village itself was also located far off the main water 

route of the region, the Yukon River, and had no ground aircraft landing strip until the 

year before the village moved. Though the residents of Holikachuk village in the 1960s 

were not completely dependent on manufactured goods for survival, they certainly would 

have had great difficulties had they been removed at that point. The request for assistance 

with the move from the ASHA (despite the statement that the move would take place 

with or without help) also led Holikachuk residents into a higher form of dependency on 

outside sources for the survival of the village, a situation which has become even more 

prominent today.

In the village of Grayling today many residents rely upon government assistance 

for economic success, as does the village itself. For example, the water treatment 

system, the local refuse dump, and other such local service projects have been, at least 

partially, funded by government aid. The federal and state government has provided 

financial assistance in lean years, as is the case with the recent salmon run crashes in 

western Alaska. Additionally, the corporation system was also set into effect by federal 

legislation tied to the development of the Trans-Alaska pipeline and ANCSA.

The residents of Grayling have adopted many Western norms. As is typical in 

most rural Alaskan villages, satellite dishes dominate the roofs or yards of most 

households and are the most prominent form of entertainment for many. One resident of 

Grayling frequently noted during our conversations how he strongly felt that there is a 

lack of cohesion and purpose among the residents of the village, particularly the younger
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teenage residents. This resident believed this anomie to be a result of the loss of 

traditional culture and language, as well as traditional figures of authority.

The abandonment of the upper Innoko River and the move to Grayling have been 

arguably the most significant events in the history of the middle and upper Innoko 

people. As we have seen through the examination of both emic and etic explanations of 

Holikachuk history, the interplay of internal and external forces has had a unique impact 

on the course of Holikachuk life. These forces are still at work today, constantly 

reshaping the past and its various meanings, as well as the future, for and among 

Grayling residents.

Future Research

There are two areas where research on the middle-upper Innoko people would 

have the most to add to the history of the region. The first is archaeological. As has been 

discussed, only a handful of site locations on the middle-upper Innoko River are known. 

Extensive survey is needed to both discover the locations of undocumented sites as well 

as to better define the locations of documented sites and their occupational histories. 

Archaeological investigations would add immeasurably to our knowledge of the people 

once occupying the region and their history. The most effective research program would 

include the village of Grayling (and other villages such as Shageluk and Anvik), 

especially its younger school-age residents, in all aspects of any archaeological 

investigations. Participation in such research would be an excellent way for village 

members to learn more about the history of their traditional lands and their ancestors who
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occupied them, would provide a means to gain skills in scientific investigation, and 

would allow for collaborative work concerning the nature and richness of the final 

product of any such investigations.

The second area of research that it is important to continue with is that of 

ethnohistoric and placename research. This type of research has reached its critical stage, 

as many elders who experienced life at Holikachuk village and on the Innoko River are 

no longer living. Those that are still alive are valuable sources of historical and cultural 

information. Many lament that no one is interested in their native language, stories, 

and/or cultural practices anymore. It is important to assist, and interest other village 

residents in assisting, these elders in the preservation of their knowledge.

In terms of migration/movement/relocation studies, I believe that it is important 

to continue in the use of place and place attachment studies. Discovering how 

attachments to place may be formed and their importance to migrants may help us 

understand the decision-making processes leading to movement, the reasons underlying 

those decisions, and the feelings about such movements. The study of place and place 

attachment is still developing and moving towards greater consistency in its focus and 

theory. Place studies offer cultural anthropology a specific way in which to go about data 

collection and analysis and a unique way in which to view the process of migration and 

its consequences.
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Appendix 1

Table of Research in the Innoko Region

DATES PERSON LOCATION DESCRIPTION
1880 E.W. Nelson Middle Innoko First description of the myths 

and ceremonies of the Innoko 
natives

1926-
1938

Ales Hrdlicka Grayling and 
middle and lower 
Innoko

Artifact and skeletal material 
collection

1934,
1937

Cornelius
Osgood

Anvik 3 volumes on the Ingalik of the 
lower Innoko-Yukon.
Contains discussions of 
Innoko people and tribal 
divisions.

1935 Frederica de 
Laguna

lower and middle 
Innoko sites and 
villages

Survey of lower and middle 
Innoko, minor excavations

1962 Michael Krauss Holikachuk and 
Grayling

Linguistic research

1970-
present

James Kari Grayling Oral historical and linguistic 
research

1970s Elizabeth
Andrews

middle and lower 
Innoko

Survey and interviews

1972 James
VanStone

lower and middle 
Innoko, Grayling

Survey, ethnohistoric 
investigations of lower Innoko 
Ingalik and Holikachuk

1980-
90s

Karen
McPhearson

Grayling Oral history

1990s Wendy
Arundale

Grayling Oral history

1994 Deborah
Corbett

middle and upper 
Innoko

Survey of archaeological sites 
on the middle and upper 
Innoko

1996 Maryanne
Sweeney

Dishkakat Survey and excavation at 
Dishakat on the upper Innoko

1999,
2000

Brenden and 
Julie Raymond- 
Yakoubian

Grayling, middle 
and lower Innoko

Oral history and ethnohistoric 
investigations with native 
residents of Grayling
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Table of Visitors to the Innoko Region

DATES PERSON/OTHER LOCATION DESCRIPTION
1839 Petr Kolmakov Middle and 

upperInnoko
First documentation by 
non-native in the region

1842-
1844

Lavrentiy Zagoskin Lower and 
middle Innoko

Ethnographic 
documentation and 
description of the peoples 
of this region

1845-
1863

Iakov Netsvetov Lower and 
middle Innoko

Russian Orthodox, 
observation of the region

1861-
1868

Father Illarion Lower and 
middle Innoko

Russian Orthodox, 
observation of the region

1867 Russian-America 
Company and U.S.A.

Purchase of Russian- 
American properties in 
Alaska by America

1880 Ivan Petroff Lower-middle
Innoko

Census, observation of 
some ceremonies

1888 John Folger Middle-upper
Innoko

First prospector in the 
region; others follow 
shortly thereafter

Late
1800s

Father Raguru Upper Innoko Jesuit, brief mention made 
of him in Jette 1902. At 
Dishkakat in 1899.

1901 Jules Jette Middle and 
upperInnoko

Jesuit, observation of the 
region

1901 USSS Nunivak Grayling Population observations by 
White and Cantwell

1907-
1908

White prospectors Upper Innoko Innoko Gold Rush

1909 White prospectors Iditarod River Iditarod Gold Rush
1917 Hudson Stuck Lower-middle 

Innoko and 
Iditarod

Observation of the region

1930s-
1940s

John Chapman Anvik Episcopalian, observation 
of Deg Hit’an, occasional 
trips up the Innoko

1953 Barney Furman Holikachuk Alaska Missions 
missionary

1954 Gale and Jean Van 
Diest

Holikachuk Alaska Missions 
missionaries

1954 Thomas Cleveland Holikachuk First Episcopal priest at 
Holikachuk village
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Table of Synonymy

NAME MODERN
TRANSLATION

SOURCE

Greyling River Grayling Creek Hrdlicka 1944
Holokochaket Holikachuk village Hrdlicka 1944
Holikachakat Holikachuk village Hrdlicka 1944, Stuck 

1917
Hologochaket Holikachuk village de Laguna 1936, 1947
Holiaktzagmute Holikachuk village Illarion in Oswalt
Khuligichagat Holikachuk village Zagoskin in Michael
Kholiachagmiut, Khulichagat, 
Khuliachagmiut

Holikachuk village Netsvetov in Black

Holikitsak Holikachuk village Porter 1893
Holocachaket Holikachuk village USBC
Xeyighilindhi Holikachuk village Kari 2000
Tihkakat Old Dishkakat Jette 1902, Jette 1910
Korodzanalledatlten,
Korotsenaledatten

Dishkakat -  proper name Jette 1902, Jette 1910

K ’eghuts’enaadldaatldenh’ Dishkakat Kari 2000
Tihno Dishna River Jette 1902
Innok River Innoko River Petroff 1884
Luron/Unoka River Innoko River Jette 1902, Jette 1910
Lukakomo Mud River Jette 1910, Kari 2000
Lukekorokat (Village at) mouth of 

Mud River
Jette 1910, Kari 2000

Rodilotten Site on Innoko River Jette 1910
Yalchikatna River Iditarod River Kolmakov in Michael
Xidedhod Iditarod River Kari 2000
Chag’liuk River Innoko River Netsvetov in Black
Chageluk River Innoko River Illarion in Netsvetov
Kwihpah River Yukon River Russian, from Yup’ik
Yuna River Upper Yukon River Zagoskin in Michael
Tlegon (and Tlegon River) Site and tributary of 

upperInnoko
Netsvetov in Black, 
Zagoskin in Michael

Ttachegno North Fork of Innoko Kolmakov in Michael
Ikogmyut Russian Mission Zagoskin in Michael
Ttality Dementi Zagoskin in Michael
Diminti Dementi Sleem 1910b
Divinitif s Dementi Chapman 1911b
Nikadodellenten,
Niltchadodelenten

Village of Fork Jette 1910
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Ni/ts’adadlinhdi Village of Fork Kari 2000
Nilteelihten Possibly village of Fork Holy Cross Mission 

Diary
Vazhichagat Vazhichagat Zagoskin in Michael
Shagelook Possibly Vazhichagat Whymper 1869
Washitschagath Vazhichagat Holmberg in de 

Laguna
Yakutzkelignik Vazhichagat Whymper 1869
Inkalit Deg Hit’an Netsvetov and Illarion
Ingalik Deg Hit’an Initially Osgood 1936
Inkilik Yug-elnut Deg H it’an Russian, derived from 

Yup’ik designation
Tlegon-khotana Upper Innoko people Zagoskin in Michael
Kolchan Holikachuk people Illarion, Nelson
Kol’chane Holikachuk people Netsvetov in Black

Takayaksa Lower Koyukon people Zagoskin in Michael
Shageluk Island ????? Nelson in VanStone
Tokichitna Upper Kuskokwim 

tributary
Illarion

Holitna Upper Kuskokwim 
tributary

Illarion

Yuni Yukutno River Zagoskin in Michael
Thompson/Shageluk/Y ukon 
Slough

Same Local terms for 
slough(s) leading 
from the Yukon above 
Grayling to the 
Innoko near 
Holikachuk

Tochotno River Takotna River Zagoskin in Michael
Tokotno Site probably on Takotna 

River
Netsvetov in Black

Madzatetselihten Site 25 miles below 
Kaltag

Jette 1902

Eagle Island Grayling Island Locally known as 
Grayling Island; 
island directly across 
from Grayling

Klantilinten Rapids Dali 1870
Tanedienten Rapids Jette 1910
Maadzikakat Grayling Jette 1910
Dois Brats Shaman’s Village Russians in Jette 1910
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Lukekorokakat, Lukakorkakat Site on Innoko River at 
the mouth of the Mud 
River (on the Mud River 
Trail)

Jette 1902, Jette 1910, 
Kolmakov in 
Zagoskin in Michael, 
Kari 2000

Tleket Site on upper Innoko Kolmakov in 
Zagoskin in Michael

Kkholikakat Site at Hammer Creek Kolmakov in 
Zagoskin in Michael

Tlegokokhkakat Site at the Mud River Kolmakov in 
Zagoskin in Michael
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Appendix 2

E. W. N elson’s description o f  the Festival to the Dead as seen on December 10, 1880 at 
or near Holikachuk Village (from VanStone 1978: 18-21).

Festival to the Dead

On December 10, 1880, during one of my sledge journeys, I came to a small 

Indian village near the head of the Innoko River. There I found nearly all of the able- 

bodied men of the Kol-chan Indians assembled by invitation to witness and take part in a 

feast given in honor of the dead.

The principal feast makers were a young man and an old man, but the entire 

village took a more or less active part in it. The shades to be honored in chief, however, 

were relatives of the two men named, and, in a general way, the shades of other village 

dead whose relatives took part.

I arrived after the festival began and from that time on kept note of all the 

ceremonies. The two principals, I was told, sang a song prepared for this occasion in the 

morning and the evening before the day set for the festival to begin.

On the evening of my arrival I noticed some excitement about the sweat house 

and went in. All of the women came in and sat opposite the doorway. In the middle of the 

room in a row facing the door sat four old men. These men sang several songs, each one 

ending with a low but high pitched “hoo, hoo, hoo.” In about half an hour some young 

men held up two blankets so as to conceal the door and all of that side of the room. 

Directly after this two women and five men came in and ranged [sic] themselves along



the wall behind the blankets, one woman at each end of the line, and the blankets were 

taken away.

One man wore the tail feathers of a white owl in a fillet so arranged that the 

feathers stood up straight from the forehead. The other men each had a similar fillet in 

which were the feathers of a gyr-falcon or some other bird of prey.

Three of the men each had a large downy feather fastened in some way to the tips 

of their noses. The men all wore new blouses of fancy ticking. The women had one or 

two black-tipped wing feathers of a seagull in their hair and wore blouses of bright 

colored calico, also new. In her right hand each woman held a slender rod about 3 ft. long 

and tipped with a large, downy white feather.

The old men at once resumed their song, beating time with slender sticks on a 

smooth, round log that lay before them. The new comers began a slow dance in time to 

the song. The movements of the men consisted of a mere jogging of the weight first on 

one leg and then on the other, with a corresponding heave of the shoulders, all without 

moving the feet from their place on the floor.

The women made a forward and backward motion of the body at the hips 

accompanied by a light bending of the knees each time and a slight twisting or rotary 

motion of the body as the last, or recovery, movement. The women kept their wands in 

constant slight motion in time to the song. After the dance had gone on for some time the 

singers uttered the final “hoo, hoo, hoo” and stopped. The dancers stopped at once and 

turned with their faces to the wall and stood thus until the song was taken up again when 

they would wheel about and begin once more. This was repeated several times. All of the
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dancers wore mittens and every now and then during the dance they would draw out a 

pinch of fine white down in one hand and blow it toward the middle o f the room where 

the singers sat. When this was finished everyone went to bed.

At 2:00 A.M., the next morning, I was awakened by the singing of the old men on 

the roof of the sweat house. The song ceases and the hewn end of a stick was pushed a 

little way into the smoke hole and then came a long song. After it was finished the end of 

the stick was pushed slowly down until a young man inside caught hold of it and drew it 

down until the end rested on the floor. It was a slender spruce pole, unpeeled except a 

little bit at the butt. All along its sides were stuck long, downy white feathers.

After singing another song the men on the outside came in. The chief shaman of 

the village then started a song which was taken up by the other old men and followed by 

the seven dancers of the evening before. The latter wore old clothing and gathered in a 

ring about the spruce pole and began to dance as before.

These dancers were soon joined by another who brought a wolfskin over his head. 

He circled once around and touched the pole and then one of the seven dancers took the 

wolfskin and hung it on the wall of the room. In this way the dance went on for hours, 

some new man, or woman, bringing in a contribution every 15 or 20 min. In the end a 

varied lot of stuff hung along the wall consisting of wolf, wolverine, and other skins, 

calico, frilling, tobacco, etc., etc. There averaged from 8 to 12 dancers and the unvarying 

song was kept up with all the power of their lungs.

The old men and dancers did most of the singing as the others very rarely joined 

in. The song was an endless repetition o f the syllables “oh-hee-ha; hee-ha; hee-ha-hay”
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varied by “ha-ha-hay; hee-ha; hee-hee-ha.” The dancers threw the upper part of the body 

back and forth violently and stamped time vigorously on the floor with one foot. The 

dancers streamed with perspiration and as fast as one became exhausted and dropped out 

of line his, or her, place was taken by a newcomer.

The dance ended at 10:00 A.M. and food was brought in. After some fragments of 

food from each vessel and some water from the watertub had been cast upon the floor as 

an offering to the dead, the food was handed out by the women and all ate heartily. Then 

the seven original dancers, who were namesakes of the dead in whose honor the feast was 

given, were called out in the middle of the room and fine new clothing put upon all of 

them and, the articles hanging on the wall having been distributed generally, the festival 

was at an end.

I was told that two other similar festivals are to be given by Kolchan villages right 

away. During the continuance of this festival the use of sharp tools and instruments was 

forbidden in the village fearing to injure the shades.
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